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ARGUMENT STRUCTURE STRATEGY

ARGUMENT STRUcruRE
Critical Reasoning questions on the GMAT involve reading brief arguments (each argu-
ment is generally one to three sentences long) and answering questions relating to those
arguments.

In order to analyze GMAT arguments, it is important to understand their basic structure:

Premises + (Assumptions) = Conclusion

In words, premises and assumptions lead to a conclusion.

PREMISES are STATED pieces of information or evidence that generally provide support
for the given conclusion. They may be facts, opinions, or claims. If they are opinions or
claims, they will not be the overall claim the author is making; rather, they will be some
intermediate claim the author is using to support the overall claim (or conclusion).

ASSUMPTIONS are UNSTATED parts of the argument that are NECESSARY to reach
the given conclusion. In the formula above, the word Assumptions is put in parentheses to
signal that assumptions are NEVER stated in the written argument.

The main point of the argument is the CONCLUSION, which is logically supported by
the assumptions and premises. Conclusions
are in the form of an opinion or a claim.

You can think of the conclusion of an argu-
ment as the top of a building, supported by
the building itself (the premises) and the
unseen underground foundation (the
assumptions) .

Premises

(Assumptions)
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Identifying the Parts of an Argument
In order to do well on GMAT Critical Reasoning questions, you must be able to identify
the parts of an argument quickly. Consider the following argument:

Studying regularly is one factor that has been shown to improve one's per-
formance on the GMAT. Melissa took the GMAT and scored a 500. If she
studies several times a week, Melissa can expect to improve her score.

In analyzing an argument, you should first look for the conclusion, which is the main
point of the argument. The conclusion is often the last sentence of an argument, but not
always. Sometimes the conclusion appears as the first sentence.

Where is the CONCLUSION? The main point of this argument is the last sentence:

If she studies several times a week, Melissa can expect to improve her score.

After finding the conclusion, look for the premises that lead to the conclusion. Premises
include ALL the pieces of information written in the argument (except the conclusion).
Premises provide evidence that usually supports, or leads to, the conclusion. ,

Where are the PREMISES? Since everything except the conclusion is considered a premise,
each of the first two sentences is a premise.

Premise: Studying regularly is one factor that has been shown to improve
one's performance on the GMAT.

Premise: Melissa took the GMAT and scored a 500.

Often, all you will need to find are the conclusion and the premises. Sometimes, however,
the GMAT will ask you to identify an assumption.

Where are the ASSUMPTIONS? Assumptions are unstated parts of the argument.
Therefore, you will NEVER find an assumption stated in an argument. However, assump-
tions are NECESSARY to reach the given conclusion. For example, one assumption in this
argument is that studying several times a week qualifies as studying regularly.
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Finding the Conclusion
Arguments on the GMAT are generally written so that the conclusion is fairly easy to iden-
tify. Most of the time; the conclusion is presented in one of three common ways. Since two
of these ways involve the question, you should read the question first when you approach
any new Critical Reasoning problem.

Type A: Question contains the conclusion.

Some universities are changing the structure of financial aid awards given
to students who cannot afford to pay full tuition. In the past, the largest
proportion of financial aid distributed to students was in the form of feder-
al, interest-deferred loans. Now, these institutions are awarding a higher
proportion of grants, money that students do not need to pay back.

If, on the basis of the evidence above, it is argued that the shift from loan to
grant awards gives students the freedom to choose careers in less lucrative
professions, which of the following, if true, would most seriously weaken
that argument?

The CONCLUSION of this argument is given in the question: The shift from loan to
grant awards gives students the freedom to choose careers in less lucrative professions.
This assertion is the main point of the argument. (The question goes on to ask for a way to
weaken the argument. We will discuss how to address this kind of question later inthis
guide.)

Type B: Question hints at the conclusion in the argument,

A program instituted by a state government to raise money allows home-
owners to prepay their future property taxes at the current rate. Even if the
government were to raise the tax rate in a subsequent year, any prepaid
taxes would allow the homeowner to maintain taxes at the lower rate, low-
ering the overall property tax burden over time. For this reason, homeown-
ers should participate in the program.

Which of the following is an assumption that supports the indicated ration-
ale for homeowners participating in the program?

The CONCLUSION of this argumemis hinted at in the question. The word rationale
points us to the final sentence: For this reason, homeowners should participate in the
program. Reason and rationale are synonyms.

Incidentally, the reason is located in the sentence prior to the conclusion: any prepaid taxes
would allow the homeowner to maintain taxes at the lower rate, lowering the overall
property tax burden over time. In essence, the question is asking us to determine an
assumption that connects this premise and the argument's conclusion.
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Type C: Argument contains an obvious conclusion.

Transportation safety data indicate that trains are safer than cars, and that
airplanes are safer than trains. Injuries and deaths per passenger-mile of
airplane travel are less than one-tenth the figure for car travel. Therefore,
buses must also be more dangerous than airplanes.

Which of the following, if true, most significantly weakens the argument?

The question contains no specific reference to any information in the argument. In this
case, for the majority of questions, the argument will contain a very clear signal word or
expression that indicates the conclusion. In this case, the signal is the word Therefore at the
beginning of the third sentence.

Which type is this example?

Certain genetic diseases are more prevalent among certain ethnic popula-
tions. For example, Tay Sachs disease, a usually fatal genetic condition
caused by the build-up of gangliocides in nerve cells, occurs more frequently
among Ashkenazi Jews than among the general population.

Which of the following assertions can most properly be drawn from the
above information?

Where is the conclusion? The question does not contain any clues; neither does the body of
the argument.

In fact, the argument above does not contain a conclusion at all; both sentences present fac-
tual information rather than a claim. Some GMAT Critical Reasoning questions ask you to
draw a conclusion, make an inference, or explain a situation using only a passage of premis-
es. In these cases, the conclusion will be in the answer choices (though, as you will see in
the "Draw a Conclusion" chapter, the correct conclusion will not look very much like the
kinds of conclusions that other GMAT arguments usually present).

:ManliattanG MAT·Prep
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Common Signal Words for ArgUtn~nt Parts
As we discussed earlier, the conclusion of an argument is often preceded by certain signal
words. You should be on the lookout for these conclusion Signals:

Therefore
As a result
Suggests
Indicates
Accordingly

So
Consequendy
Thus
Hence
It follows that

Conclusions can also be signaled by their strong tone, often marked by "opinion" words
such as should ("This law should be enacted ... ").

Likewise, certain other words signal premises. Here ate the most common premise signals:

Since
Due to
As a result of

Because
Given that
As

An Alternate Way To.Find the Conclusion
This section discusses what to do when the primary patterns for flnding the conclusion do
not apply.

As we discussed earlier, the primary patterns will appear the vast majority of the time. On a
few minor andlor more difficult questions, however, we may need to work a little bit harder
to flnd the conclusion.

You should not use this method unless the primary patterns do not apply, as this alternate
method is more difficult and could lead you to the wrong conclusion.

First: Identify All Claims

In order to separate the conclusion from the premises, first identify all claims made in the
argument. You should distinguish claims from facts, which can be proven.rnie, Claims
often contain one or more of the following three types of language:

A. Predict the Future. Look out for verbs or verb constructions that ate in the future tense or
that otherwise refer to the future. For example:

will, should, can be expected to, could result in, are likely to, etc.

Most statements that take place in the future ate claims. For example:

• If she studies several times a week, Melissa can expect to improve her score.

• Homeowners should participate in the program in order to decrease their
overall property tax burden over time.
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B. Subjective Opinion. Anything that expresses an opinion is likely to be a claim. Similarly,
anything that cannot be proven, only argued, is likely to be a claim. For example:

• The proposal to hire additional dogcatchers in Newtown is a mistake.

• Ballroom dancing is more of an art form than a sport.

• The mayor's plan is likely to fail.

C. Cause and Effect. Cause and effect statements ar~ signaled by a number of key words:

• If X happens, then Y happens.

• As a result of or because of or since X, Y will happen.

• X happens, so Y will result.

If you find only one claim, you are done-that is the conclusion! If you find more than
one, move on to the second step.

Second: Use the "Therefore" Test

The conclusion of the argument is the FINAL claim. In other words, every other claim
leads to the conclusion, which is logically last in the sequence of events.

If you have two claims, X and y, ask yourself: Does X lead to Y? Or does Y lead to X? To
apply the "Therefore" test, try saying the claims two ways:

(1) "X, therefore Y." If this works, Y is the conclusion.

(2) "Y, therefore X." If this works, X is the conclusion.

For example:

Manager: the new manufacturing process should save us time in the end,
even though the first step of the five-step process will take twice as long as
it does under the old process. Far fewer of the components will be found
defective and the sole purpose of steps two and three under the old process
is to weed out defective components. As a result, we should be able to elim-
inate two of the five steps in the existing manufacturing process.

Which of the following would be most useful in evaluating the claim made in
the argument?

The question does not tell us what we should focus on as the conclusion. We have two
major claims in this argument:

X: The new process should save us time.
Y: we should be able to eliminate two of the five steps in the process.

So we have two options: X, therefore Y. Or Y, therefore X.

:M.anfiattanG MAT·Prep
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X, therefore Y: The new process should save us time; therefore, we should be able to eliminate
two of the five steps in the process.

Y, therefore X: we should be able to eliminate two of the five steps in the process; therefore, the
new process should save us time.

Which way is right? In this case, Y leads us to X: first we need to eliminate two of the five
steps, and then, as a result of that elimination, the new process saves time.

X is the final claim in the logical chain of events, so X is the conclusion. The deduction that
takes place last logically (or chronologically) in the sequence of events is the conclusion. Note
that the conclusion will not necessarily appear in the last sentence of the argument.

Also, notice that you could have been distracted by a signal expression in front of claim Y:
As a result. These words tell you that the claim Y is a result of something else (in this case,
other premises). But you should not assume that claim Y is the conclusion; in fact, it leads
to another, even bigger claim (which ~ the conclusion).

To test the logical relationship of two claims, you can use other connectors besides therefore.
Other words or expressions that work the same way include so, thus, and as a result. Any of
these expressions can signal the conclusion.

Remember that you should only use the "Therefore" test if the question does not tell you
what the conclusion is or does not give you keywords from the argument that point to the
conclusion. If the question does provide such information, that information trumps the
"therefore" test.
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INACTION ARGUMENT STRUCTURE PROBLEM SET Chapter 1

Problem Set
Now that you have completed your study of ARGUMENT STRUCTURE, it is time to test your
skills on a variety of different arguments. The passages below exhibit a representative.sampling of
argument structures. For each argument, complete the following in a notebook:

(1) Find and write out the conclusion of the argument. The conclusion may be an entire
sentence or part of a sentence. Try to be as accurate as possible in locating the exact words
of the conclusion. Indicate how you found the conclusion:

(A) The question contains the conclusion.

(B) The question hints at the conclusion in the argument.

(C) The argument COntains an obvious conclusion.

(D)An alternate method (for instance, you identified the claims and if necessary
used the "Therefore" test).

(2) If the argument does not include a conclusion, indicate this with the words no given
conclusion.

Note that you are not actually answering these questions! You are only identifying the conclusion of
each argument. During the actual exam, of course, you will not have time to consider which strate-
gy you are using or which type of argument you are facing-at that point, these ideas should be
second nature to you. Finding conclusions is a skill that must be mastered in order to succeed in
answering Critical Reasoning questions accurately.

1. The Chinese white dolphin is a territorial animal that rarely strays far from its habitat in
the Pearl River Delta, In recent years, increasing industrial andagriclJltural runoff to the
Delta's waters has caused many white dolphins to perish before they reach breeding
age. Unless legislation is enacted to ensure there is no further decline in the Delta's
water quality, the Chinese white dolphin will become extinct.

Which of the following, if true, undermines the claim that the Chinese white dolphin will
disappear without legislation to preserve water quality in the Delta?

2. A series of research studies has reported that flaxseed oil can have abenefidal effect in
reducing tumor growth in mice, particularly the kind of tumor found in human post-
menopausal breast cancer.Thus, flaxseed oil should be recommended as an addition to
the diets of all postmenopausal women.

Which of the following is an assumption upon which the argument depends?

SManliattan!,iM,\r:Prep
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3. Violent video games are periodically criticized by some parents' groups, psycholo-
gists, religious organizations, and politicians. A common focus of the criticism is that
video games that allow players to act out crimes, and reward players for doing so,
encourage aggressive behavior. Though some psychological studies have shown a cor-
relation between the playing of violent video games and aggressive behavior, the vast
majority of such studies do not claim behavioral causation.

Which of the following assertions can most properly be drawn from the given infor-
mation?

4. The source of Pure Springs bottled water is an aquifer hundreds of feet below the sur-
face of the Earth. Because this aquifer contains fewer contaminants and less bacteria
than any other domestic aquifer, a spokesperson for Pure Springs claims that the com-
pany produces the best tasting bottled water currently available.

Which of the following, if true, provides the best support for the company spokesper-
son's claim?

5. Most doctors recommend drinking alcohol in moderation, since the excessive intake of
alcohol has been linked to several diseases of the liver. last year, however, more non-
drinkers than drinkers were diagnosed with liver failure. Thus, at least concerning the
liver, it can be concluded that drinking alcohol is no more dangerous than abstaining
from alcohol.

Which of the following, if true, most seriously weakens the argument?

6. During the past thirty years, the percentage of the population that smokes cigarettes
has consistently declined. During the same time period, however, the number of lung
cancer deaths attributed to smoking cigarettes has increased.

Which of the following can be most properly inferred from the passage?

7. The cutback in physical education is the primary contributing factor to North High
School's increasing failure rate on the high school graduation examination. last year,
when students participated in gym class on a daily basis, 85 percent of the school's
seniors passed the exam. This year, students have gym class twice weekly, and only 70
percent of seniors passed the test.

Which of the following most strongly supports the author's opinion about the primary
factor contributing to the observed phenomenon?

::M.anliattanG MAT"Prep
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8. Food allergies account for more than thirty thousand emergency department visits each
year. Often, victims of these episodes are completely unaware of their allergies until
they experience a major reaction. Studies show that ninety percent of food allergy
reactions are caused by only eight distinct foods. For this reason, individuals should
sample a minuscule portion of each of these foods to determine whether a particular
food allergy is present.

The author relies upon which of the following assumptions in drawing the conclusion
above?

9. To increase the productivity of the country's workforce, the government should intro-
duce new food guidelines that recommend a vegetarian diet. A study of thousands of
men and women revealed that those who stick to a vegetarian diet have IQs that are
around five points higher than those who regularly eat meat. The vegetarians were also
more likely to have earned advanced degrees and hold high-paying jobs.

Which of the following, if true, demonstrates that the plan to increase productivity by
recommending a vegetarian diet is unlikely to succeed?

10. Editorial: To stem the influx of illegal immigrants, the government is planning to con-
struct a wall along our entire border with Country Y.This wall, however, will do little to
actually reduce the number of illegal immigrants. Because few economic opportunities
exist in Country Y,individuals will simply develop other creative ways to enter our
nation.

Which of the following is an assumption on which the argument depends?
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IN ACTION ANSWER KEY ARGUMENT STRUCTURE SOLUTIONS Chapter 1

1. Conclusion type A: the conclusion is given in the question. Third sentence: Unless legislation is
enacted to ensure there is no further decline in the Delta's water quality, the Chinese white dol-
phin will become extinct.

2. Conclusion type C: Argument contains obvious conclusion. Second sentence: Thus, flaxseed oil
should be recommended as an addition to the diets of all post-menopausal women.

3. No conclusion given.

4. Conclusion type B: the question hints at the conclusion. End of second sentence: Pure Springs
claims that the company produces the best tasting bottled water currendy available.

5. Conclusion type C: Argument contains obvious conclusion. Third sentence: Thus, at least con-
cerning the liver, it can be concluded that drinking alcohol is no more dangerous than abstain-
ing from alcohol.

6. No conclusion given.

7. Conclusion type B: the question hints at the conclusion. First sentence: The cutback in physical
education is the primary contributing factor to North High School's increasing failure rate on
the high school graduation examination.

8. Conclusion type C: Argument contains obvious conclusion. End of third sentence: For this
reason, individuals should sample a minuscule portion of each of these foods to determine
whether a particular food allergy is present.

9. Conclusion type A: the conclusion is given in the question. First sentence: To increase the
productivity of the country's workforce, the government should introduce new food guide-
lines that recommend a vegetarian diet.

10. Conclusion type Alternate: the primary method does not apply, so we have to use the
"Therefore" test. Second sentence: This wall, however, will do little to actually reduce the num-
ber of illegal immigrants.

Claim #1: This wall, however, will do little to actually reduce the number of illegal immigrants.

Claim #2: individuals will simply develop other creative ways to enter our nation

Try #1 leading to #2: the wall will not do much to reduce the number of illegal immigrants; there-
fore, people will find other ways to enter the country.

Also try #2 leading to #1: people will find other ways to enter the country; therefore, the wall will
not do much to reduce the number of illegal immigrants.

The second version is correct. In this case, #2 leads to #1.
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DIAGRAMMING STRATEGY

DIAGRAMMING
The most effective way to improve your Critical Reasoning performance on tough problems
is to DIAGRAM the argument on paper. The diagramming strategy works for several
reasons:

(1) Diagramming SAVES time: Critical Reasoning arguments are short but often complex.
If you read an argument only once, you may not understand it fully. Rereading the
argument several times adds little to comprehension while taking up valuable time.
Diagramming an argument makes it readily understandable and saves time spent on
repeated readings.

(2) Diagramming HELPS comprehension: When you read under pressure, particularly on
a test like the GMAT, you may not initially understand what you are reading. The act of
diagramming transforms a passive approach into an active process, enabling you to ana-
lyze as you read. You will find that you have a much more thorough understanding of
the substance of each argument you diagram. This will, in turn, raise your accuracy as
you answer Critical Reasoning questions.

(3) Diagramming FOCUSES on argument structure: The questions which the GMAT
asks about Critical Reasoning passages are almost always related to one of the structural
parts of the argument: the premises, the conclusion, or the hidden assumptions.
Diagramming involves identifying and ordering the structural parts of each argument. If
you diagram, you can quickly see how each part of the argument relates to the question
asked.

How to Diagram an Argument: The T..Diagram
Simply put, diagramming is simply a method of taking summary notes on the argument.
Though we offer you one primary technique of diagramming, the form of the diagram is
NOT essential. Rather, what matters is the act of analyzing the argument and taking sum-
mary notes.

No matter how you diagram, a few principles should guide your work.

(1) Focus on the essential meaning when you summarize a point. Omit unnecessary
words.

(2) Use extreme shorthand. You will only need to use your notes for about 90 seconds.
Your short-term memory will naturally retain most of the information, so you can use
very brief reminders. For instance, if an argument contrasts small businesses with large
businesses, you might write "SB" and "LB." For the next 90 seconds, you will not forget
what those abbreviations mean.

This style of note-taking is much more truncated than the style of note-taking you
probably developed over years in school. However, on the GMAT, you ate not taking
notes so that you can study from them later for a quiz, You are taking notes to under-
stand an argument right now and answer an exam question within 2 minutes.
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DIAGRAMMING STRATEGY
(3) Keep important terms the same. Avoid changing terms if you can. Feel free to keep

the EXACT wording of key points.

(4) At the same time, make sure you understand what you are writing. If necessary,
rephrase a point slightly as you take notes, so that you grasp the meaning.

The specific method of diagramming that we recommend is called the "T-Diagram."

The T-Diagam

First, draw a large T on your scratch paper. Make it
asymmetrical, leaving more room on the left side, which
will be the "pro" side. In most arguments, you will have
very little on the "con" side (on the right).

Second, look for the conclusion. The first place to look
for the conclusion is in the question itself. If you do not
find it there, then read the argument. Once you find the
conclusion, write it above the top line of the T, abbrevi-
ating heavily.

Third, read or reread the argument sentence by
sentence. As you do so, follow the steps below:

• Write anything that supports the conclusion on
the left side of the T ("Pro" or "Premise for").

• Write anything that goes against the conclusion
on the right side of the T ("Con" or "Premise
against").

• If you find important background information
(neither pro nor con), you might write that
information below the T. Most of the time,
however, you will not record such information"
since it is usually not critical to solving the
problem.

• If you think of something (not in the argument)
that might help you to answer the question, you
might add that information in brackets. For exam-
ple, if you think of an assumption the author
must be making, you could write that at the bot-
tom of your "pro" column. Do not forget the
brackets! Otherwise, you might mistake this for
an actual premise.

ManliattanGMAT*Prep
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DIAGRAMMING STRAT.EGY
Consider the following example:

The proposal to hire additional dogcatchers in Newtown Is a mistake: Thougli
there is sufficient room in the budget to pay the salaries of the dogcatchers,
there are not enough resources available for the town to also pay for the hous-
ing and care ofthe additional canines that the new dogcatchers wmbe expected
to capture.

Which of the following, jf true, is the strongest reason to accept the opinion that
the proposed plan is a mistake?

The conclusion is in the question. Your T-diagram might look like this:

Plan: hire t dogcatch. = BAD

not suff $ to pay suff $ to pay for
for add! dogs caught ppl

Diagramming Efficiently
Certain notations can make your diagramming more efficient and effective.

(1) Abbreviate anything you can. Remember that you win only need to be able to deci-
pher your notes for about 90 seconds. Turn long words and proper nouns-into abbreviations
of just two or three letters. Some examples are presented below, but do not limit yourself to
these.

Text Abbreviation

The women's basketball team at State
University won the national championship
last year'

SU W bb won nat chmp last yr

Corporate downsizing led to high unem- Corp J, -+ t unemp + recssn
ployment rates and a recession

Strategic marketing is necessary to ensure Stra~ mktg = nee: $ fortposs bnft
that the money spent provides the great-
est possible benefit

Quantitative research is more effective
than qualitative research

Quant R> Qual R OR
Quant R more eff. than Qual R

Do not change or abbreviate so much that you forget or distort the argument. As you develop
your diagramming skills, keep in mind that you need to be able to keep all the important
details straight as you work on the problems.

(2) Underline key words and details. As you summarize each point, underline any words
or details that you think may be key to the argument. In particular, you may wish to under-
line "boundary words," which will be discussed later.
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(3) Use arrows to indicate cause and effect relationships, which are particularly common.

(4) Identify point of view with a colon. If you spot a position or a plan, use a colon to
indicate who is advocating the position or plan.

Text T-Diagram

The mayor claims that the fee will reduce congestion M: fee -+ '" congestion

(5) Signal any change of direction in the passage with the word BUT in capital letters.
Words that signal a change in direction include however, despite, but, though, although, sur-
prisingly, still yet, contrary. Do not write these out! Just substitute the word BUT.

(6) Develop your own abbreviations. Use your own abbreviations and note-taking
techniques in addition to those listed above. Practice your techniques and keep them
consistent.

Some students may benefit from more visually-oriented diagramming approaches that are
less text-based and more graphic in nature. You might put dates on a timeline, compare two
phenomena in a table, or even draw pictures. It is appropriate to use whatever approach
works best for you, as long as you practice it extensively so that you are comfortable using
that approach.

Diagramming Model Arguments
Diagramming is a powerful strategy that is best learned by repeated practice with GMAT
arguments. It typically takes two to three weeks of frequent practice before a student
becomes adept at the technique. The following model diagrams relate to arguments used as
examples in Chapter 1. Now, instead of simply analyzing structure, we will actually diagram
each argument. Create your own diagram as you read, then compare your diagram to the
samples given. Assess whether your diagram captures the argument's essential meaning and
structure.

Example 1

Some universities are changing the structure of financial aid awards given
to students who cannot afford to pay full tuition. In the past, the largest
proportion of financial aid distributed to students was in the form of fed-
eral, interest-deferred loans. Now, these institutions are awarding a higher
proportion of grants, money that students do not need to pay back.

If, on the basis of the evidence above, it is argued that the shift from loan
to grant awards gives students the freedom to choose careers in less
lucrative professions, which of the following, if true, would most seriously
weaken that argument?
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DIAGRAMMING STRATEGY
Read the question first. Notice that it makes an argument (it is argu~dthat... ). Such lan-
guage can be a clue that the conclusion is in thequestioll. Put that conclusion at the top of
your T. Next, summarize each distinct piece of information as you read it; without reading
the whole argument first. Underline any important words. A sample diagram for this argu-
ment is provided here:

L -+ G = stud. can choose J.. $ jobs

past: mostly loans
no-int, fed

now: t grants

don't pay back

[Assum: no debt or J.. debt?]

Notice how much the sample diagram abbreviates the full text ofthe argument. Also note
the optional point in brackets below the T-diagram. This is not information from the argu-
ment. Rather, the GMAT test-taker noted down a speculation. As he or she was reading,
the following thought occurred to him or her: "The author might be assuming that the
switch from loans to grants will reduce or eliminate debt loads for students. Perhaps that is
why the author thinks that students will be able to afford to pursue lower-paying jobs." By
noting this thought down, the test-taker captures it for later analysis. In fact, since the ques-
tion asks for a way to weaken the argument, the correct answer choice may attack this
assumption.

Putting down your speculations is not necessary and may even be distracting. But if you
have an important insight that you think might be key to answering the problem, go ahead
and note it down-in brackets.

Example2 '

A program instituted by a state government to raise money allows homeowners
to prepay their future property taxes at the current rate. Even if the government
were to raise the tax rate in a subsequent year, any prepaid taxes would allow
the homeowner to maintain taxes at the lower rate, lowering the overall prop-
erty tax burden over time ..For this reason, homeowners should participate in
the program.

Which of the following is an assumption that supports the indicated ration-
ale for homeowners participating in the program?
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Chapter 2
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DIAGRAMMING STRATEGY

The question contains a hint or "pointer" to the conclusion: the word rationale. Scan to
find that word or a synonym in the argument. We find the last sentence: For this reason.
homeowners shouldpamcipate in the program. This sentence is the conclusion; add it to the
top of your T-diagram.

A diagram for this example might appear as follows:

HO shd do program to prepay txs

State prog: HO prepay-
prop txs at today's rate

If txs l' H 0 still pays J,
rate ~ save $

[what if txs J,?]
[what if move? Rebate?]

Again, note the significant degree of abbreviation. Your abbreviations may not look like
those in the sample diagram. Just make sure that you can decipher your own abbreviations.

Also note the information shown in the brackets below the T-diagram. The test-taker won-
dered what would happen if taxes went down. Would the homeowner still be locked into
the old tax rate, which is now higher than the new one? If that is the case, this plan might
not help homeowners. The test-taker also wondered what would happen if the homeowner
moved. Would he or she get a rebate for prepaid taxes? If not, then the new plan would be
detrimental to homeowners. Either of these speculations could be the basis of a correct
assumption that could answer the question.

Example 3

Transportation safety data indicate that trains are safer than cars, and that
airplanes are safer than trains. Injuries and deaths per passenger-mile of air-
plane travel are less than one-tenth the figure for car travel. Therefore, buses
must also be more dangerous than airplanes.

Which of the following, if true, most significantly weakens the argument?
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DIAGRAMMINGST~"TEGY
Since the question does not reference any specifidnformatidn in the argtilment, scan quick- r

ly for "conclusion language" in the argument. In this argument, the word therefore intro-
duces the third sentence.

An appropriate diagram for this example might appear as follows:

Bus MUST> dang. than pln

safety:
trn> car
pIn> trn
per pass-mile:
pln <: 1/10 Inj/dth as car

[car = bus?]

Observe that this diagram includes the question "[car = bus?]." This is a problematic
assumption-that buses are comparable to cars-made in the argument arid identified by
the reader. Noticing problematic assumptions can make answering questions easier.

Example 4

Certain genetic diseases are more prevalent among certain ethnic populations.
For example, Tay Sachsdisease, a usually fatal genetic condition caused by the
build-up of gangliocides in nerve cells, occurs more frequently among Ashkenazi
Jews than among the general population.

Which of the following assertions can most properly be drawn from the above
information?

This question contains no information specific to the argument. When you quickly scan the
text, no conclusion keywords are apparent. In this case, do not write down anything for the
conclusion. Rather, scan the passage point by point, and build your T-diagram. Consider
whether any of the points are claims. In this case, the statements are not arguable; indeed,
the passage consists entirely of premises. (In addition, the wording of this question indicates
that it is a "Draw a Conclusion" question. That is, you will have to find the conclusion in
the answer choices. This question type will be discussed in more detail later in Chapter 5.)
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DIAGRAM MIN G·.STRATEGY
Note that the sample diagram, like the argument, contains no conclusion.

some gen. dis. > in
cert. ethnic pops.
TS: fatal, gen

caused by G in NC(?)
> common in AJ

Notice also that, although the second sentence describes how Tay Sachs disease works, this
information is represented only very simply in the diagram (and with the addition of a
question mark, indicating that the reader did not quite understand that piece of
information) .

Critical reasoning questions revolve more often around logic, rather than around how some
technical fact works, so it is unlikely you would have to understand the phrase the build-
up of gangliocides in nerve cells. As such, it is not necessary to spend time detailing this
sort of technical information. The most you need to understand is that the basic cause for
this disease is given. If the question does ask about the cause, then you can take the time to
re-read and try to understand that technical phrase.
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INACTION·

Problem Set

DIAGRAMMING· PROBlEM SET Chapter 2

Now that you have completed your study of diagramming, iris time to tes.(Your skills on a variety
of different passages. The passages below exhibit a representative sampling.ofargument structures.
These are structured similarly to the passages used in the previous problem set. Diagram each pas-
sage in a notebook:

(1) Be sure your diagrams include:
• One point per line
• Underlined key words (especially boundary words)
• Thorough use of notations, symbols, and abbreviations

(2).Time yourself and aim to complete each diagram inapproximatdy 60 to 90 seconds
(although your first few diagrams may take considerably longer as you get comfortable).
By the time you. take your official test, your diagramming time should be approximately
30 to 60 seconds.

After you are done with the entire set, view the sample diagrams that follow. Diagrams will vary, of
course. Your diagrams do not need to look exactly like the samples, but carefully consider any large
discrepancies.

1. Environmentalist: The national energy commission's current plan calls for the construction
of six new nuclear power plants during the next decade. Thecommismon argues that these
plants are extremely safe and will have minimal environmental impact on their surrounding
communities. However, all six nuclear power plants will be located far from densely popu-
lated areas. Clearly, the government is tacitly admitting that these plants do pose a serious
health risk to humans.

Which of the following, if true,most seriously weakens the environmentalist's claim of an
unspoken government admission?

2. "Conflict diamonds" are diamonds for which the revenue derived from their sale is used to
fund wars or other violent activities. All of the diamonds extracted from the Kugura mine
are certified as "conflict free" by a specially appointed government panel. Therefore, con.
sumers can be certain that the money they spend on Kugura diamonds will not be used to
fund violent conflict.

Which of the following, if true, most significantly strengthens the conclusion above?

3. Recently, the tuition at most elite private colleges has been rising faster than inflation. Even
before these increases, many low and middle income families were unable toafford the full
tuition costs for their children at these institutions of higher learning. With the new tuition
increases, these colleges will soon cater solely to students with affluent family
backgrounds.

Which of the following, if true, most seriously weakens the argument that the colleges in
question will give strongly preferential treatment to wealthy students?

!MannattanGM.A~rPrep
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DIAGRAMMING PROBLEM SET INACTION

4. Studies show that impoverished families give away a larger percentage of their income in
charitable donations than wealthy families do. As a result, fundraising consultants recom-
mend that charities direct their marketing efforts toward individuals and families from
lower socioeconomic classes in order to maximize the dollar value of incoming donations.

Which of the following best explains why the consultants' reasoning is flawed?

S. Estimated mileage for a new vehicle assumes that the operator will never exceed sixty
miles per hour, encounter traffic, or operate the air conditioner. Because these things do
happen in practice, the actual mileage of the vehicle is often significantly lower than the
estimates noted on the vehicle's window sticker. To rectify this discrepancy, the
Environmental Protection Agency has mandated that by 2008, window stickers must reflect
actual, rather than theoretical, mileage, a change that is expected to result in an average
decline of twelve percent for city driving and eight percent for highway driving.

Which of the following must be true on the basis of the statements above?

6. A study on higher education states that when parents pay 100 percent of their child's
education costs, the child has a twenty-five percent chance of graduating from college.
However, if the students themselves pay the entire cost of their education, they have a
seventy-five percent graduation rate. Thus, in order to improve graduation rates, parents
should refuse to financially contribute to the college educations of their children.

The conclusion drawn above is based on the assumption that _

7. Two-dimensional bar codes are omni-directional, meaning that, unlike one-dimensional bar
codes, they can be scanned from any direction. Additionally, two-dimensional bar codes
are smaller and can store more data than their one-dimensional counterparts. Despite such
advantages, two-dimensional bar codes account for a much smaller portion of total bar
code usage than one-dimensional bar codes.

Which of the following, if true, would best explain the discrepancy above?

8. Whenever a consumer product is declared illegal but the product remains available, a black
market inevitably develops. In the United States during the 1920's, for example, a black
market for alcohol developed during the Prohibition period. During this period, many
organized crime groups grew tremendously more powerful through their black market
activities distributing alcohol.

If the statements above are true, which of the following most significantly weakens the
contention that a black market will develop if a product is declared illegal when it still
remains available?
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9. College officials have recognized that students who do not declare a major by sophomore
year are more likely to leave school without graduating. As a result, many colleges around
the country are devoting more time and money to help students choose a major. In fact,
some schools are spending more than half a million dollars annually to ensure their stu-
dents do not remain undecided.

Which of the following, if true, taken together with the information above, best supports
the assertion that colleges are saving money by encouraging their underclassmen to
choose a major?

10. Editorial: The rash of recent shootings has highlighted the lack of security in our schools.
However; arming teachers is a poor solution to this serious problem. Because distraught
students will be aware that their teachers possess weapons, permitting guns in the
classroom will increase the chances that a conflict that could have been resolved through
dialogue will escalate to violence.

Which of the following, if true, would most strengthen the editorial's conclusion?
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IN AGTION ANSWER KEY DIAGRAMMING· SOLUnONS

1: PInt = t hlth rsk to ppl

All pints far frm
pop areas

Comm.: pints
safe, J. enviro
impct

NEC: 6 nw plnt over nxt 10 yr

2: $ frm K diam -+ no war/violence

K diam cert. by gov:
NOT confl. diam

Confl diam = $ usd for war

3: Soon, priv. colI only have $$$ students

Tuition t > inflation
Even before t, low & mid
$ fams can't afford

4: Cons: to t donations, mktto .1.$ ppl

J. $ ppl donate t % of inc
than T $ ppl

5: ? (no conclusion given)

Est. mile: no traffic, no AC,
J. 60 mph
BUT actual mile. J.
EPA: by 08, must give actual

-+ avg 12% J. city &
avg. 8% J. hghwy

Note that this problem has no conclusion given. You may use a question mark or simply leave the
top line blank; you do not need to write out "no conclusion given."
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DIAGRAMMING SOLUTIONS IN ACTION ANSWER KEY
6: To l' grad rate, parents shd NOT pay for kids

Study: if parent pays 100%, 25%
of kids grad
If kid pays 100%, 75% grad

7:
20 bar codes = scan any
dir. (unlike 10 BC)

20 smaller, store l' data

BUT 20 J. J. % of mkt
than 10

8: If st" = illegal but still avail, bIck rnrkt
will develop

Prohibition (US, '20s, bIck
mrkt for alcohol)

Crime l' power due to Pro.

[What if it's st ppl don't really want?]

"Note: "st" is an abbreviation for "something."
Also, you do not need to describe Prohibition in your notes if you are already familiar with it.

9: CoIl save $ by encour stud pick major

stud w/o* major J. grad

coIl spend $, time to help

some coll > $0.5 Mlyr

"Note: "w/o" is an abbreviation for "without."
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IN ACTION ANSWER KEY DIAGRAMMING SOLUTIONS· Chapter 2
10:

don't arm teachers

blc* stud know teach t schl
have guns, t chance of shoot
conflict ~ violence

*Note: "b/c" is an abbreviation for "because."

You may need to employ the "Therefore" test to identify the conclusion on this problem.
Is the chain of logic represented by (A) or (B) below?

(A) There is a higher chance that conflict will escalate to violence; therefore, we should not arm
teachers

(B) We should not arm teachers; therefore there is a higher chance that conflict will escalate to
violence

From the language in the argument, the author believes that (A) reflects the proper chain of events.
Thus, the final claim in sequence (A) is the conclusion (we should not arm teachers).
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GENERAL STRATEGY

QUESTION TYPES
The next piece of each Critical Reasoning puzzle is the QUESTION that follows the argu-
ment. You can expect several types of questions on the GMAT. The four major question
types are as follows:

(1) Find the Assumption
(2) Draw a Conclusion
(3) Strengthen the Conclusion
(4) Weaken the Conclusion

Notice that three of the four major question types involve finding the conclusion in order
to answer the question, and the fourth requires us to find the conclusion it5elf among the
answer choices. Clearly, the conclusion is the most important part of each argument!

You may also encounter any of seven minor question types, in the following rough order of
frequency:

• Explain an Event or Discrepancy
• Analyze the Argument Structure
• Evaluate the Conclusion
• Resolve a Problem
• Provide an Example
• Restate the Conclusion
• Mimic the Argument

Identifying the Question Type
In addition to giving you clues about the conclusion, the question stem will give you some
indication as to the nature of the question.

When reading any question stem, you should try to classify the problem. You will become
familiar with each question type in later chapters. When the question stem makes the ques-
tion type evident, you should be able to adopt the appropriate approach right away.

For example, consider the following question stem:

Which of the following is an assumption on which the argument depends?

This question stem identifies the question as a Find the Assumption question. Thus,as we
diagram, we should proactively think about assumptions, or unstated gaps necessary to con-
nect the premises to the conclusion.

Here is another common question stem:

Which of the following conclusions can most properly be drawn from the informa-
tion above?
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GENERAL STRATEGY
This question stem identifies the question as a Draw a Conclusion question. As we dia-
gram, we know that we will not be given a conclusion. Some or all of the premises must
support a conclusion that will be provided in one of the answer choices.

The vast majority of question stems will provide some value, and for this reason the
question stem should be read first. However, some question stems may not be as helpful in
determining the correct approach to the problem. If the question stem is not immediately
helpful or the question type is difficult to identify, do not dwell on the issue. Simply go
ahead and diagram the argument; afterwards, you can re-examine the question. In these
cases, the process of diagramming will generally clarify the question stem.

"EXCEPT" Questions
Sometimes the GMAT will make a question more complex by using the word EXCEPT.
This is not a new question type. The GMAT can manipulate all existing question types by
using the EXCEPT formulation. In order to clarify the question stem, rephrase the
EXCEPT statement into a question, inserting the word "NOT" and eliminating the word
"EXCEPT".

Each of the following helps to explain event X EXCEPT:
should be rephrased as: Four answer choices help to explain event X and one does NOT.
Which one does NOT explain event X?

Each of the following weakens the conclusion EXCEPT:
should be rephrased as: Four answer choices weaken the conclusion and one does NOT.
Which one does NOT weaken the conclusion?

Each of the following strengthens the conclusion EXCEPT:
should be rephrased as: Four answer choices strengthen the conclusion and one does NOT.
Which one does NOT strengthen the conclusion?

Each of the following makes the argument logically correct EXCEPT:
should be rephrased as: Four answer choices make the argument logically correct and one
does NOT. Which one does NOT make the argument logically correct?

Note that EXCEPT questions do not mean "find the opposite." For example, if we know
that a statement does not strengthen the conclusion, we do not know whether it weakens the
conclusion. The statement might indeed weaken the conclusion. Alternatively, the state-
ment could be neutral or beyond the scope of the argument, neither strengthening nor
weakening the conclusion.
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"Fill in the Blank" Questions'
The GMAT may also make a question a bit more (!6fupiex by structuring it as a "Fill in the
Blank" question. Once again, this is nota new type of question. «Fill in the Blank" is sirn-
ply a disguised version ofa question type·listecfat the beginning of this chapter. These ques-
tions are sometimes harder to categorize than the more typical examples. Once you recog-
nize that a "Fill in the Blank" question is of a certain type, you can use the standard strate-
gies associated with that type.

Boundary Words in the Argument
For any question, it is helpful tofocus your attention onthe BOUNDARYwords and
phrases provided in the argument. These words and phrases narrow the scope of a
premise. For example:

Premise: The percentage of literate adults has increased.

The boundary word percentage limits the scope of the premise. It restricts the meaning to
percentage only, as opposed to the actual number of literate adults. (We do not know
whether the actual number has increased.) The boundary word ttdults also limits the scope
of the premise. It restricts the meaning to adults only,· as opposed to the toral: population or
children. Finally, the word literate obviously restricts the category of aduftsthat has propor-
tionally increased.

Here is another example:

Conclusion: Controversial speech should be allowed, provided it does not
incite major violence.

The boundary phrase provided it does not incite major violence limits thescepe of the conclu-
sion. It restricts the meaning to ~ types of controversial speech, as opposed to all types
of controversial speech. The boundary word major limits theexception-controversial
speech should not be allowed when it incites major violence, as opposed to ~ violence.

Boundary words and phrases are vital because they provide nuances to the argument. These
nuances will often be manipulated in the answer choices of Critical Reasonmgquestions. In
other words, these .nuances can single-handedly make some answer choices correct orincor-
recto Therefore, in your diagram, be sure to include boundary words and underline them or
capitalize them for emphasis. This will help you identify answer choices that try to trick you
on the argument boundaries.

For example, in an argument that contains the premise the percentage of literate ttdults has
increased, an incorrect answer choice may include a reference to the nwnber of literate
adults, as opposed to the percentage. For this question, make note of this and any other
answer choice that attempts to trick you on the difference between numher and perce1Jt4ge.
More generally, be aware of any such boundary or limiting word that the G¥AT may use
to try to trick you. . . .
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Extreme Words in the Argument
Another general strategy for all Critical Reasoning questions involves EXTREME words
and phrases in the body of the argument. Extreme words, such as always, never, all, and
none, are the opposite of boundary words- they make the argument very broad or far-
reaching.

Using extreme words opens up an argument unreasonably, making it very susceptible to
attack. For example:

Conclusion: Sugar is never healthy for anyone trying to lose weight.

The extreme word never unreasonably opens up this argument, placing no limitation on the
claim that sugar is unhealthy. A more moderate conclusion would argue that sugar is usually
unhealthy, or that excessive sugar is unhealthy. The extreme word anyone further opens up
this argument. A more moderate conclusion might be that this claim applies to most people
trying to lose weight.

You should note any extreme language used in premises or conclusions. Since good GMAT
arguments rarely contain extreme words, any such words that you find will likely be very
useful in responding to the question. You may even want to highlight these extreme terms
somehow-for example, by putting an exclamation mark (!) next to them.

Note: this strategy applies to extreme words only in the argument. Correct answers 9!1 con- .
tain extreme words, though you will need to find direct support for the extreme language in
the argument.

General Answer Choice Strategy: Process of Elimination
For many Critical Reasoning questions, the correct answer may not be completely clear
upon first inspection. However, after you apply criteria that we will discuss in later chapters,
it will become clear to you that certain answer choices are incorrect.

For any Critical Reasoning question, it is important to practice the process of elimination
using your scratch paper. DO NOT simply eliminate answer choices in your head! As you
go through many different questions during the test, it is very difficult to keep straight

which answer choices you have ruled out. You do not want to find yourself
re-evaluating answers that you have already eliminated!

By the end of the verbal section of the GMAT, your scratch paper should be
filled with columns or rows of "A-E" with incorrect answer choices crossed
out and correct answers circled. You should practice using your scratch paper
in this way so that you are completely comfortable using the scratch booklet
provided to you when taking the GMAT.

€
9
E

Even if you believe you have found the correct answer, always check all of
the answer choices. You may find that another answer choice is potentially
correct, and you will have to rethink your initial choice.
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Boundary and Extreme Words in the Answer Choices
Boundary and extreme words also appear in the answer choices. They are just as important
as boundary and extreme words in the body of the argument, though for a different reason.
Extreme words in the answer choices usually make those answer choices incorrect (unless, of
course, the argument justifies the use of extreme words).

A correct answer choice must be 100% true. As long as we interpret the words legitimately,
such a choice must be valid no matter which way we interpret it. This principle gives us an
approach to evaluating answer choices. When you see boundary or extreme words in an
answer choice, ask yourself, "What is the most extreme example I can think of that would
still fit the wording of this answer choice?" Then, using the conclusion and the question
asked, see whether your extreme example allows you to eliminate that answer choice.

For example, an answer choice might say:

(A) Bees live longer than mayflies do.

What are some ways of interpreting this information? Perhaps mayflies live for one second
and bees live for one hundred years. This possibility is valid, because the statement bees live
longer than mayflies is still true. We could also say that mayflies live for one second and bees
live for two seconds. Depending on the conclusion and the question, it may be useful to
have either an extremely large difference in the life spans or a ridiculously small difference.

Here is another possible answer choice:

(0) Some teachers leave the profession entirely within three years of beginning
their teaching careers.

You might choose to address one of two different boundaries here. The word some refers
to some number of teachers but does not specify the size of the group. The phrase within
three years refers to a period of time but does not specify the exact length of time.

If you choose to' address the word some, you could say that 1% of teachers leave within
three years, or that 99% of teachers do so. Either way, the statistics still flc the criterion that
some teachers do this. Suppose the conclusion asserted that new teacher turnover is having a
major impact on the industry. If only 1% of new teachers leave within three years, then new
teacher turnover will probably not have much of an impact.

Alternatively, you could interpret within three years to mean that many teachers in this cate-
gory leave after 1 day of teaching. You could also imagine that many teachers in this catego-
ry leave after 2 years and 364 days of teaching. Again, either way, the statistics still ftt the
criterion that new teachers leave the profession within 3years of beginning their careers.
Depending upon the conclusion and the question, you would then try to disprove answer
choices by using these extreme interpretations.

Extreme words, such as only or never, gn appear in correct answers. However, those same
extreme words, or their equivalents, !D.I.W be in the original argument. If the answer choice
uses an extreme word that is not explicitly supported by the text of the argument, you
should eliminate that choice.
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FIND THE ASSUMPTION

FIND THE ASSUMPllON
Find the Assumption questions ask you to identify an assumption upon wlUch theargu+
ment is based. The question stem most commonly uses the words assumption or asstRM,
though it may also use other words such asflaw or qUlStionabk, and it may take a number
of forms:

Which of the following is an assumption on which the commissioner'splan
depends?

The argument above relies on which of the following assumptions?

The question stem may also be slightly more subtle:

The conclusion above would be properly drawn if it were true that _

Recall the basic structure of GMAT arguments:

Premises + (~umptions)= Conclusion

Remember that the argument does not claim merely that the given conclusion is valid, but
that the specific premises in the argument lead to the given conclusion. ~us, assumptiGns
serve as a necessary bridge between the premises and the conclusiGn. The assumption is
required in order for the conclusion to be valid.

Close Ties to the Conclusion
As you try to identify the appropriate assumption, you should look for the. assumption to:

(1) bridge a gap between any premise and the conclusion, and
(2) support/ strengthen/validate the conclusion.

The correct answer must be necessary in order for the conclusion to be valid, but the
answer does not have to be the ~ necessary assumption. In other words, the right answer
is often "ne~ but not sufficient." For example:

My cat won top prize at the cat show last year. Therefore, she wltl win again
this year.

The author makes many assumptions in this argument: The author's cat will be entered in
this year's show. The author's cat will be eligible to win the top prize. The author's cat will
still be better than all of the other cats from last year's show, and it will heat out any new
cats who may be entered this year. And so on.

Anyone of the above assumptions could serve as the correct answer, because each one is
necessary in order for the author to. believe his or her conclusion. In other words, if the
assumptiGn in the correct answer wete ruu; true, you could ~ the conclusiGn Gn that
basis alone, For example, if we learned that no cat is allowed to win the top prize two years
in a row, then clearly the author's cat is not going to win this year's prize.
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FIND THE ASSUMPTION
At the same time, NONE of the assumptions listed is sufficient by itself to prove that the
author's cat will definitely win the prize this year. For instance, if the author's cat is eligible
to win the prize this year, that does not mean it will definitely do so. The correct answer
does not need to make the conclusion definitely true. Indeed, most of the time, the correct
answer will only make the conclusion somewhat more likely to be true.

Consider the following example:

When news periodicals begin forecasting a recession, people tend to spend
less money on discretionary purchases. Therefore, the perceived threat of
recession decreases the willingness of people to purchase products that they
regard as optional or luxury goods.

The argument above assumes that _

(A) there are more luxury goods available after a recession is forecast
(B) recently, the threat of recession has been increasingly publicized as news

periodicals have grown more pervasive
(e) most people do not regularly read news periodicals
(0) people's perception of the threat of recession increases when news

periodicals begin forecasting a recession
(E) the people who spent the most money before a recession was forecast

were among those who curtailed their spending after the recession became
apparent

To answer this question, first diagram the argument and identify the conclusion.

prcvd thrt of recessn -+ J. ppl spndg $
on lux. stuff

news periodcls forecast
recessn -+ ppl spend J. on
discret. stuff

The correct assumption must bridge a gap between a premise and the conclusion: how do
you make the logical leap from news periodicals forecasting a recession to the perceived
threat of recession? The only answer choice here that bridges this gap and thus validates the
conclusion is (D):

(0) people's perception of the threat of recession increases when news periodicals
begin forecasting a recession

Note that the premise states that the decreased spending is due to the fact that news
periodicals are forecasting a recession. Furthermore, the expressions perceived threat of reces-
sion (in the passage) and perception of the threat of recession (in the answer choice) are essen-
tially synonymous. Finally, the answer choice logically fl.llsa gap between a premise and the
conclusion:
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FIND THE A?SUMpnON
Premise:
Assumption:
Premise:
Conclusion:

News periodicals publish the forecast of a recession
As a ~suJt, people's perception of the threat of a recession increases
People spend less rneneyon discretionary items
Therefore, the perceived threat causes people to spend less money

You.might be surprised at how little the assumption assumes. It merdy makes· explicit a log-
ical step in the argument: when news periodicals begin forecasting a recession, people1sper-
ception of a threat of recession -increases.Also, note what happens if we negate the .a$&Um~

tion and say that perception of the threat does NOT increase when the periodicals forecast
a recession:

Premise:
Negated
Assumption:
Premise:
Conclusion:

News periodicals publish the recession forecast

Houeuer; people's perception of the threat does NOT increase
As a result of the forecast, people spend less money on discretionary items
Therefore, the perceived threat causes people to spend less money

In this case, the conclusion becomes nonsensical. If the publication of the forecast leads to
less spending but does not lead to an increased perception of the threat, th~Jhow can we
reasonably conclude that the perceived threat is what causes people to ~pqtd..less money?

As you can see, negating an assumption is a powerful technique. If an answer choice in a
Find An Assumption question is .negated and the argument becomes nonsensical, then the
answer choice ..is almost certainly ~ This idea should make sense; afteJ.'all. an ~ump-
tion is necgsary for #1eargum~t to hold.

Just as we have demonstrated why (D) must be the answer, we can also an~yze theerrors in
each incorrect answer choice. .

Answer choice (A) describes a possible result after a recession is forecast, but that possible
result has nothing to do with whether people will reduce discretionary spending because of
the news periodicals' reporting of the threat of a recession.

Answer choice (B) describes a trend that may be true, but the. claim that fo~ecasts published
in news periodicals cause people to reduce spending does not require the rate of publication
to be on the rise.

Answer choice (C) is a staremeat that would ~ the conclusion. If people are not read-
ing the periodicals, then it does not make sense to claim that people are changing their
spending habits as a result of what the periodicals publish.

Answer choice (E) describes a possible result after a recession actually occurs. The conclu-
sion is concerned with the perj;cived threat of a recession, not what might happen due to an
actual recession.

All of these answer choices can be properly eliminated because of their incorrect relation-
ship to the conclusion.
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FIND THE ASSUMPTION

You might have projected a different assumption as the answer to this question. For exam-
ple, another assumption essential to this argument is that the underlying economic forces
causing the periodicals to forecast a recession do not themsdves cause discretionary spend-
ing to drop. In other words, there must not be an outside factor leading both to the fore-
casts and the spending decrease. An argument might depend on several assumptions, any
one of which could serve as the correct answer. However, only one of these correct assump-
tions will be given to you in the answer choices. It does not hurt to brainstorm possible
assumptions (in fact, it is often useful to do sol), but remember that the correct answer may
be an assumption you did not think of ahead of time. Always keep an open mind as you
eliminate answer choices.

Categories of Assumptions
The correct answer to Find the Assumption questions almost always falls into one of the
following four categories.

1. Assumptions can serve to flll in a logic gap.

Most assumptions simply flll in gaps in the logic or sequence of an argument. They provide
additional premises that are needed to draw the conclusion, given the premises in the argu-
ment. These assumptions answer the question, "How do we logically get from Point A to
Point B?"

The premises in "logic gap" arguments will tend to be fact-based or provide background
information. Only occasionally will the premises reflect an opinion or claim of some sort.
The arguments will also tend to tie one particular premise to the conclusion with language
such as therefore, for this reason, because, etc. The right answer will generally address the gap
between a particular premise and the conclusion.

Andrew weighs less than 200 pounds. Therefore, he cannot have a success-
ful career as a racecar driver.

In order to make the logical leap from Point A to Point B-that Andrew is under 200
pounds and therefore cannot have a successful career as a racecar driver-we must insert an
additional premise. This unstated premise is an assumption.

The correct answer choice might be as follows:

In order to have a successful career as a racecar driver, one must weigh at least
200 pounds.

p+ ~c
t
A

In this case, P represents weighs less than 200 pounds and C represents cannot be a suc-
cessful racecar driver. An assumption-call it A-sits between P and C. This A is the
assumption that Andrew cannot be a successful racecar driver ~ he weighs 200 pounds
or more. Note that if that assumption is not true, then the whole argument falls apart.
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FIND THE ASSUMPTION
2. Assumptions can establish the feasibilitY of the preniises obhe argument.

Assumptions of this type indicate that the premises can actually occur in the way the argu-
ment describes-regardless of how uncertain or tenuous these premises are in the original
argument. For instance, if a premise claims that applying thispesticiJe wiJJ~/Jtermites, then
we are assuming-that this pesticide CAN kill termites. "Feasibility" m~·"abilityto occur
or to be true."

Generally, the premises in "feasibility" arguments reflect opinions or claims of some sort.
The right answer will address the assumption that these opinions are true or that a sequence
of events can occur in the way the argument assumes it will.

Sidney's get-rich-quick scheme is sure to succeed. He will buy undervalued
properties in foreclosure. Then he will resell the properties to alocal real
estate developer and generate large profits.

This argument assumes that undervalued properties in foreclosure actually exist and that
Sidney can find them. It also assumes that local real estate developers will want to buy such
properties from Sidney and will be willing to pay more than he paid in the first place.
Sidney is assuming these claims arid that the sequence of events will take place as described.

One correct answer choice might be: Undervalued properties exist in foreclosure and
easily can be found and purchased by Sidney.

In this case, PI represents he wi/J buy undervalued properties in foreclosure. P2 represents he
wi/J sell these properties to a developer for large profits, and C represents SidMy's ga-rich-quicle
scheme is sure to succeed. Statement A makes explicit the assumption that Sidney actually
CAN buy undervalued properties in foreclosure.

Note that this particular correct answer does not establish all of the missing assumptions
outlined above. It is enough for the correct answer to address one assumption. Indeed, the
answer could just as easily have been an assumption that holstered daimP, rather than PI'
The key to any assumption is that if the negation is not true-that is,·if these properties do
not exist or cannot be easily found and purchased by Sidney-then the conclusion falls
apart.

3. Assumptions can eliminate alternate paths to reach a given conclusion.

Many GMAT arguments contain linear logic paths: P1 and P2 are true, therefore Cis true.
However, the speaker often ignores the possibility of a diJfmntpath to reaehthe SII1fIe

conclusion.
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FIND THE ASSUMPTION
These arguments will often use some type of superlative qualifier in the conclusion. That is,
we are told that the given path is the only way to reach a goal, or the best or worst way. In
order for such a claim to be true, there cannot be another way, or a better or worse way.

A magazine published an article proclaiming that one can get a promotion
by playing golf with one's boss. Kevin concludes that the best way for him to
get promoted is to take golf lessons and join his boss's country club.

Notice that the conclusion uses the phrase the best way. This ignores the many other (prob-
ably more reliable) ways that Kevin could get himself noticed and promoted. In other
words, the argument assumes that there is no better way for him to get promoted than to
play golf with his boss.

The correct answer choice might be: There are no other better ways to gain a promotion
than to play golf with one's boss.

x---..z ,....---,...
.: 6 ' ~\

'~'tten.' \
I ';'::IJ-~ I

\ , Y I" ,•.., "'•..• _-_ ......•
best way

In this case, X represents playing golf with one's boss and Z represents getting a promotion.
The arrow indicates that X is the best way to get to Z. Y makes explicit that there is no
better way for Kevin to accomplish his goal.

Note that, once again, other assumptions are made in this argument. For example, Kevin
also assumes that his boss plays golf, but this necessary assumption would not also appear in
the answer choices. Only one correct assumption will be given in the answer choices.

4. Assumptions can diminate alternate causes for a given conclusion.

Many GMAT conclusions are statements of cause and effect. For some of these cause-and-
effect conclusions, the given premises simply note a correlation between two phenomena,
without commenting on any causal relationships between them.

A correlation means that two things occur together, without necessarily indicating why. For
example, a premise might say this:

Scientists have discovered that people with Elmer's disease have elevated
levels of elastomer in their blood.

What do we know? Elmer's disease and elastomer show up together. In other words, these
two phenomena are correlated. But we do not know whether elevated levels of elastomer
causes Elmer's disease, or whether Elmer's disease causes elevated levels of elastomer, There
is even a third possibility: both Elmer's disease and elevated levels of elastomer could be
caused by some third, unknown factor (perhaps a genetic defect). In short, correlation is not
the same as causation.
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The conclusion of the argument could be this:

FIND THE ASSUMPTION

The scientists concluded that a person without Elmer's diseasebutwithele.-
vated levels of elastomer in the blood is likely to develop Elmer's disease in
the future.

x--------z
In this case, X represents elevated levels of elastomer and_Z represents Elmer's disease. The
arrow indicates that X causes Z.

What are the scientists assuming? They are assuming that the correlation they observe
results from X: the elevated levels of elastomer.

However, what if Elmer's disease is the cause? What if Z causes X? We would see the same
correlation between the tWo phenomena (the disease and the chemical in the blood). In
concluding that elevated elastomer levels cause Elmer's disease, the scientists are actU:illy
assuming that Elmer's disease is NOT the cause of the elastomer levels. In other wi:>rcls,the
assumption is that the causality does NOT run the other way, from Z to X:

x------z because

.... --- ..•." ,...,, , \
I , \

IZ ;' -X,
\, I\, . ,
'•..' "•.•.--.~.... ;\

(In addition, the scientists are assuming that a third factor is not the cause of both Z and X,
but the correct answer usually hinges only on negating the reverse causality.)

Consider another example.

Economists have noticed that countries with more developed cultures of
entrepreneurShip and risk-taking have higher econolTlic growth rates.
Therefore, they have concluded that cultures of entrepreneurship and risk-
taking generate higher rates of growth over time.

The premise states that more developed cultures of entrepreneurship and risk-taking occur
alongside higher economic growth rates. The conclusion asserts that such cultures ~ high-
er growth rates.

The conclusion simply assumes a certain causation and ignores the possibility that the
reverse might be true. Perhaps higher economic growth rates create more OPportunities for
entrepreneurship and risk-taking, increasing the development of these qualities over time, In
order for the conclusion to be valid, the researchers are assuming that the reverse model of
causation is, in fact, false.

The correct answer choice might be this: Higher growth rates in an economy do not con-
tribute to a more highly developed culture of entrepreneurship and risk-taking.
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FIND THE ASSUMPTION

In short, if a premise provides a correlation between X and Z, and the conclusion provides a
causality in one direction (X causes Z), then the assumption you are usually looking for is
that Z does NOT cause X. That is, you must rule out the causality in the other direction.

Wrong Answer Choice Types
In GMAT critical reasoning questions, you will find several common categories of wrong
answer choices. You should learn to recognize these categories. Of course, you do not need
to classify every wrong answer you see during the test itself Instead, you will use your
familiarity with wrong answer types to eliminate very tempting (but wrong!) answer choices.

On a Find the Assumption question, you have to find a choice that must be true in order
for the author to reach the conclusion from the given premises.

Take a look again at a previous sample argument:

Economists have noticed that countries with more developed cultures of
entrepreneurship and risk-taking have higher economic growth rates.
Therefore, they have concluded that cultures of entrepreneurship and risk-
taking generate higher rates of growth over time.

We have already discussed what the right answer might look like. The typical wrong answer
is often "out of scope" or "irrelevant"-but what do those terms actually mean?

A. No Tie to the Conclusion

The most common type of wrong answer choice provides "No Tie to the Conclusion." That
is, the answer choice provides an "assumption" that is not actually necessary for the conclu-
sion to be logically valid. Thus, the answer choice is not a true assumption, although it
often discusses something related to a premise.

In relation to the sample argument above, a "No Tie to the Conclusion" answer choice
might say this:

Countries with high economic growth rates typically have low unemployment
rates.

This choice starts from a concept in the argument (economic growth rates) but then discusses
something unrelated to the conclusion (unemployment rates). Wrong answers of this type are
sometimes obviously wrong. At other times, however, they can be very tempting, because
they repeat information from the argument and explore a tangential line of thinking that
many test-takers might incorrectly consider.

A common sub-type in the No Tie to the Conclusion category is Breaks up a Category.
Suppose you are given this argument:

Because fewer people are visiting the local state park, the park is not earning
enough money from entrance fees. A survey indicated that young adults are
more likely to visit the local state park than are middle-aged or elderly adults.
Thus, the state should advertise the park in publications aimed at young adults.
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FIND THE ASSUMPTION
If you are asked a Find the Assumption question, a "Breaks up a Category" wrong answer
choice might say this:

Middle-aged adults are more likely to visit the state park in question than
are elderly adults.

This cannot be the correct answer to a Find The Assumption question. While the argument
does mention both middle-aged and elderly adults, the conclusion in question does not
address this distinction. Rather, the argument draws a distinction between (1) young adults
and (2) middle-aged or elderly adults. Note that mitJdle-aged or elderly ad~1ts serves as ~
logical category in the original argument. Therefore, any distinctions made between middle-
aged and elderly adults are not relevant to the argument. The answer choiceabove does not
provide a necessary foundation for the conclusion.

Whenever you encounter an answer choice that Breaks up a Category or otherwise has No
Tie to the Conclusion, eliminate that choice.

B. Wrong Direction

Another common type of incorrect answer choice goes in the "Wrong Direction." That is,
the answer choice provides the opposite of what you are looking for. Consider this argu-
mentagain:

Economists have noticed that countries with more developed cultures of
entrepreneurship and risk-taking have higher economic growth rates.
Therefore, they have concluded that cultures of entrepreneur'Sffip and risk-
taking generate higher rates of growth over time.

A "Wrong Direction" answer choice in a Find the Assumption question might say this:

Higher economic growth rates in a given country tend to result in increased
levels of entrepreneurship and risk-taking.

"Wrong Direction" choices can be very tempting if you are not reading carefully, because
they often contain all the right keywords. They can also be very tempting on convoluted or
confusing arguments, as in the example above.

If you consider this answer choice, you will find that this choice actually weakens the argu-
ment! The argument states that X (risk-taking culture)' causes Z (higher giowth rateS)
because X and Z are correlated. The assumption we are looking for should rule outdle pos-
sibility that Z causes X, but this wrong answer actually asserts that Z causes X This alterna-
tive model provides it good rationale for the premise, but it undermines the conclusion.

C. Switching Tenns

A third type of incorrect answer choice "Switches Terms." That is, the answer choice
replaces a fundamental term in the argument with something that seems like a synonym, if
you are not paying attention. The choice may also introduce an extreme word that is not
justified in the argument.
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FIND THE ASSUMPTION

A common switch is between hard numbers and proportions or percentages. Suppose you
are given the following argument:

90% of Company X's employees take some form of public transportation to
get to work. Of those who take public transportation, however, fewer than
5% take the bus. Therefore, Company X should not subsidize bus fares for its
employees.

A "Switching Terms" choice on a Find the Assumption question might say this:

Only a small number of people would benefit from Company X's bus fare
subsidies.

This answer choice is wrong because it switches terms. We know that only a small PRO-
PORTION of Company X's employees take the bus (in fact, it is less than 90% of 5%, or
4.5%). However, the absolute NUMBER of those employees could be large, if Company X
has tens or hundreds of thousands of employees. Proportions and hard numbers are dif-
ferent; be sure to keep them straight.

In summary, the three types listed above (No Ties to the Conclusion, Wrong Direction, and
Switching Terms) account for many of the wrong answers on Find the Assumption ques-
tions. Occasionally, a wrong answer choice will employ different modes of attack, repeating
language from the argument in other deceptive ways.

• Addresses Premise Only: This type explains or leads to a premise, rather than to
the conclusion. The right answer needs to address the conclusion.

• Follow On: This type follows from the conclusion instead of identifying an assump-
tion that underlies the conclusion.

Again, do not attempt to classify wrong answers as a first line of attack. These categories
may be useful if you need to decide between two tempting answer choices in the final stage
of a problem.

LEN: The Least Extreme Negation Technique (Advanced)
What should you do when two (or more) answer choices are very tempting? Earlier in this
chapter, we noted that an argument will fail without its assumptions. Thus, negating any
correct assumption will destroy the argument. The premises will no longer support the
conclusion.

As a result, we can try negating answer choices to see whether the argument falls. This
approach is the heart of the Least Extreme Negation (LEN) technique. We simply have to
negate the choices carefully. As the name of the technique implies, you should use the least
extreme negation that you possibly can. After all, an extreme version in the opposite
direction will not necessarily impact the argument.
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FIND THE ASSUMPTION

Take a look at the simple example below.

Sam is currently the deputy mayor of Geneva.County. Therefore, Sam should
be the next mayor of Geneva when the current mayor retires"

Which of the following is an assumption onwhich the author relies?

Imagine two possible answer choices:

(8) Sam is the most honest person in the whole county.
(0) The deputy mayor is always the best person to become the next mayor

when a current mayor retires.

Let us start with (B). Honesty would be a good characteristic for a mayor, so this choice is
tempting. But is it absolutely necessar.y for Sam to be the most honest person in the county,
if we want to draw the given conclusion! Try negating this answer choice.

You may be tempted to say Sam is the most DISHONEST person in the wbaJecounty, but
this is not a ~ extreme negation. In fact, it is the.lWm extreme ..The least exuemenega-
tion might be Sam is NOT NECESSARILY the most honestperson in the whole county. Does
this statement destroy the conclusion? No. You can still argue that Sam $hould heche next
mayor, even if you concede that he is not necessarily the most honest person in the county.
If the conclusion can still follow from the premises, even when you insecta leastememe
negation of the answer choice, then that answer .choice is incorrect.

Let us look at (D) instead. The least extreme negation might be The deputy mayor is NOT
NECESSARILY the bestperson to become the next 1fI!tyorwhen a cu"ent mayor ~. Does
this statement destroy the argument's support for the conclusion? Yes!The only reason the
argument gives for concluding ~t Sam should be the next mayor is that Sam is currendy
the deputy mayor. If we then learn that the deputy mayor is not necessarily the best person
to takeover tPe job, the given premise no longer supports the cooc1usicm.The conclusion
itself might still be valid, but the argument for the conclusion has now collapsed. We would
need ~ premises to feel comfortable that the conclusion is valid.

Consider a more GMAT-like example:

For several years, Nighttime News attracted fewer viewers than World News,
which broadcasts its show at the same time as Nighttime Ne~ Recently,
the producers of Nighttime News added personalintereststQd~ and
increased coverage of sports and weather. The two programs no.w have a
roughly equal number of viewers. Clearly, the recent programming changes
persuaded viewers to switch from World News to Nighttime News.

Which of the foll()wing is an assumption on which the author relies?
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(A) Viewers are more interested in sports and weather than in personal
interest stories.

(B) The programming content of Nighttime News is more closely aligned with
the interests of the overall audience than is the content of World News.

(C) Some World News viewers liked the new Nighttime News programming
better than they liked the World News programming.

(0) There are other possible causes for an increase in the number of viewers
of Nighttime News, including a recent ad campaign that aired on many
local affiliates.

(E) The quality of World News will remain constant even if Nighttime News
improves.

Again, we should diagram the argument and identify the conclusion.

&; you are reading through the argument,
if you think of any possible assumptions
on which the conclusion depends, note
those below your diagram, in brackets.
One assumption is Nighttime News did not
gain its new viewers from some other source
orfor some other reason. Another assump-
tion is that World News did not lose viewers.

Program changes -+ ppl switch fr WN to NN

Before: NN < viewers than WN
Recent: NN chng: t pers, sprt,
weath

Now NN = WN viewers

[Is NN # t for some other
reason? Or maybe WN J. ?]

These assumptions make the comparisons
of viewer numbers valid. However, unfortunately, these assumptions are not contained in
any of the answer choices. We will need to look for another assumption.

We can eliminate several answer choices relatively quickly.

Answer choice (A) is incorrect because we are trying to support the conclusion that the
changes made resulted in World News viewers switching to Nighttime News. Sports, weath-
er, and personal interest stories were all part of those changes. Trying to distinguish among
these makes a finer distinction than is necessary to this argument.

Answer choice (D) is tempting because it addresses a possible separate cause for the increase
in viewers at Nighttime News. However, this answer choice weakens the conclusion. Even if
Nighttime News did gain some new viewers for a different reason, some World News view-
ers could still have switched to Nighttime News due to the new programming changes. If
there are other possible reasons for an increase in the number of viewers, it is less likely that
the recent programming changes are responsible for drawing new viewers. Remember, an
assumption actually supports the conclusion.

Answer choice (E) discusses the quality of World News-perhaps, if World News also
improves, then Nighttime News will still find itself behind. The problem with this choice is
that the changes have already been implemented and the viewership has already changed as
a result. The conclusion seeks to explain why the viewership has changed. This choice dis-
cusses a future possibility, which cannot affect what has already happened.
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FIND THE ASSUMPTION
In contrast, both answer choices (B) and (C) seem closely tied to the language of the con-
clusion. Answer choice (B) refers to programming content and intmsts of the overaO,auJience.
Answer choice (C) refers to viewers and programming.

Now that we have only two attractive answer choices remaining, we should bring in the
Least Extreme Negation technique.

Answer choice (B) says The content of Nighttime News is more closely aligntd to the interests of
the overall audience than is the content of World News. You may be tempted to negate choice
(B) with The content of Nighttime News is LESS closely aligned to thi interests of the overall
audience than is the content of World News, but this is not the least extremtWaY to negate the
choice.

The least extreme negation would read The content of Nighttime News is ABOUT AS
ALIGNED AS, or LESS ALIGNED THAN, the content of World NeWS to tbt interests of the
overall audience. (The opposite of more is not less; it is less than or equal to.) You could also
say The content of Nighttime News is NOT NECESSARILY more closelyaligneJ to the interests
of the overall audience than is the content of World News

Does the least extreme negation harm the argument? Now the shortcomings of answer
choice (B) become apparent. The choice tells us something about how th~broadcasts are
catering to the interests of the audience, but it does not discuss whether the content
changes would specifically drive viewers from World News to Nighttime News. However,
the conclusion hinges on this issue of switching. What difference does it make whether the
Nighttime News content is better aligned with viewer interests? Perhaps ,\Vf,>rldNews has a
famous anchorperson who used to be a sports star at the local university.~ for this rea-
son, audiences prefer to watch him or her. Therefore, the least extreme llegation does, not
affect the conclusion.

Answer choice (C), on the other hand, MUST be true in order for the conclusi0ll to follow
from the premises. Answer choice (C) states that Some World News viewers lilttd the new
Nighttime News programming better than they liked the World News programming .... The
least extreme negation might read NO World News viewers liked the new Nighttime News pro-
gramming better than they liked the World News programming.

Under this negation, the conclusion of the argument would no longer be supported by the
premises. While the ratings have certainly changed, the argument claims that they changed
because World News viewers switched to Nighttime News. The premises that Nighttime
News changed its programming and the viewership subsequently equalized no longer sup-
port the conclusion that viewers switched because of the chan~ in programming. Indeed,
under this negation, we would need to believe that the ratings changed for some other rea-
son. This demonstrates how answer choice (C) is required by the conclusion and is there-
fore an assumption of the argument. Answer choice (C) is correct.
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FIND THE ASSUMPTION

More LEN Examples (Advanced)
Remember that Least Extreme Negation is a technique for you to use if you are stuck
between two answer choices. Some examples of common ways to apply Least Extreme,
Negation are listed below.

Always. only. all: insert Not necessarily. You can also use Sometimes ... not in place of Always,
or Some ... not in place of All.

(B) Tomatoes are always red.
LEN: Tomatoes are NOT NECESSARILY always red.
OR Tomatoes are SOMETIMFS NOT red.

Never. none, not one. not once: change to At least one or at least once.
(D) Not one player was late for practice.
LEN: AT LEAST ONE player was late for practice.

Some, a few, several: change to No or None. (Notice that this may sound extremel)
(A) Some cats purr when you pet them.
LEN: NO cats purr when you pet them.

Sometimes, on Occasion, often: change to Never. (Notice that this may sound extremel)
(A) Cats sometimes purr when you pet them.
LEN: Cats NEVER purr when you pet them.

At least, at most. more than, less than: change to the mathematically opposite term.
(C) She has at least three different job offers.
LEN: She has LESS THAN THREE different job offers.

Best. worst, greatest. smallest. highest: insert Not necessarily.
(E) Beth is the ~ tennis player in the world.
LEN: Beth is NOT NECESSARILY the best tennis player in the world.

If you are not sure how to negate a particular assumption in a least extreme way, a reason-
able approach is to try adding the words NOT NECESSARILY.
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Problem Set
Use the skills you have just learned to answer the following Find The Assumption questions. Be
sure to diagram each argument. In addition, identify which of the four 3SfUlllption t)(peSis repre-
sented by the correct answer: (1) Logic Gap, (2) Feasibility ofPremises.(~)Alternate Path, or (4) .
Alternate Model of Causation. Detailed answers and explanations follow thi$ problem set.

1. Soccer Coach
The local university recently hired a new soccer coach. Although she has several years' worth
of coaching experience and is a diligent student of the game, she was never a member of a
collegiate soccer team. For this reason, the new coachwtll be unable to buUd a successful
program.

The argument above is based on which of the following assumptions?

(A) The local university should have hired a former collegiate soccer player as its new coach.
(B) Coaching experience is one of the most crucial factors for coaching success.
(C) The,previou~coach at the university was dismissed due to her lack of success,
(D) To build a successful soccer program as a coach,one must be a former collegiate soccer

player.
(E) The uniVersity does not plan to provide the new coach with the resources necessary to

build a successful program.

2. MTCI""q
Methyltetrachloride(MTqis~.cnemical found in some pestiCides, glues. and sealants.
Exposure to MTC can cause people to develop asthma. In order to halve the nation's asthma
rate, the government has announced that it will ban all products containing MTC.

The government's plan to halve the nation's asthma. rate relies on which of the follOwing
assumptions?

(A) Exposure to MTC is responsible for no less than half of the nation's asthma cases.
(B) Products containing MTC are not necessary to the prosperity of the American economy.
(C) Asthma has reached epidemic proporttons. .
(D) Exercise and proper nutrition are helpful in maintaining respiratory health.
(E) Dust mites and pet dander cause asthma.

3. Be A Good Q,rlvec
Traffic Safety Expert: In order to achieve a substantial reduction in the extremely high number
of car accidents in our country, we should implement a radical new saf. driving plan. Seat belts
and air bags would be ellmlnated from the driver's side of atl automobi'~ to provide the driver
with the strongest possible incentive to drive safelv. Further,anelectrO$hocksvst1HTl would
administer shocks to the driver if he or she exceeds the speed limit orengages.inother unsafe
driving practices.

In declaring that the radical new safe driving plan will help to reduce accident rates, the author
assumes which of the following?

(A) Many car accidents are caused, at least partially, by naturally occurring conditions such as
rain and fog.
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(B) Accidents in which one or both participants exceed 60 miles per hour account for a
majority of all fatal car accidents.

(C)A significant number of accidents are the result of negligence or other unsafe driving
practices on the part of the driver.

(O) To alleviate safety concerns, citizens should be allowed to reinstall their drivers' side seat
belts and air bags at their own expense.

(E) If not implemented properly, electroshock systems can cause heart attacks and other health
problems.

4. Genetics
Two genes, BRCA1and BRCA2,are linked to hereditary breast cancer. Therefore, in order to
decrease the annual number of mammogram tests administered across a population and to

,more accurately assessa woman's individual risk of breast cancer, all women should be tested
for these genes. -

Which of the following is an assumption on which the argument depends?

(A) Some of the women who are tested for the two genes will subsequently undergo mammo-
grams on a less frequent basis than they used to.

(B) The majority of breast cancer patients have no family history of the disease. '
{C} Researchersmay have identified a third breast cancer gene that is linked with hereditary

breast cancer.
(O) Women who have these genes have an 80 percent chance of getting breast cancer, while

women who don't have these genes have only a 10 percent chance of getting breast cancer.
(E)The presence of BRCA1and BRCA2can explain up to 50 percent of hereditary cases.

5. Intercontinental Bank
Editorial: The Intercontinental Bank should reallocate the voting shares of its members in order
to more effectively shape global economic policy. For example, China comprises about 15 per-
cent of the world's gross domestic product but has only a 3 percent voting share, whereas
Belgium, with less than 1 percent of the global economy, has a 2 percent share.

Which of the following is an assumption upon which the editorial's authors depend in suggest-
ing a way to more effectively shape global economic policy?

(A) The United States has a larger voting share of the Intercontinental Bank than does China or
Belgium.

(B) The specific allocation of voting shares factors into the Intercontinental Bank's effectiveness
in shaping global economic policy.

(C) Only voting shares that are precisely proportional to each country's contribution to the
global economy are appropriate for the Intercontinental Bank.

(O) The Intercontinental Bank is necessary to the maintenance of a prosperous global economy.
(E)As one of the fastest growing economies, China should have a larger voting share in the

Intercontinental Bank.
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6. Fresh Stprt
Advertisement: According to a recent research study, daily use of Fresh Start, a new tooth-
paste, reduces the risk of developing dental cavities by over 20 percent. In addition,as a result
of a new formula, the use of Fresh Start results in whiter, healthier-looking teeth. Clearly, Fresh
Start not only gives your teeth a beautiful look but also provides the most reliable protection
against dental cavities.

Which of the following is an assumption in the argument above?

(A) No other toothpaste provides more reliable protection against dental cavities.
(B) Fresh Start's formula does abetterjob of whitening teeth than do competit~'formulas.
(C) People are just as interested in having beautiful teeth as t~ey are in having healthy teeth.
(D) Fresh Start also prevents other dental disorders, such as gingivitis.
(E) Reliable protection against dental cavities, combined with excellent aesthetic properties, is

likely to make Fresh Start a popular toothpaste on the market.

7. Exchange Student
Student Advisor: One of our exchange students faced multiple arguments with her parents
over the course of the past year. Not surprisingly, her grade point average (GPA)over the same
period showed a steep decline. This is just one example ofageneral troth: problematic family
relationships can cause significant academic difficulties for our students.

Which of the following is an assumption underlying the general truism claimed by the Student
Advisor?

(A) Last year, the exchange student reduced the amount of time spent on academic work,
resulting in a lower GPA.

(B) The decline in the GPAof the. exchange student was not the reason for the stu.dent's argu-
ments with her parents.

(C) School GPAis an accurate measure of a student's intellectual ability.
(D) If proper measures are not taken, the decline in thestudent's academic performance may

become i~reversible.· .. ...
(E) Fluctuations in academic performance are typical for many students,

8. Oil and Ethanol
Country B's oil production is not sufficient to meet its domestic demcmd.lnord.er to sharply
reduce its dependence on foreign sources of oil, Country B recently embarked on a program
requiring all of its automobiles to run 011 ethanol in addition to gasotii'le;Ci>mbined with its oil
production, Country B produces enough ethanoffrom agriculturat by-prOducts to meet its cur-
rent demand for energy.

Which of the following must be assumed in order to conclude that CountryBwill succeed in its
plan to reduce its dependence on foreign oil?

(A) Electric power is not a superior alternative to ethanol in supplementing automobile gaso-
line consumption.

(B) ln.Countrv B, domestic production of ethanol is increasing more quickly than domestic oil
production.

(C) Ethanol is suitable for the heating of homes and other applications aside from automobiles.
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(D) In Country B, gasoline consumption is not increasing at a substantially higher rate than
domestic oil and ethanol production.

(E) Ethanol is as efficient as gasoline in terms of mileage per gallon when used as fuel for
automobiles.

9. Housjng Insonity
An industry analyst asserted in his recent report that the relative scarcity of housing in a partic-
ular market leads to larger than normal increases in price. During the late 1990s, according to
the analyst's report, occupancy rates-a measure of the percentage of housing occupied.at a
given time-in crowded urban markets such as New York and San Francisco hovered around
99.5%. During the same period, housing prices increased by as much as 100% per year, com-
pared to more normal past increases in the range of 5% to 15% per year.

Which of the following is an assumption that supports the analyst's assertion?

(A) In the housing market, there generally must be at least five buyers per seller in order to
cause larger than normal increases in price.

(B) Increasesin demand often reflect an influx of new buyers into the marketplace or an unusual
increase in buying power on the part of the customer.

(C)The U.S.housing market showed a larger than average increase in the 1990s across the
country, not just in crowded urban areas.

(D) Price increases do not cause people to withhold their houses from the market in the hopes
that prices will increase even further in the future.

(E)A significant rise in housing prices in a specific area may cause some potential buyers to
relocate to other, less pricey areas.

1.0.Movie Money
Studio executives carefully examine how a film performs on its opening weekend in order to
determine whether-and how-to invest more in that film. Many decisions, such as increasing
the number of screens that show the film and expanding the marketing campaign, are best
made after reactions can be gathered from audiences who actually purchased tickets.
Therefore, to maximize returns on their marketing investments, studios should initially release
all their films on a small number of screens and with a limited advertising campaign.

The plan to maximize returns by initially releasing films on only a small number of screens and
limiting advertising depends upon which of the following assumptions?

(A) Large marketing investments made before the opening weekend never eventually yield
greater profits than small initial marketing investments.

(B) New advertising techniques, such as Web-based viral marketing, have not substantially
reduced the average marketing costs for films.

(C)A film's prior performance in noncommercial settings, such as festivals, is not well correlat-
ed with how the general public tends to react to that film.

(D) Across the movie industry, marketing investments do not influence the eventual financial
returns of films in predictable ways.

(E) How a film performs during its opening weekend is a strong indicator of the film's financial
performance over its lifetime.
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1. Soccer Coach
The local university recently hired a new soccer coach. Although she has several
years' worth of coaching experience and is a diligent student of the game, she was
never a member of a collegiate soccer team. For this reason, the new' coach will he
unable to build a successful program.

The argument above is based on which of the following assumptions?

(A) Studying the game is not as important as having extensive coaching experience.
(B) Coaching experience is one of the most crucial factors for coaching success.
(C) The previous coach at the university was dismissed due to her lack of success.
(D)To build a successful soccer program as a coach, one must be a former collegiate

soccer player.
(E) The university does not plan to provide the new coach with the resources neces-

sary to build a successful program.

The correct answer choicefills in a LOGIC GAP.

This argument concludes that, even though the new coach has significant coaching experience and
has studied the game, she will not be able to build a successful soccer program because she was
never a member of a collegiate soccer team. The argument thus assumes that having been a member
of a collegiate soccer team is a prerequisite for success as a soccer coach.

(A) This answer choice provides a finer distinction between two premises: coaching experience and
the coach's study of the game. The conclusion does not hinge on these two "positive" premises;
rather, the conclusion that the new coach will be unsuccessful is based upon the "negative"
premise that she was never on a college soccer team.

(B) The argument discounts the importance of coaching experience for coaching success. If this
statement were true, one would conclude that this coach will be more likely to build a success-
ful program.

(C) This choice is outside the scope of the argument. The previous coach's performance has no
bearing on the current coach's expected performance.

(D) CORRECT. The argument assumes that former experience on a collegiate soccer team is a pre-
requisite for building a successful program as a coach.

(E) Though it may be true that the university does not plan to provide full resources to the new
coach, and while this would certainly make it more difficult for any coach to build a successful
program, the choice is outside the scope of this argument. The conclusion states that the coach
will not be successful beca~she was never a member ofa collegiate soccer team. The conclu-
sion does not address what role the university itself might play in the coach's success (or failure).
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2. MTC &Astlnna

Methyltetrachloride (MTC) is a chemical found in some pesticides, glues, and
sealants. Exposure to MTC can cause people to develop asthma. In order to halve
the nation's asthma rate, the government plans to ban all products containing MTC.

The government's plan to halve the nation's asthma rate relies on which of the.
following assumptions?

(A) Exposure to MTC is responsible for no less than half of the nation's asthma
cases.

(B) Products containing MTC are not necessary to the prosperity of the American
economy.

(C) Asthma has reached epidemic proportions.
(D) Exercise and proper nutrition are helpful in maintaining respiratory health.
(E) Dust mites and pet dander can also asthma.

The correct answer choicefills in a LOGIC GAP.

The government plans to halve the nation's asthma rate by banning products containing MTC. For
this plan to succeed, it must be true that MTC causes at least half of the nation's asthma cases.

(A) CORRECT. The government's proposed ban on MTC cannot halve the nation's asthma rate
unless MTC is actually the thing responsible for at least half the nation's asthma cases. If other
things are responsible for half (or more than half) of the nation's asthma cases, then banning
MTC will not have the desired effect of reducing asthma rates by halE

(B) While it might seem unwise for the government to ban products that are necessary for
American prosperity, this consideration is outside the scope of the argument. The conclusion
concerns whether a ban on MTC would be able to halve the nation's asthma rate. Nothing
about the effect on prosperity must be assumed for that conclusion to follow.

(C) The fact that asthma has reached epidemic proportions might give the government a motive to
ban asthma-causing substances such as MTC. However, the conclusion is not concerned with
the government's motivation. That asthma has reached epidemic proportions does not have to
be assumed for the conclusion to follow.

(D) This statement may be true, but it is irrelevant because the government's plan does not involve
exercise or nutrition.

(E) The government's plan does not rely on the truth of this statement, because the plan does not
target other possible causes of asthma. The conclusion assumes that MTC is responsible for at
least half of asthma cases, while not addressing other possible causes at all.
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3. BeA Good Driver
Traffic Safety Expert: In order to achieve a substantial reduction in the extremely high num-
ber of car accidents in our country, we should implement a radical new safe driving plan.
Seat belts and air bags would be eliminated from the driver's side of all automobiles to pro-
vide the driver with the strongest possible incentive to drive safely. Further, an electroshock
system would administer shocks to the driver if he or she exceeds the speed limit or engages
in other urtsafe driving practices.

In declaring that the radical new safe driving plan will help to reduce accident rates, the
. author assumes which of the following?

(A) Some car accidents are caused. at least partially, by unforeseen conditions that occur
naturally, such as flash floods.

(B) Accidents in which one or both participants exceed 60 miles per hour account for a
majority of all fatal car accidents.

(C) A significant number of accidents are the result of negligence or other unsafe driving
practices on the part of the driver.

(0) To alleviate safety concerns, citizens should be allowed to reinstall their drivers' side seat
belts and air bags at their own expense.

(E) If not implemented properly, electroshock systems can cause heart anacks and other
health problems.

The correct answer choiceestablishesthe FEASIBILITY OF A PREMISE.

The argument outlines a proposal for the country to reduce by a substantialamount the number of
car accidents via a new safe driving plan. The plan would remove safety features on the driver's side
of the vehicle, presumably so that the. driver would be very likely to be injured if he,otshe is in an
accident. In addition, the driver would receive shocks ifhe or she engaged in unsafe driving behav-
ior, presumably to train him or her not to engage in such practices. The author assumes that a sub-
stantial number of accidents are due to driver error or could be avoided with a change in driver.
behavior. The author also assumes that the electroshock system will not itself cause a substantial
number of accidents, or health problems. that could lead to accidents.

(A) It is likely true that some accidents are the result of unforeseen conditions, such as a natural dis-
aster. Such an assumption, however, does not negatethe idea that some.car accidents.are due to
driver error, or that forcing drivers to drive more safely will help to reduce the incidence ofcar
accidents.

(B) This may very well be true, but the argument does not. propose that the country lower speed
limits in order to reduce the number of accidents. Further, the argument does mention that
drivers would receive a shock for exceeding the speed limit, but it does not cla1nl a majority of
fatal car accidents involve speeding.

(C) CORRECT. The author claims that the new plan will result in a substantial redadion in the
number of car accidents. For this to be true, the author must assume that a significant number
of those accidents are a direct result of driver behavior and could be prevented via safer driving
habits.
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(D) Many citizens in the country in question may agree with this opinion, but the opinion has no

bearing on whether the author's plan will result in the author's goal: a reduction in the number
of car accidents. In fact, if enough people were to reinstall their own safety equipment, the plan
would no longer be valid.

(E) This choice is the result of faulty logic. If the shock system that is meant to train people to be
better drivers can cause immediate and severe health problems, this is not likely to be very help-
ful in reducing the incidence of car accidents. If anything, the author must be assuming that
the system would be largely, if not entirely, safe.

4. Genetics
Two genes, BRCAl and BRCA2, are linked to hereditary breast cancer. Therefore,
in order to decrease the annual number of mammogram tests administered across a
population and to more accurately assess a woman's individual risk of breast cancer,
all women should be tested for these genes.

Which of the following is an assumption on which the argument depends?

(A) Some of the women who are tested for the two genes will subsequently undergo
mammograms on a less frequent basis than they used to.

(B) The majority of breast cancer patients have no family history of the disease.
(C) Researchers may have identified a third breast cancer gene that is linked with

hereditary breast cancer.
(D) Women who have these genes have an 80 percent chance of getting breast can-

cer, while women who do not have these genes have only a lO percent chance
of getting breast cancer.

(E) The presence of BRCAl and BRCA2 can explain up to 50 percent of hereditary
cases.

The correctanswer choice establishesthe FEASIBILITY OF A PREMISE.

This argument states that BRCAl and BRCA2 are connected to hereditary breast cancer. It then
concludes that all women should be tested for these genes in order to reduce the number of mam-
mograms given annually and to more accurately determine their individual risk of breast cancer.
This argument depends on the assumption that BRCAl and BRCA2 are the primary genes that
cause hereditary breast cancer, and also that at least some of the women who are tested will, in
some way, reduce the frequency at which they undergo mammograms.

(A) CORRECf. As stated above, the author's position hinges on the assumption that at least some
women will undergo fewer mammograms after being tested for the breast cancer-causing genes.

(B) It is not necessary to the argument that the majority of breast cancer patients have no family
history of the disease. If anything, this choice could weaken the argument by implying that per-
haps too few women carry the genes to make the testing worthwhile.
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(C) The possible identification of a third breast cancer gene th,at is linked to hereditary breast can-
cer is irrelevant to this argument. The conclusion concerns testing for the two' identified genes;
the third gene is not part of the equation.

(D)While these statistics given might provide a strong incentive to encourage women to be tested,
the given conclusion does not address whether the women win get breast cancer or even what
they should do if they do have the genes. Rather, the conclusion asserts that aU women should
merely be tested for the two reasons given in the argument.

(E) This choice is an example of "switching terms." The two genes can explain up t050% of hered-
itary cases. What portion of&L cases is made up of hereditary cases? That information is not
given. If hereditary cases make up' 99% of all cases, then this' choice might support the idea that
being tested for the two genes would allow women to more accurately determine their risk. If
hereditary cases make up 1% of an cases, then this choice would not support the idea that
being tested for the two genes would allow women to more accurately determine risk. The
choice is trying to muddle the issue by switching terms in an effort to get us to conclude some-
thing we cannot actually conclude.

5.Intmqntinmt41.JJak
Editorial: The Intercontinental Ba.nk should reallocate the voting shares ofits.mem-
bers in order to more effectively shape global economic policy. For example, China
comprises about 15 percent of the world's gross domestic product but has only a 3
percent voting share, whereas Belgium, with less than 1 percent of the global econo-
my, has a 2 percent share.

Which of the followingls an assumption upon which the editorial's authors depend
in suggesting a way to more effectively shape global economic policy?

(A) The United States has a larger voting share of the Intercontinental Bank than
does China or Belgium.

(B) The specific allocation of voting shares factors into the Intercontinental Bank's
effectiveness in shaping global economic policy.

(C) Only voting shares that are precisely proportional to each countty's contrlbution
to the global economy are appropriate for the Intercontinental Bank.

(D) The Intercontinental Bank is necessary to the maintenance of a prosperous
global economy.

(E) As one of the fastest growing economies, China should have a larger voting
share in the Intercontinental Bank.

The correct answer choice establishes the FEASIBILITYOF A PREMISE.

The Editorial states that a reallocation of the voting shares of the Intercontinental Bank is desirable
in order for the Bank to more effectively shape global economic policy. Evidence is then presented
that the voting shares of two countries, China and Belgium, are not in proportion to their contri-
butionsto the global economy. The argument does not actually present any evidence that the effi-
cacy of the Intercontinental Bank will improve if Voting shares are reallocated; this JtU1St be
assumed in order to support the conclusion.
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(A) There is no mention of the United States in the argument, and the conclusion does not hinge

on the proportion of US shares relative to China's shares or Belgium's shares.

(B) CORRECT. The Editorial argues for a reallocation of voting shares in order for the
Intercontinental Bank to more effectively shape global economic policy. This assumes that the
way in which the Intercontinental Bank allocates shares is a factor in the Bank's ability to shape
that policy.

(C) The way in which the evidence is presented does seem to imply that the Editorial might recom-
mend a reallocation of voting shares that more closely reflects contributions to the global econ-
omy. However, there is no indication that the reallocation must be "precisely proportional" in
order to be "appropriate." This answer choice is too extreme in its language.

(O)This may be true, but the given conclusion concerns how, or whether, the allocation of shares
affects the Bank's effectiveness in shaping economic policy. An organization could help shape
global economic policy without being vital to the proper functioning of the world economy.

(E) Though it could be true that the Editorial author would believe China should have a larger
share, such a belief is not necessary to the conclusion. The conclusion merely states that a "real-
location" is necessary in order for the Bank to shape economic policy more effectively. The
argument provides some statistics, but no specific recommendations as to how that reallocation
should be carried out.

6. Fresh Start
Advertisement: According to a recent research study, daily use of Fresh Start, a new
toothpaste, reduces the risk of developing dental cavities by over 20 percent. In
addition, as a result of a new formula, the use of Fresh Start results in whiter,
healthier-looking teeth. Clearly, Fresh Start not only gives your teeth a beautiful
look but also provides the most reliable protection against dental cavities.

Which of the following is an assumption in the argument above?

(A) No other toothpaste provides more reliable protection against dental cavities.
(B) Fresh Start's formula does a better job of whitening teeth than do competitors'

formulas. .
(C) People are just as interested in having beautiful teeth as they are in having

healthy teeth.
(0) Fresh Start also prevents other dental disorders, such as gingivitis.
(E) Reliable protection against dental cavities, combined with excellent aesthetic

properties, is likely to make Fresh Start a popular toothpaste on the market.

The correctansuier choiceeliminates an ALTERNATE PATH TO THE SAME END.

The conclusion of the argument is that Fresh Start not only gives your teeth a beautiful look but
also provides the most reliable protection against dental cavities. Note the strong language !l1!l11 reli-
able, as this indicates that there is no other, better protection available against dental cavities.
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(A) CORRECT. Since the argument singles out Fresh Start as the most reliable protection against
dental cavities, the author must assume that no other toothpaste provides stronger protection
against cavities. Otherwise, the conclusion of the argument is inaccurate.

(B) A premise states that Fresh Start's new formula results in·whiter, healthier-looking teeth, but the
argument does not tell us compared to what? The comparison could be to competitors' results,
but it could also be to Fresh Start's old formula. Further; the conclusion only states that using
Fresh Start will give teeth "a beautiful look." It does not conclude that using Fresh Start results
in whiter teeth than does any other toothpaste.

(C) The conclusion does not make a distinction between customers' relative interest in beautiful
teeth versus healthy teeth. This choice is therefore irrelevant.

(D) Since the advertisement focuses only on dental cavities, discussion of other dentaldisorders is
beyond the scope of the argument.

(E) While the statement in this answer choice is quite plausible, this information does not have to
be assumed, since the issue of popularity is beyond the scope of this argument.

Z Exchange Student
Student Advisor: One of our exchange students faced multiple arguments with her
parents over the course of the past year. Not surprisingly, her grade point average
(GPA) over the same period showed a steep decline. This is just one exampleofa
general truth: problematic family relationships can. cause significant academic diffi-
culties for our students.

Which of the following is an assumption underlying the general truism claimed by
the Student Advisor?

(A) Last year, the exchangesnidenr reduced the amount of time spent on academic
work, resulting in a lower GPA.

(B) The decline in the GPA of the exchange student was not the reason for the stu-
dent's arguments with her parents.

(C) School GPA is an accurate measure of a student's intellectual ability.
(D) If proper measures are not taken, the decline in the student's academic perform-

ance may become irreversible.
(E) Fluctuations in academic performance are typical for many students.

The correct answer choice eliminates an ALTERNATE MODEL OF CAUSATION.

In this argument, the student advisor cites two correlated events that happened last year: (1) a series
of arguments between the student and her parents and (2) a decline in her GPA. Using this evi-
dence, the advisor concludes that problematic family relationships cause academic problems.
However, to claim one causal relationship (that the arguments caused the decline in GPA), we need
to exclude other possible causal relationships. For example, we need to assume that the reverse is
not true: the decline in the GPA did not lead to the arguments between the student and her
parents.
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(A) There could have been many reasons for the decline in the student's GPA, such as poor concen-

tration or less time spent studying, but anyone potential cause is not absolutely necessary to
assume. Further, the conclusion here addresses a causal relationship between the arguments and
the decline in GPA; this choice does not address the given conclusion.

(B) CORRECT. This assumption correctly eliminates the alternate model of causation, dem-
onstrating that the decline in the GPA did not cause the arguments between the student and
her parents.

(C) The question of whether the GPA accurately measures a student's intellectual ability is beyond
the scope of this argum:ent. The conclusion does not make any claims about students' intellec-
tual ability.

(O)This may be true, but the conclusion does not make any claims about the permanency or
reversibility of the decline in GPA. The conclusion is about the cause of the decline; not what
might happen after the decline occurs.

(E) Again, this may be true but, the conclusion does not make any claims about the frequency with
which many students experience fluctuations in performance. It merely concludes that problem-
atic relationships cause academic problems.

8. Oil and Ethanol
Country B's oil production is not sufficient to meet its domestic demand. In order
to sharply reduce its dependence on foreign sources of oil, Country B recently
embarked on a program requiring all of its automobiles to run on ethanol in addi-
tion to gasoline. Combined with its oil production, Country B produces enough
ethanol from agricultural by-products to meet its current demand for energy.

Which of the following must be assumed in order to conclude that Country B will
succeed in its plan to reduce its dependence on foreign oil?

(A) Electric power is not a superior alternative to ethanol in supplementing auto-
mobile gasoline consumption.

(B) In Country B, domestic production of ethanol is increasing more quickly than
domestic oil production.

(C) Ethanol is suitable for the heating of homes and other applications aside from
automobiles.

(0) In Country B, gasoline consumption is not increasing at a substantially higher
rate than domestic oil and ethanol production.

(E) Ethanol is as efficient as gasoline in terms of mileage per gallon when used as
fuel for automobiles.
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The correct answer choicefills in a LOGIC GAP.

The argument concludes that the program will sharply reduce Country B's reliance upon foreign
oil. As evidence, it states that Country B's oil production, combined with its ethanoLproduction, is
enough to meet Country B's current energy demands. However, this argument assumes either that
Country B's energy demands will not increase beyond current levels or that the counuywill be able
to produce additional oil and ethanol to meet any growth in demand. The correct answer choice
will address this assumption.

(A) The argument does not mention electric power, nor does it claim that ethanol is superior to all
other alternatives. The conclusion concerns only the claim that Country B can reduce its
dependence on foreign oil via its own ethanol and oil production.

(B) The argument does not make a distinction between the amount of ethanol versus oil produc-
tion, ner does it make a .distinction about the rate of increase in production of either energy
source. The claim simply sayS that the two sources combined are expected to substitute for the
foreign oil.

(C) It is not necessary to the argument that ethanol be suitable for other applications for which oil
is used. The conclusion asserts only that Country B will be able to reduce its dependence on
foreign oil if it uses ethanol, in addition to oil, to power automobiles.

(D)CORRECT. The argument provides evidence that the domestic production of oil and ethanol
are sufficient tomeet current demand. However, if gasoline consumption were to increase at a
substantially higher rate than oil and ethanol production, then domestic production would no
longer meet domestic demand, and this specific program would not reduce Country B's reliance
on foreign oil specifically by substituting domestic.

(E) It is not absolutely necessary to the argument that ethanol be as efficient, on a mile per gallon
basis, as gasoline. The program could still reduce oil imports even if ethanol were not as effi-
cient as gasoline.

9. Housing Imanitl
An industry analyst asserted in his recent report that the relative scarcity of housing
in a particular market leads to larger than normal increases in price. During the late
1990s, according to the analyst's report, occupancy rates-a measure of the percent-
age of housing occupied at a given time-in crowded urban markets such as New
York and San Francisco hovered around 99.5%. During the same period, homing
prices increased by as much as 100% per year, compared to more riormal past
increases in the range of 5% to 15% per year.

Which of the following is an assumption thatsupports the analyst's assertion?
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(A) In the housing market, there generally must be at least five buyers per seller in

order to cause larger than normal increases in price.
(B) Increases in demand often reflect an influx of new buyers into the marketplace

or an unusual increase in buying power on the part of the customer.
(C) The u.s. housing market showed a larger than average increase in the 1990s

across the country, not just in crowded urban areas.
(0) Price increases do not cause people to withhold their houses from the market in

the hopes that prices will increase even further in the future.
(E) A significant rise in housing prices in a specific area may cause some potential

buyers to relocate to other, less pricey areas.

The correct answerchoiceeliminatesan ALTERNATE MODEL OF CAUSATION.

The analyst claims that, in the housing market, scarcity causes larger than normal price increases.
The remaining premises are all facts that do not appear to have any logic gaps or other problems.
The premises, however, represent only a correlation, not a cause-effect relationship: during a cer-
tain time period, occupancy rates were high and prices increased a great deal. The analyst claims
that scarcity causes the price increase, but the reverse could also be true: the price increase could
cause the scarcity. Perhaps people wait to sell because they think the market will continue to rise, or
perhaps people will not sell their own property because they would then have to pay inflated prices
for a new property. In order to conclude that scarcity causes prices to rise, the analyst must assume
that the "reverse" causation does not occur.

(A) This generally addresses the scarcity idea discussed in the the argument but, if it were proved
untrue, it would not damage the argument, because the argument does not claim a particular
level of scarcity required to result in larger than normal price increases.

(B) This choice speculates on the causes of an increase in demand, but the argument does not make
a claim on this issue; rather it claims that scarcity specifically leads to price increases. If this
were not true, it would not affect the argument in either a positive or a negative way.

(C) Although this may be true in the real world, it does not address the claim made by the argu-
ment that scarcity causes the price increase. It just presents an additional, general fact. If any-
thing, it might weaken the argument, if there were larger than normal price increases in areas
were there was no scarcity of housing.

(D) CORRECT. This choice denies the reverse causation possibility: greater than normal price
increases do not lead to increased scarcity. In order to make his claim, the analyst must assume
this possible causation does not occur; if this possibility were not denied, the argument would
be damaged.

(E) This choice indicates that a rise in prices can cause certain people to opt for other, less expen-
sive areas. This is a mitigating factor that could keep prices from rising too high; it is not an
assumption that is helpful to the argument.
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10. M91!ieMono
Studio executives carefully examine how a film performs on its opening weekend in
order to determine whether-and how-to invest more in that film, Many deci-
sions, such as increasing the number of screens that show the film' and··expanding
the marketing campaign, are best made after reactions can be gathered frornaudi-
ences who actually purchased tickets. Therefore, to maximize returns on their mar-
keting investments, studios should initially release all their films on a small ,number
of screens and with a limited advertising campaign.

The plan to maximize returns by initially releasing films on only a small number of
screens and limiting advertising depends upon which of the following assumptions?

(A) Large marketing investments made before the opening weekend never eventually
yield greaterproflts than small initial marketing investments.

(B) New advertising techniques, such as Web-baSed viral marketing, have not sub-
stantially reduced the average marketing costs for films.

(C) A film's prior performance in noncommercial settings, such as festivals, is not
well correlated with how the general public tends to react to that film.

(D) Across the movie industry, marketing investments do not influence the eventual
financial returns of films in predictable ways.

(E) How a film performs during its opening weekend is a strong indicator of the
film's financial performance over its lifetime.

The correctanswer choiceeliminates an ALTERNATE PATH TO THE SAME END.

According to the argument, all films should be released conservatively, in order to obtain the
greatest return on marketing investments. The rationale given is that audience reactions can only
be properly gathered and interpreted after the opening weekend; these reactions then serve as the
basis for marketing decisions such as expanding the films release. However, the argument ignores
other possible means to achieve the stated goal of maximum returns onmarketing investments.
Specifically, the argument overlooks the impact of marketing decisions that are made before open-
ing weekend, such as the initial number of screens or the initial size of the advertising campaign;
such decisions could influence the results of the opening weekend. In fact, investing a great deal
in marketing before a film opens might be the best way to generate profits, as in the case of block-
busters or of films predicted to collapse after the opening weekend. Note that several of the incor-
rect answers reinforce a conservative attitude toward releasing a film, but none of them are critical
to the validity of the conclusion, and thus none are assumptions upon which the conclusion
depends.

(A) CORRECT. In order to conclude that all films should have limited releases, it must not be pos-
sible for large pre-release marketing spending to lead to the best returns on investment, no mat-
ter what film is considered. Also, check the LEN: large marketing investments made before the
opening weekerid could eventually yield greater profits than small initial marketing investments.
The author's conclusion would fall apart if this were true.

(B) If marketing costs fell, then releasing films might be less risky. However, the conclusion here is
concerned with how to maximize profits. This choice does not address whether a conservative
release plan is the best method to maximize profits.
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(C) This is a tempting choice. A premise in the argument says that reactions from commercial

audiences are the most useful indicators in making marketing decisions. Try the LEN strategy:
performance in non-commercial settings is at least somewhat correlated with how the general
public tends to react. Does this destroy the conclusion? No. The non-commercial audience
reactions could be decendy correlated without being the most useful type of audience
reaction.

(D) The author claims that limited releases are the best means to maximize returns on marketing
investments. In other words, the author is predicting something about the expected return on a
marketing investment. At the same time, the author's conclusion does not logically depend on
whether marketing investments have predictable effects or not.

(E) The opening weekend's results may be a strong indicator of future performance, but that does
not allow us to conclude that the given plan will always result in the best financial returns on a
marketing investment. There may be other, better indicators of future performance.
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REAL GMAT PROBLEMS
Now that you have completed your study of FIND THE ASSUMPTION questions, you may also
test your skills on problems that have actually appeared on real GMAT exams over the past several
years.

The problem set below is composed of Critical Reasoning problems from three books published
by GMAC (Graduate Management Admission Council):

The Official Guidefor GMAT Review, 12th Edition (pages 33-39 & 486-524)
The Official Guidefor GMAT VerbalReview (pages 116-142), and
The Official Guidefor GMAT VerbalReview, 2nd Edition (pages 116-152).

Note: The two editions of the Verbal Review book largely overlap. Use one OR the other.

Continue to diagram each argument, but this time, you should answer each question. Also, try to
identify which type of assumption is represented by the correct answer.

~: Problem numbers preceded by "D" refer to questions in the Diagnostic Test chapter of
The Official Guidefor GMAT Review, 12th Edition (pages 33-39).

Find the Assumption
u« Edition: 20, 28, 43, 48, 50,71, 76, 78, 84, 93, 95, 105, 107, 110, 112, D28
VerbalReview: 7, 13,34,45,51, 56, 63, 67, 75
OR 2nd Edition: 7, 34, 44,52,56,63,67,76
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DRAW A CONCLUSION
Draw a Conclusion questions ask.you to conclude something from a set of~en premises.
The question stem may take different forms:

If the statements. above are true, which of the following must be true?

Which of the following conclusions can best be drawn from the information above?

The statements above, if true, best support which of thefollowing assertions?

Which of the following can properly be inferred from the statement above?

You might also fill in a blank after a conclusion signal: "Therefore, "

When the GMAT provides a conclusion in an argument, that conclusion is an arguable
statement, or claim, that is partially supported by the premises of the argument. By con-
trast, if you are asked to DRAW a conclusion, that conclusion must be true as a result
of only the given premises. The conclusion should not require you to make any additional
assumptions at all, even tiny ones. The correct answer to a Draw a Conclusion question is
NOT a claim or an arguable statement. Rather, it is a little deduction based only upon
information that you have been given. Consider the following simplified example:

Premises: Samantha and Isabel are the only two people in the dining room.
They are both women.

What can be safely concluded from these facts? That is, what MUST be true as a result?

Conclusion: There are no men in the dining room. .

This conclusion may not seem very meaningful or important in a real-world sense, but you
should avoid grand conclusions in Draw a Conclusion problems.

Stay Close to the Premises
The conclusion you select should necessarily be supported by at least some of the premises.
The conclusion does 'JlQ1' need to address all of the premises. A correct answer might simply
restate one or more of the premises, using synonyms. Alternatively, a correct answer might
be a mathematical or logical deduction. Consider the following example:

In certain congested urban areas, commuters who use public transportation
options, such as trains and subways, spend approximately 25 percent less
time in transit, on average, to reach their destinations than commuters who
travel by car. Even individuals who drive their entire commute in earpoo!
lanes, which are typically the least congested sections of roadways, still
spend more time, on average, than commuters who use trains and subways.

: The statements above, if true, best support which of the following asser-
tions about commuting in the congested urban areas mentioned above?
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DRAW A CONCLUSION

(A) Waiting in traffic accounts for approximately 25 percent of the commut-
ing time for individuals who drive to their destinations.

(8) Walking between a subway or train station and one's final destination
does not, on average, take longer than walking between one's car and
one's final destination.

(C) Using carpool lanes does not, on average, reduce driving time by more
than 25 percent.

(D) Individuals who commute via public buses spend approximately 25 per-
cent more time in transit than those who commute using public trains or
subways.

(E) Subways and trains are available in the majority of congested urban
areas.

In Draw a Conclusion questions, the entire body of the argument represents premises. A
T-diagram for the above argument might look like this:

Cong urb area, comm on pblc
trans take 25% less time (avg)
than ppl who drive

Carpool lanes usly least cong

EVEN SO
Carpool lanes still take t time
(avg) than pblc trans

We are looking for a conclusion that must be true according to this information.

Answer choice (A) states that waiting in traffic accounts for 25 percent of the commuting
time for drivers. However, the passage never mentions "waiting in traffic." As a result, we
cannot conclude anything about how much waiting in traffic contributes to the commute.

Answer choice (B) makes a claim about particular segments of the different commutes.
However, the passage never mentions which segments of the commute 'provide the speed
advantage to public transportation. It is certainly possible that walking to the subway takes
longer than walking to one's car and that the speed advantage is realized from some other
segment of the commute.

Answer choice (C) does not make much of a claim at all. It simply restates the information
given in the passage. If taking subways or trains reduce one's commute time, on average, by
25 percent, and if using carpool lanes does not eliminate the speed advantage of public
transportation, then it follows that carpool lanes do not reduce driving time by more than
25 percent. Thus, answer choice (C) is correct.

Answer choice (D) introduces a claim about public buses, which are never mentioned in the
passage. While it is possible that public buses are similar to cars in terms of commuting
time, it is certainly not necessary and does not follow from any information given.
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Answer choice (£) makes a claim about the majority of congested urban areas. The premises,
on the other hand, reference only certain congested urban areas. Thus, this answer choice
uses an overly broad term that goes beyond the scope of the passage. It doanot have to be
true that a majority has these specific types of public transport.

Notice that the correct answer, (C), did NOT weave together all the premises into a grand
plan. The correct conclusion that you can draw from a set of premises must always be a
provable fact. Thus, it will generally restate a premise, sometimes in a mathematically equiv-
alent way. The mathematical equivalence provides a slight disguise for theuuth. For
instance, the premise More precipitation falls on the Sahara than on Antarctica can be restated
as Less precipitation falls on Antarctica than. on the Sahara.

Use Real Numbers
If an argument involves percentages, it can be helpful to use concrete, real numbers.

We can revisit the previous example. The correct answer, choice (C) states Using carpool
lanes does not, on average, reduce driving time by more than 25percent.

Imagine that it takes 40 minutes, on average, to commute via car. We know from the.prem-
ises that it takes 25 percent less time to commute via subway or train, equal to a 10 minute
reduction (25 percent of 40 is 10). Thus, the average commute using public transportation
is 30 minutes. We also know from the premises that those who drive in carpool lanes still
take longer than 30 minutes.

Therefore, it is clear from the premises that the carpool lanes do not reduce drive time by
more than 10 minutes (or 25 percent). This is exactly what answer choice (C) states.

Make an Inference
GMAT conclusions may alsobe labeled "Inferences:" For example, a question may ask:

Which of the following can be properly inferred from the passage?

The word inference is essentially a synonym for conclusion. & such, an inference should also
follow ~ from the premises; it should be unequivocally true according to those
premises.

Consider this example:

Curbing government spending has been demonstrated to raise the value of a
country's currency over time. However, many economists no longer recom-
mend this policy. A currency of lesser value causes a country's exports to be
more cornpetitlye in the international market, encouraging domestic indus-
tries and making the economy more attractive to foreign investment.

The statements above most strongly support which of the following
inferences?
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DRAW A CONCLUSION
(A) Limited government spending can also lead to a reduction in the

national deficit.
(6) Curbing government spending can make a country's exports less

competitive.
(C) Many economists now recommend higher levels of government

spending.
(0) An increase in the value of a currency will result in reduced government

spending.
(E) Competitive exports indicate a-weak currency.

A T-diagram for the above argument might look like this:

J. gov spend ~ l' value of $$

BUT econ no longer rec this

$ of J. value ~ more comp
exports, better biz, better for
foreign invest

The correct answer choice should be an inarguable statement that follows directly from the
premises.

Answer choice (A) may be generally plausible, but the given premises do not mention the
national deficit. This answer choice does not have to be true as a result of the information
given in the argument. Refrain from bringing in any external facts/premises.

Answer choice (C) might also be generally plausible, but (C), too, requires an additional
step from the premises. The fact that economists no longer recommend reduced govern-
ment spending does not necessarily mean that many economists now recommend increased
spending. It is possible that they recommend neutral spending levels.

Both answer choices (D) and (E) employ faulty logic. It may be true that reduced govern-
ment spending will increase a currency's value, but we do not know whether the reverse is
true. Increasing a currency's value does not necessarily have to result in reduced government
spending. Similarly, though a weak currency will make exports more competitive, competi-
tive exports do not necessarily indicate a weak currency; exports may be competitive on
some other grounds (e.g, exceptional quality).

Answer choice (B) is correct, since it follows directly from the premises. According to the
argument, curbing government spending can raise a currency's value. A weaker currency
makes a country's exports more competitive. A stronger currency, then, would make a coun-
try's exports less competitive than they would have been with a weaker currency. Thus,
curbing government spending CAN make a country's exports less competitive.

Notice that the word can makes this answer choice a very limited claim. This choice does
not state that curbing government spending Ell make a country's exports less competitive.
Such an outcome is simply a possibility. Answer choice (B) is the correct answer.
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Wrong Answer Choice Types
& we discussed in the Find the Assumption chapter, knowing common categories of wrong
answers can help you with the process of elimination. Again, use this elassifkation if you are
otherwise stuck.

The key to a correct answer on a Draw a Conclusion question is to flnd an answer choice
which must be true as a result of some or all of the information given in the argument.

Take a look again at a previous sample argument:

Curbing government spending has been demonstrated to raise the value of a
country's currency over time. However, many economists no ronger recom-
mend this policy. A currency of lesser value causesa country's exports to be
more competitive in the international market, encouraging domestic indus-
tries and making the economy more attractive to foreign investment.

The most common wrong answer type is called "Out of Scope." However, the way in which
Draw a Conclusion answers are out of scope is somewhat different from the way in which
Find The Assumption answers are out of scope. (After all, the "No Tie to the Conclusion"
type requires the argument to have a conclusion already.)

A. Out Of Scope

For Draw a Conclusion questions, "Out of Scope" answers require you to assume at least
one piece of information not explicitly presented in the argument. For example, answer
choices (A) and (C) for the above argument both go beyond the scope of the argument:

(A) Limited government spending can also lead to a reduction in the national
deficit.

(C) Many economists now recommend higher levels of government spending.

Answer choice (A) may be obviously out of scope because this choice mentions the national
deficit, which is not mentioned anywhere in the argument. Answer choice (C), on the other
hand, may be much more tempting because it addresses concepts that were mentioned in
the argument. How do we recognize and avoid such tempting wrong answers?

A subset of Out of Scope answers will contain information that seems "Real-World
Plausible." In other words, this information is very plausible, or likely to be true in the real
world. The answer may even contain what people would reasonably surmise to be true in an
article or conversation about the general topic. The Draw a Conclusion question type, how-
ever, requires us to find something that mwl be true according to the given premises, not
something that gmlg be true or merely sounds reasonable. Often people are surprised at
how simple the conclusions are-the correct answer will be very closely tied to the premises.
Another choice may seem reasonable in the real world, but you are not allowed to go out-
side the premises given. If you cannot say that the premises prove an answer choice to be
true, eliminate that answer choice. Do not bring external knowledge into the picture on
Draw a Conclusion questions.
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B. Wrong Direction and C. Switching Terms

We encountered these other common types of wrong answers in the Find the Assumption
chapter. A "Wrong Direction" answer might provide a conclusion that is the opposite of
what the argument says. The reason why such a conclusion would be proposed is that under
exam pressure, you might not notice the reversal. For example, a "Wrong Direction" answer
choice for the argument above could read as follows:

Curbing government spending can make a country's exports more competitive.

This statement actually asserts the opposite of what the premises together imply.

Alternatively, the answer might "switch terms" or otherwise propose faulty mathematical or
logical reasoning. For example, a "Switching Terms" answer choice could read as follows:

Government programs can make a country's exports less competitive.

Government programs and curbing government spending are not the same thing. Make sure
that any substituted expressions are truly synonyms.

Likewise, we saw that answer choices (D) and (E) for the argument above switched causes
and effects proposed by the premises:

(D) An increase in the value of a currency will result in reduced government
spending.

(E) Competitive exports indicate a weak currency.

These answer choices use terms that are identical or nearly identical to those used in the
premises. However, neither choice actually follows logically from those premises.
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Problem Set
Use the skills you have just learned to answer the following Draw a Conclusion qu~tioas;Be sure
to diagram each argument. Detailed answers. andex:planations follow this .pcf)blem set.

1. Two Universities

Both enrollment and total tuition revenue at Brownsville University have increased during each
of the last four years. During the same period of time, enrollment at Cahterbury University has
steadily decreased, while total tuition revenue has remained constant.

Which of the following assertions is best supported by the statements above?

(A) Brownsville University now collects more total tuition revenue than Canterbury University.
(B) Students regard higher tuition as an indicator of higher quality.
(C) The per-student tuition at Canterbury University has risen over the last four years.
(D) Within four years, enrollment at Brownsville University will likely exceed enrollment at

Canterbury University.
(E) Canterbury University will likely continue to raise tuition to make up for lost revenue from

declining enrollment.

2. Antarctic Meteorite
A detailed lab analysis of a meteorite recently discovered in Antarctica revealed that the mete-
orite has geological characteristics common to the planet MarS. To date,scientists have not
found these characteristics anywhere other than on Mars. Using a technique called "acid-etch-
ing," scientists found that the meteorite contained fossilized remains of sfngle-cell life forms.

The statements above, if true, best support which of the following as a conclusion?

•
(A) The fossilized remains indicate that life exists on Mars.
(B) The scientists have evidence to support a hypothesis that the meteorlte came from Mars.
(C) The meteorite represents a substantial step forward in human knowledge of the develop-

ment of life in the solar system.
(0) Undiscovered meteorites currently exist in Antarctica.
(E) "Acid-etching" is necessary to confirm the existence of fossilized remains in meteorites.

3. Miles Per Gallon
The average fuel efficiency of vehicles sold nationwide during the period 2000-2004 was 25
miles per gallon; the corresponding figure during the period 1995-1999 was 20 miles per gal-
Ion. The national average price of gasoline during the period 2000-2004 was $2 per gallon; the
corresponding figure during the period 1995-1999 was $1.60 per gallon.

The statements above, if true, best support which of the fotlowlng conclusions?

(A) The average fuel efficiency of vehicles sold nationwide should reach 30 miles per gallon for
the period 2005-2009.

(B) The national average price of gasoline during 1997 was lower than the corresponding price
during 2003. . .
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(C) Rising gasoline prices lead consumers to purchase more fuel-efficient cars.
(D) Between the two described time periods, the national average fuel efficiency and the

national average gasoline price both increased at roughly the same rate.
(E) Consumers spent more money on gasoline during the period 2000-2004 than duringthe

period 1995-1999.

4. Pulverized Vase
Museum A will henceforth display only undamaged objects of proven authenticity. Doubts
have been raised about the origins of a supposedly Mycenaean vase currently on display in the
museum's antiquities wing. The only way to establish this vase's authenticity would be to pul-
verize it, then subject the dust to spectroscopic analysis.

The claims above, if true, most strongly support which of the following conclusions?

(A) Authentic Mycenaean vases are valuable and rare.
(B) Museum A has been beset with questions about the provenance of many of the items

in its antiquities wing.
(e) The vase in question will no longer be displayed in Museum A.
(D) Spectroscopic analysis has revolutionized the forensic investigation of art forgery.
(E) Knowingly or not, many of the world's museums display some forgeries.

5. Military Alumni
Of all the high schools in the United States, Judd Academy is the one with the largest number
of alumni serving in the Air Force. Knoxworth High School, however, is the school with the
most graduates serving in the military as a whole, including the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines,
and Coast Guard.

Which of the following, if true, is most clearly supported by the statements above?

(A) Knoxworth is the most patriotic town in the nation.
(B) Judd Academy has fewer graduates serving in the Navy than does Knoxworth High School.
(C) Judd Academy has a higher percentage of alumni serving in the Air Force than does

Knoxworth High School.
(D) Some graduates of Knoxworth High School are serving in the military but not in the Air

Force.
(E) Knoxworth High School is the school with the second-highest number of alumni serving in

the Air Force.

6. Network Television
In 1984, network television commercials accounted for 80% of all network and non-network
television advertising revenue. In 2004, that figure was 60%. During that same period, operat-
ing costs for the networks remained steady, and in 2004 every major network announced
record-setting profits.

The information above, if true, supports which of the following conclusions?

(A) Between 1984 and 2004, the number of homes with accessto non-network television
channels increased by more than 20%.
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(8) Teenagers comprise a growing Proportion of television viewers, and teenagers prefer to
watch non-network television shows.

(e) The amount of advertising revenue earned from non-network television commercials in
2004 was greater than the amount of revenue earned by network television commer-
cials in 1984.

(0) Between 1984 and 2004, advertising revenue earned from non-network television com-
mercials grew at a faster rate than revenue earned from network telE!visiori commer-
cials.

(E) Soon advertising revenue from non-network television commercials will surpass revenue
from network television commercials.

7. Stem Cell Reseqrch
Government restrictions have severely limited the amount of sterncell research American
companies can conduct. Because of these restrictions, many American sdentistsWho specialize
In the field of stem cell research have signed long term contracts to woikfor foreign compa-
nies. Recently, Congress has proposed Hftlng all restrictions on stemceft research.

Which of the following statements can most properly be inferred from the information above?

(A) Some foreign companies that conduct stem cell research work under fewer restrictions
than some American companies do:

(8) Because American scientists are under long-term contracts to foreign companies, there will
be a significant influx of foreign professionals into the United States.

(e) In all parts of the world, stem cetl research is dependent onthe financial backing of local
government.

(0) In the near future, American companies will no longer be at the forefront of stem cell
research.

(E) If restrictions on stem cell research are lifted, many of the American scientists will break
their contracts to return to American companies.

8. Gift Catqlogue
Gift Catalogue Inc. sent seven custom-made gift packages last week. Last week, all of the ship-
ments from Gift Catalogue Inc. that Were sent out on Wednesday or later consisted entirely of
non-custom-made gift packages. GiffCatalogue Inc. sent seven gift packages to Technocorp
last week, at least two of which were custom-made gift packages.

If the statements in the passage above are true, which of the following must also be true
about Gift Catalogue Inc.?

(A) At least one of the gift packages sent to Technocorp last week was not custom-made.
(8) At least one of the custom-made gift packages sent last week was not directed to

Technocorp.
(e) The majority of the gift packages sent to Technocorp last week were sent on Wednesday or

later.
(0) Some of the gift packages sent to Technocorp last week were sent on Tuesday or earlier.
(E) Technocorp received a higher proportion of the gift packages sent last week from Gift

Catalogue Inc. than any other recipient.
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9. Mutual Funds
Many managers of mutual funds proclaim that they have been able to generate consistently
higher rates of return on their investments than the general stock market by buying shares of
undervalued companies. Classical economic theory, however, proposes the "efficient capital
markets hypothesis," which proposes that stock prices accurately reflect the value of the
underlying investments, incorporating all information available to the public. If the efficient
capital markets hypothesis is correct, then it should be expected that _

(A) mutual fund managers, in order to compete with each other, witl bid up the prices of
certain stocks beyond their true values

(B) mutual fund managers use insider information, an illegal practice, to generate higher
rates of return than the general stock market

(C) stock prices will rise over time
(O) given public information alone, companies cannot reliably be labeled undervalued or

overvalued relative to the general stock market
(E) some mutual fund managers are better than others at generating a higher rate of return

on investments

10. Real Estate Prices
In the last year, real estate prices, such as those for houses and condominiums, have gone up
an average of 7% in the city of Galway but only 2% in the town of Tuam. On the other hand,
average rents for apartments have risen 8% in Tuam over the last year, but only 4% in Galway.

Which of the following is an inference that can be reasonably drawn from the premises given
above?

(A) In the last year, the ratio of average apartment rents to average real estate prices has
increased in Tuam but fallen in Galway.

(B) Tuam has experienced a greater shift in demand toward the rental market than Galway
has.

(C) It has become easier for Galway real estate to be bought and sold, whereas it has become
easier for Tuam real estate to be rented.

(O) The supply of rental apartment units has decreased more in Tuam than in Galway.
(E) The average amount spent on housing is higher in Galway than it is in Tuam.
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1. Two Universities

Both enrollment and total tuition revenue at Brownsville University have increased
during each of the last four years. During the same .period of time, enrollment at
Canterbury University has steadily decreased, while total tuition revenue has
remained constant.

Which of the following assertions is best supported by the statements above?

(A) Brownsville University now collects more total tuition revenue than Canterbury
University.

(B) Students regard higher tuition as an indicator of higher quality.
(C) The per-student tuition at Canterbury University has risen over the last four

years.
(D) Within four years, enrollment at Brownsville University will likely exceed

enrollment at Canterbury University.
(E) Canterbury University will likely continue to raise tuition to make up for lost

revenue from declining enrollment.

This paragraph discusses the different enrollment and tuition trends at two universities during the
same period of time. Brownsville University has experienced growth in both areas, while
Canterbury University has not. We should look for an answer choice that results directly from these
trends, and be wary of answer choices that go beyond them.

(A) We have no information regarding the number of students enrolled at either college. We also do
not know the tuition rates. Therefore, we have no basis to calculate the total revenue from
tuition at either school.

(B) This choice may be tempting because more students are enrolling at Brownsville University
each year, even as it increases tuition. However, the answer choice is only one of many possible
explanations for these. trends, The college may have constructed a new dormitory or received
significant' publicity from a successful athletic team. Nothing in the premises suggests that stu-
dents connect the rising fees with higher quality.

(C) CORRECT. This answer choice accurately connects the premises about enrollment and tuition,
stating a conclusion thatcan be logically proven. Canterbury University has had.constant rev-
enue despite steadily declining enrollment. Therefore, each individual student must be paying
more tuition.

(D) Although Brownsville University's enrollment is rising while that of Canterbury University is
falling, Canterbury University may have started with a much larger student body. We have no
numerical information to indicate how many years it would takeBrownsville to surpass
Canterbury in enrollment. More importantly, the premises do not predict how many students
will enroll at either school in the coming years. The trends may reverse themselves at any time.

(E) The argument does not suggest how Canterbury University will deal with its declining revenue.
It may cut expenses, or seek revenue from other sources. The fact that tuition is the only rev-
enue source mentioned in the argument does not mean that raising tuition is Canterbury
University's only course of action.
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2. Antarctic Meteorite
A detailed lab analysis of a meteorite recently discovered in Antarctica revealed that
the meteorite has geological characteristics common to the planet Mars. To date, sci-
entists have not found these characteristics anywhere other than on Mars. Using a
technique called "acid-etching," scientists found that the meteorite contained fos-
silized remains of single-cell life forms.

The statements above, if true, best support which of the following as a conclusion?

(A) The fossilized remains indicate that life exists on Mars.
(B) The scientists have evidence to support a hypothesis that the meteorite came

from Mars.
(C) The meteorite represents a substantial step forward in human knowledge of the

development of life in the solar system.
(D) Undiscovered meteorites currently exist in Antarctica.
(E) "Acid-etching" is necessary to confirm the existence of fossilized remains in

meteorites.

This argument states that the fossilized remains of single cell life forms were found in-a meteorite
with geological characteristics unique to Mars. We should seek to eliminate answer choices that go
beyond the premises or are too extreme.

(A) This answer choice concludes too much by saying that there is presently life on Mars. This
answer is too extreme to be supported by the argument. For example, it is possible that the fos-
sils represent a form of life that has since died out on Mars.

(B) CORRECT. The passage states that the meteorites have geological characteristics currently only
known to exist on the planet Mars.

(C) There is no indication that the meteorite has revealed any new information about the develop-
ment of life in the solar system. It is possible that scientists had earlier identified fossilized
remains from Mars or other sources.

(D) This choice is beyond the scope of the argument. While it is reasonable to assume that there
may be more undiscovered meteorites in Antarctica, such an assumption does not have to
follow from the information presented.

(E) The argument srates that scientists used a technique called "acid-etching" to find that the
meteorite contained the fossilized remains of single-cell organisms. However, it is possible
that there are other techniques that could also determine the existence of fossilized remains.

3. Miles Per Gallon
The average fuel efficiency of vehicles sold nationwide during the period
2000-2004 was 25 miles per gallon; the corresponding_figure during the period
1995-1999 was 20 miles per gallon. The national average price of gasoline during
the period 2000-2004 was $2 per gallon; the corresponding figure during the peri-
od 1995-1999 was $1.60 per gallon.
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The statements above, if true, best support which of the following conclusions?

(A) The average fuel efficiency of vehicles sold nationwide should reach 30 miles
per gallon for the period 2005-2009.

(B) The national average price of gasoline during 1997 was lower than the corre-
sponding price during 2003.

(C) Rising gasoline prices lead consumers to purchase more fuel-efficient cars.
(D) Between the two described time periods, the national average fuel efficiency and

the national average gasoline price both increased at roughly the same rate.
(E) Consumers spent more money on gasoline during the period 2060-2004 than

during the period 1995-1999.

The premises enumerate the increases in both fuel efficiency and gasoline prices over twoconsecu-
tive five-year periods. We should look for a conclusion that derives directly and inevitably from
these increases. Likewise, we should avoid statements that speculate about possible causes or
consequences.

(A) This choice offers a future prediction: what might happen to the average fuel efficiency figure
during the period 2005-2009. Future predictions might come true but they do not have to
come true; this choice does not follow unequivocally from the given premises.

(B) The averages were taken over a five-year period. Prices may have fluctua.ted wildly during those
years. The average price per gallon may have been $3 in 1997 and $1 in 1998. Average prices
during a period do not indicate any floor or ceiling for a specific year within that period.

(C) Consumer behavior cannot be explained by one or two sets of data. Man.y factors may have
influenced consumers' buying habits. Furthermore, this choice only refers to cars. The question
provides data on the average fuel efficiency of vehicles sold nationwide. The gains in fuel effi-
ciency may be largely due to sales of other types of vehicles, such as trucks.

(D)CORRECT. The statements clearly indicate that both fuel efficiency and gasoline price averages
increased by 25% from the earlier period to the later one.

(E) Although the price per gallon increased, the argument provides no data about the number of
gallons purchased in either period. Hence, we cannot be Certain that consumers spent more
money overall on gasoline, only that they paid more,' on average, for each gallon.

4. Pulverized Vase
Museum A will henceforth display only undamaged objects of proven authenticity.
Doubts have been raised about the origins of a supposedly Mycenaean vase current-
lyon display in the museum's antiquities wing. The only way to establish this vase's
authenticity would be to pulverize it, then subject the dust to spectroscopic analysis.

The claims above, if true, most strongly support which of the followfug
conclusions? 1

(A) Authentic Mycenaean vases are valuable arid rare.
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(B) Museum A has been beset with questions about the provenance of many of the
items in its antiquities wing.

(C) The vase in question will no longer be displayed in Museum A.
(0) Spectroscopic analysis has revolutionized the forensic investigation of art forgery.
(E) Knowingly or not, many of the world's museums display some forgeries.

We are told that a supposedly Mycenaean vase is of unproven authenticity, and that the only way to
establish its authenticity would involve damaging it (specifically, pulverizing it). Since the museum
will henceforth display only undamaged objects of proven authenticity, we can conclude that the
museum can no longer display this vase. Either the vase remains intact but possibly inauthentic-in
which case, it cannot be shown-or it is pulverized, in which case it again cannot be shown.

(A) The argument never mentions the concepts of value or scarcity, so this answer choice is not
supported by the premises.

(B) We are simply told that one item in the antiquities wing is of doubtful origin. This does not
prove that questions have been raised about more than one of the items in the wing.

(C) CORRECT. The argument establishes that the museum cannot continue to both follow its new
rule and display this vase. Either the vase will be tested with spectroscopic analysis, in which
case there will no longer be a vase to display, or the vase will not be tested, in which case the
museum cannot continue to display the vase under its authenticity policy.

(O)The argument mentions a single instance, relating to one ancient vase, in which spectroscopic
analysis would be useful in investigating whether an art object is a forgery. This is not enough
evidence to warrant the extreme conclusion that spectroscopic analysis has revolutionized the
forensic investigation of art forgery.

(E) The argument tells us of one possible forgery in one museum. No information is given that
could justify the extreme conclusion that many of the world's museums display forgeries.

5.MilitaqAlumni
Of all the high schools in the United States, Judd Academy is the one with the
largest number of alumni serving in the Air Force. Knoxworth High School, howev-
er, is the school with the most graduates serving in the military as a whole, includ-
ing the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, and Coast Guard.

Which of the following, if true, is most clearly supported by the statements above?

(A) Knoxworth is the most patriotic town in the nation.
(B) Judd Academy has fewer graduates serving in the Navy than does Knoxworth

High School.
(C) Judd Academy has a higher percentage of alumni serving in the Air Force than

does Knoxworth High School.
(0) Some graduates ofKnoxworth High School are serving in the military but not

in the Air Force.
(E) Knoxworth High School is the school with the second-highest number of alumni

serving in the Air Force.
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We know that there are more Judd alumni than Knoxworth alumni serving in the Air Force. We
also know that there are more Knoxworth alumni than Judd alumni serving in the military. How
can both of these statements be true? Only if there are enough Knoxworth alumni in non-Air Force
parts of the military to give Knoxworth a higher total than Judd for alumni in the military.
Therefore, we should look for an answer choice that makes a statement about the existence of (or
perhaps the number of) Knoxworth alumni in non-Air Force parts of the military.

(A) The argument does not tell us why so many graduates of Knoxworth High School are. serving
in the military. Poss.ibly the reason has to do with patriotism, but the argument does not give
us this information; Another problem with this answer choice is that we do not know how rep-
resentative the alumni of Knoxworth High School are of the Knoxworth community as a
whole .:

(B) It is true that the number ofJudd alumni in non-Air Force military roles must be smaller than
the number of Knoxworth alumni in non-Air Force military roles. However, it is still possible
that Judd Academy has more alumni serving in the Navy than does Knoxworth High School.
Perhaps, the number ofKnoxworth alumni in the other military services (Army. Marines, and
Coast Guard) more than make up for Judd Academy's numerical advantage with respect to
Navy and Air Force alumni.

(C) The premises of this argument tell us about absolute numbers of alumni from each school serv-
ing in the military or Air Force. Without information about the total number of alumni from
each school, we cannot compare the two schools' percentages of alumni serving in the Air
Force.

(D) CORRECT. In order for there to be more Knoxworth alumni than Judd alumni in the mili-
tary even though there are more Judd alumni than Knoxworth alumni in the Air Force, there
must be some Knoxworth alumni serving in non-Air Force parts of the military.

(E) This does !lot need to be true. For all we know, Knoxworth might have no alumni serving in
the Air Force. Its status as the school with the most graduates serving in the military might
only result from the presence of a very large number of alumni in non-Air Force military roles.

6: Network Te/evision
In 1984, network television commercials accounted for 80% of all network and
non-network television advertising revenue. In 2004, that figure was 60%. During
that same period, operating costs for the networks remained steady. and in 2004
every major network announced record-setting profits.

The information above, if true, supports which of the following conclusions?

(A) Between 1984 and 2004, the number of homes with access to non-network tele-
vision channels increased by more than 20%.

(B) Teenagers comprise a growing proportion of television viewers, and teenagers
prefer to watch non-network television shows .

. (C) The amount of advertising revenue earned from non-network television co~-
mercials in 2004 was greater than the amount of revenue earned by network tel-
evision commercials in 1984.
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(D) Between 1984 and 2004, advertising revenue earned from non-network televi-
sion commercials grew at a faster rate than revenue earned from network televi-
sion commercials.

(E) Soon advertising revenue from non-network television commercials will surpass
revenue from network television commercials.

In the argument above, it is important to recognize that revenue from network television com-
mercials is not necessarily going down; rather, what is going down is its proportion relative to
non-network television advertising revenue. In fact, because costs have remained steady and
profits have increased, we can conclude that total revenue for networks has gone up.

(A) The argument concerns advertising revenue; we are given no information about access to non-
network television. While it can be argued that access is indirectly related to revenue, we are not
given any information that allows us to draw a direct connection between the two.

(B) The argument did not distinguish the viewers by age group, and we know of nothing that
directly connects the changes in advertising revenue with specific categories of viewers.

(C) Since the argument contains information only about percentages, or relative amounts, we
cannot ascertain actual dollar amounts.

(D) CORRECT. If profit grew, and costs remained steady, we know that revenues from network
television commercials must have grown from 1984 to 2004. If non-network television adver-
tising revenue grew at the same rate, the proportion of revenue generated by network televi-
sion commercials would have remained steady. Since the proportion of revenue generated by
network television commercials decreased, we know that non-network television advertising
revenue must have grown at a faster rate.

(E) We know nothing of what will happen in the future. Perhaps the proportion of revenue gener-
ated by non-network television commercials will climb, perhaps it will hold steady, or perhaps it
will decline.

Z Stem Cell Research
Government restrictions have severely limited the amount of stem cell research
American companies can conduct. Because of these restrictions, many American sci-
entists who specialize in the field of stem cell research have signed long term con-
tracts to work for foreign companies. Recently, Congress has proposed lifting all
restrictions on stem cell research.

Which of the following statements can most properly be inferred from the informa-
tion above?

(A) Some foreign companies that conduct stem cell research work under fewer
restrictions than some American companies do.

(B) Because American scientists are under long-term contracts to foreign companies,
there will be a significant influx of foreign professionals into the United States.
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(C) In aU parts of the world, stem cell research is dependent on the financial back-
ing of local government.

(O)In the near future, American companies will no longer be at the forefront of
stem cell research.

(E) If restrictions On stem cell research arelified, many of the American scientists
will break theirconrraen to return to American companies.

In this argument, a cause-and-effect relationship is presented between American scientists signing
long-term contracts with foreign companies and the u.s. government's restrictions on stem cell
research. This cause-and-effect relationship is the key to the correct answer.

(A) CORRECT. If American scientists signed contracts with foreign companies specifically because
of u.s. restrictions, we can infer that the new companies they signed with operate under fewer
restrictions. Therefore, at least some foreign companies must work under fewer restrictions than
some American companies do.

(B) While it is possible that once the restrictions are banned American companies will want to hire
more scientists and will seek them overseas, there are too many unknowns to draw this conclu-
sionusing the given premises.

(C) This passage is about government restrictions; we are given no information about financial
backing.

(0) We are not given any information regarding America's current or future position in terms of
stem cell research. Though government restrictions and scientists switching companies could be
issues related to a company's prosperity, we are given no information about how these directly
affect America's position.

(E) Though this might happen, we cannot conclude for certain that it will happen.

8. Gift C4t4lggp
Gift Catalogue Inc. sent seven custom-made gift packages last week. Last week, aU
of the shipments ftom GiftCatalogue Inc. that were sent out on Wednesday or later
consisted entirely of non-custom-made gift packages. Gift Catalogue Inc. sent seven
gift packages to Technocorp last week, at least two of which were custom-made gift
packages.

If the statements in the passage above are true, which of the follo~ must also be
true about Gift Catalogue Inc.?

(A) At least one of the gift packages sent to Technocorp last week was not custom-
made.

(B) At least one of the custom-made gift packages sent last week was, not directed to
Technocorp. '

(C) The majority of the gift packages sent to Technocorplast week Were sent on
Wednesday or later. .

(0) Some of the gift packages sent to Technocorp last week were sent on TuesclaYor
earlier.
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(E) Technocorp received a higher proportion of the gift packages sent last week
from Gift Catalogue Inc. than any other recipient.

This argument consists of a number of premises, and we are asked to find a conclusion that must
follow from these premises. The first premise is that Gift Catalogue Inc. sent seven custom-made
gift packages last week. The second premise is that all of the packages sent on Wednesday or later
were not custom-made. The third premise is that seven gift packages were sent to Technocorp last
week, and that at least two of these packages were custom-made.

(A) This mayor may not be true. From the third premise, it may be the case that all seven gift
packages sent to Technocorp last week were custom-made.

(B) This mayor may not be true. From the first and third premises, it may be the case that all
seven custom-made gift packages sent last week were sent to Technocorp.

(C) This mayor may not be the case. From the third premise, it may be the case that all of the gift
packages sent to Technocorp were custom-made and sent prior to Wednesday.

(D) CORRECT. In the third premise, it is stated that at least two of the gift packages sent to
Technocorp were custom-made. In the second premise, it is stated that all gift packages sent on
Wednesday or later were not custom-made. Therefore, it must be the case that some (at least
two) of the gift packages sent to Technocorp last week were sent on Tuesday or earlier.

(E) This mayor may not be the case. We have no information about the number of packages sent
to companies other than Technocorp.

9. Mutual Funds
Many managers of mutual funds proclaim that they have been able to generate consistently
higher rates of return on their investments than the general stock market by buying shares
of undervalued companies. Classical economic theory, however, proposes the "efficient capi-
tal markets hypothesis," which indicates that stock prices accurately reflect the value of the
underlying investments, incorporating all information available to the public. If the efficient
capital markets hypothesis is correct, then it should be expected that _

(A) mutual fund managers, in order to compete with each other, will bid up the prices of
certain stocks beyond their true values

(B) mutual fund managers use insider information, an illegal practice, to generate higher
rates of return than the general stock market

(C) stock prices will rise over time
(D) given public information alone, companies cannot reliably be labeled undervalued or

overvalued relative to the general stock market
(E) some mutual fund managers are better than others at generating a higher rate of return

on investments

This argument first describes the claims of many mutual fund managers that they have been able to
generate consistently higher rates of return than the general stock market. The argument also
describes and defines the "efficient capital markets hypothesis" as the principle that stock prices
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accurately reflecting all publicly available information. The question then asks for a conclusion that
depends on the premise that the efficient capital markets hypothesis is correct.

(A) While the described event could Occur, it would not be expected to occur as a consequence of
the efficient capital markets hypothesis. The efficient capital markets hypothesis posits that stock
prices accurately reflect the value of the underlying investments. Bidding up the price does not
equate to an accurately-priced stock.

(B) Though it is possible that some mutual fund managers have engaged ininsidertrading, we do
not have to conclude that mutual fund managers must do this as a consequence of the efficient cap-
ital markets theory in order to generate a high rate of return.

(C) The premises do not indicate that stock prices will rise over time. Stock prices will only rise
according to the efficient capital markets hypothesis if the value of the underlying investments also
rises over time.

(D) CORRECT. If the efficient capital markets hypothesis is correct, and stock prices accurately
reflect the value of the underlying investments, incorporating public information, then if only pub-
lie information is available, companies would not be either undervalued or overvalued; instead, they
would be valued appropriately.

(E) While it is probably true in the real world that some mutual fund managers are more successful
than others, it does not follow from the efficient capital markets hypothesis.

10. Real Estate Prices
In the last year, real estate prices, such as those for houses and condominiums, have
gone up an average of 7% in the city of Galway but only 2% in the town ofTuam.
On the other hand, average rents for apartments have risen 8% in Tuam over the
last year, but only 4% in Galway.

Which of the following is an inference that can be reasonably drawn from the prem-
ises given above?

(A) In the last year, the ratio of average apartment rents to average real estate prices
has increased in Tuam but fallen in Galway.

(B) Tuam has experienced a greater shift in demand toward the rental market than
Galway has.

(C) It has become easier for Galway real estate to be bought and sold, whereas it has
become easier for Tuam real estate to be rented.

(D)The supply of rental apartment units has decreased more in Tuam than in
Galway.

(E) The average amount spent on housing is higher in Galway than it is in Tuam.

The question presents two trends in the real estate market in each of two cities and asks for an
inference that can be drawn from these facts.
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(A) CORRECT. In Tuam, rents have gone up at a faster rate (8%) than real estate prices (2%).
Thus, the ratio of average rents to average real estate prices must have grown in that city-the
numerator has grown faster than the denominator. In contrast, Galway rents have gone up at a
slower rate (4%) than real estate prices (7%). Thus, the ratio of average rents to average real
estate prices has actually decreased.

(B) It is not necessarily true that Tuam has experienced a greater shift in demand toward the rental
market. For instance, the larger increase in Tuam rents could be explained by a reduction in the
supply of rental units in Tuam. .

(C) The premises do not indicate whether Galway real estate is easier or harder to be bought and
sold, or whether Tuam real estate is easier or harder to be rented. The premises simply indicate
the growth in prices and rents.

(D) It is not necessarily true that the supply of rental units has decreased more in Tuam than in
Galway. For instance, there could be a sudden growth in demand in Tuam for rental units
(e.g, because of an influx of young singles who are eager to rent), causing rents to increase
more rapidly.

(E) The premises indicate nothing about the actual amounts of money spent in the two towns. We
are given only percentage growth rates.
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REAL GMAT PROBLEMS
Now that you have completed your study of DRAW A CONCLUSION questions, it is time to test
your skills on problems that have actually appeared on real GMAT exams over the past several
years.

The problem set below is composed of Critical Reasoning problems from three books published
by GMAC (Graduate Management Admission Council):

The Official Guide for GMAT Review, 12th Edition (pages 33-39 & 486-524)
The Official Guide for GMAT Verbal Review (pages 116-142), and
The Official Guide for GMAT Verbal Review, 2nd Edition (pages 116-152).

Note: The two editions of the Verbal Review book largely overlap. Use one OR the other.

Diagram each argument. Then answer the question by drawing a conclusion supported by the
premises in your diagram.

~: Problem numbers preceded by "0" refer to questions in the Diagnostic Test chapter of
The Official Guide for GMAT Review, 12th Edition (pages 33-39). .

Draw a Conclusion
12th Edition: 26,31,33,41, 56, 57, 61, 66, 70, 91, 101, 102, 103,024,031
Verbal Review: 2, 12, 14,20,43,44, 52, 57, 59, 64, 74, 77
OR 2nd Edition: 12, 14, 19,43,53, 57, 64, 75
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STRENGTHEN THE CONCLUSION

STRENGTHEN THE CONCLUSION
Strengthen the Conclusion questions ask you to provide additional· support for a given con-
clusion. The question stem may appear in a number of forms:

Which of the following, if true, most strengthens the argument above?

Which of the following, if true, most strongly supports the scientists'
hypothesis?

Which of the following provides the strongest reason to expect that the
plan will be successful?

A premise that strengthens the conclusion should do at least one of the following:

(1) Fix a weakness of the conclusion, OR

(2) Validate an assumption made by the argument, OR

(3) Introduce additional. supporting evidence.

Note that this is different from finding an assumption in that an assumption will be neces-
sary for a conclusion to follow from the premises. A premise can strengthen or support a con-
clusion without being necessary for that conclusion.

The correct answer choice for a Strengthen question will typically function as a new. prem-
ise. This choice will be related to the argument but generally introduce new information
supporting the conclusion. A correct answer might provide an explanation of or support for
a keyword in the conclusion. Alternatively, a correct answer might validate an assumption
by providing a new piece of information that suggests that a particular assumption is indeed
true.

Occasionally, a Strengthen the Conclusion question will ask you which answer choice
does NOT strengthen the conclusion. For example:

Eachof the following, if true, would be helpful inarguing that the recycling pro-
gram will achieve its goals EXCEPT:

The EXCEPT type of question also asks you to identify which answer choices serve to
strengthen the conclusion, but in this case for the purpose of eliminating those answer
choices. Note that the correct answer for this particular question need not actually weaken
the conclusion-it just fails to strengthen the conclusion. As discussed in -the "General
Strategy" chapter of this guide, one way to handle EXCEPT questions is to Simplify them
by eliminating the word "EXCEPT" and replacing them with "NOT."

"All strengthen EXCEPT ..." = "Which one does NOT strengthen?"
= "Which one weakens OR is irrelevant?"
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STRENGTHEN THE CONCLUSION

Create an S..W~lash Chart
The process of elimination in Strengthen the Conclusion questions takes on a very specific
form. Write down A through E. Then, as you evaluate each answer choice, note down.
whether each answer

1. strengthens the conclusion (note with an US"),
2. weakens the conclusion (note with a 'W'),
3. or is irrelevant to the conclusion (note with a "-" or slash-through).

It is very easy to reverse your thinking and to get confused as you work with a difficult
Strengthen problem. By keeping your assessments organized and on paper, you will save
yourself time and effort, and you will be less likely to make a mistake.

At times it may not be entirely clear whether an answer choice strengthens or weakens the
conclusion. For example, an answer choice may serve to strengthen the conclusion, but only
in an indirect or arguable way. If that is the case, you might note the answer choice with a
lowercase "s" in order to indicate that the answer choice may only marginally strengthen the
conclusion. As you assess the other choices, determine whether you need to refine your cat-
egorization of that answer choice. Depending upon the other answer choices, it may be
obvious that this answer choice is wrong or, alternatively, that it is the best answer.

In addition, the question may ask you to strengthen the argument, rather than the conclu-
sion specifically. Do not be distracted: the test is using the word argument as a synonym for
the conclusion. You still must specifically strengthen the conclusion.

Consider the following example:

Compensation has not been the reason for the recent rash of employee
departures at QuestCorp. Rather, the departures have been caused by
employee dissatisfaction with poor working conditions and the absence of
advancement opportunities.

Which of the following, if true, would most support the claim made above
as to the cause of departures from QuestCorp?

(A) Many prospective hires at QuestCorp have expressed that their compen-
sation is negotiable.

(B) All employees at QuestCorp's main competitor recently received a large
and well-publicized raise.

(C) Many departing employees have cited abusive managers and unsafe fac-
tories as responsible for their decision to leave QuestCorp.

(D) Studies indicate that compensation is one of several important factors
regarding the decision to switch jobs.

(E) QuestCorp has recently initiated a review of its internal policies, including
those regarding working conditions and employee promotions.

The conclusion is that the departures have been caused by employee dissatisfaction with poor
working conditions and the absence of advancement opportunities.
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Use an S-W-slash chart to categorize and eliminate answer choices.

Answer choice (A) is irrelevant to the conclusion. The argument discusses
recently departed employees, not prospective hires.*WB

sc
9

s E

Answer choice (B), if anything, weakens the conclusionby suggesting
that departing employees might have done so because they felt under-
compensated.

Answer choice (C) strengthens the conclusion, providing examples of poor
working conditions (abusive managers and unsafo factories) that were cited
by departing employees. Notice that the choice does not need to make
the conclusion defmitively true; it just needs to make the conclusion
more likely to be true. As always, we should continue to evaluate all
answer choices,

Answer choice (D) is irrelevant. This answer choice refers to all employees, not the particu-
lar employees that quit QuestCorp.

Answer choice (E) could be considered to strengthen the conclusion; perhaps the rash of
departures has led to the review. However, internal policies is very broad, and this answer
choice requires us to assume a particular motivation for the review. In fact, it is unclear
from the answer choice what has motivated the reexamination of policies; it may simply be
an annually scheduled review. Answer choices that require additional assumptions or logical
leaps to strengthen the conclusion will generally be incorrect. Answer choice (E) should be
labeled either irrelevant, or perhaps a very indirect strengthen with a lowercase "5."

Answer choice (C) is correct.

As noted earlier, some questions will fall into the category of "EXCEPT" questions. Such a
question might look something likerhis one:

Each of the following, if true, would be helpful in arguing that the recycling program
will achieve its goals EXCEPT:

When you see an "EXCEPT" question, you must first classify it. Most of the time, it will be
either a Strengthen the Conclusion or a Weaken the Conclusion (discussed in Chapter 7 of
this guide). The question above is a Strengthen the Conclusion question. Then, realize that
the wording says each answer choice does strengthen the conclusion EXCEPT for one. You
should expect to find four choices that strengthen the conclusion and one choice that does
not. The "odd choice out" may weaken the conclusion or it may simply be a irrelevant or
neutral. As long as it does. not strengthen, it is the right answer.
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STRENGTHEN THE CONCLUSION

Decide Between Two Attractive Answer Choices
The S-W-Slash chart is an essential tool for eliminating incorrect answer choices. At worst,
it usually helps you to narrow the possible answers down to two choices and prevents you
from getting distracted by the wording of the question. Consider this example:

Donut Chain, wishing to increase the profitability of its new store, will place
a coupon in the local newspaper offering a free donut with a cup of coffee
at its grand opening. Donut Chain calculates that the cost of the advertise-
ment and the free donuts will be more than recouped by the new business
generated through the promotion.

Which of the following, if true, most strengthens the prediction that Donut
Chain's promotion will increase the new store's profitability?

(A) Donut Chain has a loyal following in much of the country.
(8) Donut Chain has found that the vast majority of new visitors to its stores

become regular customers.
(C) Donuts at Donut Chain cost less than a cup of coffee.
(D) Most of the copies of the coupon in the local newspaper will not be

redeemed for free donuts.
(E) Donut Chain's stores are generally very profitable.

The conclusion of this argument is that the promotion will increase the new store's prof-
itability. We should look for an additional supporting premise, or a statement that somehow
addresses a weakness of the argument, using our S-W-slash chart.

Answer choice (A) could potentially be seen as supportive of the conclu-
sion. Perhaps it indicates that Donut Chain's donuts are tasty and likely
to promote repeat business. However, it is unstated whether the new store
is in a part of the country in which Donut Chain enjoys a loyalfollowing,
nor do we even know whether the loyal following at other stores is
enough to result in high or increasing profitability. Since the conclusion
refers specifically to the profitability of the new store, answer choice (A)
is irrelevant, or at best a very small "5."

s A
S B

€
WD

E- Answer choice (B) strengthens the argument. If the vast majority of
Donut Chain's new visitors become regular customers, then a substantial
proportion of those who redeem the coupon can be expected to make

repeat visits. This is one essential component of profitability, as this information makes clear
that the promotion will generate revenue for the long-term.

Answer choice (C) is irrelevant. The fact that a cup of coffee is more expensive than a donut
does not determine long-term or overall profitability. Also, this choice does not take into
account the cost of the advertisement.

Answer choice (D) weakens the argument. If most of the copies of the coupon are not
redeemed, the promotion is unlikely to generate substantial new business, thereby limiting
the promotion's ability to generate increased revenue and profit.
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Answer choice (E) is irrelevant. The fact that Donut Chain's other stores are profltablt in
general is not germane to whether this particular promotion will increase the new store's
profitability.

Now, a review of the two answer choices indicates that there are still two possibilities, (A)
and (B). Because answer choice (A) requires additional assumptions to strengthen the con-
clusion significandy, answer choice (B) is correct.

Wrong Answer Choice Types
The common categories of wrong answers for Strengthen theConclusionquesdons are
essentially the same as those for Flnd.the Assumption questions.

A. No Tie to the Conclusion

Many wrong answers will be tied to a premise but not to the conclusion. The answer choice
could simply provide unnecessary information about that premise. For instance, consider
answer choice (C) to the Donut Chain problem above:

(C) Donuts at Donut Chain cost less than a cup of coffee.

This answer choice may relate to the revenue lost by giving away free donuts, but it does
not clearly impact the conclusion.

Alternatively, a "No Tie to the Conclusion" answer choice could suppon that premise, but
if the premise is already stated as a fact, it does not need support, A wrong answer of this
type for the Donut Chain argument might read as follows: Donut Chain expects that the cost
of advertising the promotion wiU total only 60% of the expected profits from the new business
that the promotion wiU generate. This provides evidence for the second premise, but we
already know that the second premise is true.

A few wrong p1SWerswith "No Tie to the Conclusion" do bring in language from the con-
clusion, but they do not meaningfully support the conclusion. Deceptive answers such as
these ~ relevant. Make sure that the answer you choose is not simply related to the con-
clusion, but in fact supports it. Consider this deceptive answer for the Donut Chain argu-
ment: New Donut Chain stores generaUy become more profitable over time. This seems related
to the conclusion, which contains the words increase the new store'sprofitability. However,
the wrong answer does not address whether the promotion will cause this increase.

Also, recall that some wrong answers can be "Real-World Plausible." You are not assessing a
choice's truth in the real world-only whether the choice strengthens the argument.
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B. Wrong Direction

Many wrong answers on Strengthen questions in fact weaken the argument. Make sure that
you note whether a particular question is a Strengthen the Conclusion or a Weaken the
Conclusion question so that you do not mistakenly pick the wrong answer. In the Donut
Chain problem, answer choice (D) is an example of this deceptive answer type:

(0) Most of the copies of the coupon in the local newspaper will not be
redeemed for free donuts.

In fact, as noted above, this choice weakens the argument. The reason the GMAT uses such
answer choices is that the choice certainly affects the argument. Under exam pressure, you
might get confused about which way such a choice affects the answer.
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Problem Set
Use the skills you have just learned to answer the following Strengthen the Conclusion questions
and create an S-W-Slash chart for each set of answer choices. Be sure to diagram each argument.
Detailed answers and explanations follow this problem set.

1.Sneakers
Brand X designs and builds custom sneakers, one sneaker at a time. It recently announced
plans to sell "The Gold Standard," a sneaker that will cost five times more to manufacture than
any other sneaker that has been ever been created.

Which of the following, if true, most supports the prediction that The Gold Standard shoe line
will be profitable?

(A) Because of its reputation as an original and exclusive sneaker, The Gold Standard will be
favored by urban hipsters willing to pay exceptionally high prices in order to standout.

(B) Of the last four new sneakers that Brand X has released, three have sold at a rate that was
higher than projected.

(C) A rival brand recently declared bankruptcy and ceased manufacturing shoes. '
(0) The market for The Gold Standard will not be more limited than the market for other

Brand X shoes.
(E) The Gold Standard is made using canvas that is more than five times the cost of the canvas

used in most sneakers.

2. Farmslev Cent,r
The Farmsley Center for the Performing Arts, designed by a world-renowned architect, was
built ten years ago in downtown Metropolis. A recent study shows that, on average, a person
who attends a performance at the Farmsley Center spends elghtv-threedollars at downtown
businesses on the day of the performance. Citing this report, the chairman of the Farmsley
Center's Board of Trustees contends that the Farmsley Center has been .asignificant source of
the economic revitalization of downtown Metropolis.

Which of the following, if true, most strongly supports the chairman's contention?

(A) The Metropolis Chamber of Commerce honored the Farmsley chairman this year for his
contributions to the city.

(B) Restaurants near the Farmsley Center tend to be more expensive than restaurants in
outlying areas.

(C) The Farmsley Center is the only building in Metropolis designed by a world-renowned
contemporary architect.

(0) For major theater companies on national tours, the FarmsleyCenter is the first choice
among venues in downtown Metropolis.

(E) Many suburbanites visit downtown Metropolis on wee.kends primarily in order to see
performances at the Farmsley Center.
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3. Airline Connection
John was flying from San Francisco to New York with a connecting flight in Chicago on the
same airline. Chicago's airport is one of the largest in the world, consisting of several small
stand-alone terminals connected by trams. John's plane arrived on time. John was positive he
would make his connecting flight thirty minutes later, because _

Which of the following most logically completes the argument above?

(A) John's airline is known for always being on time
(6) a number of other passengers on John's first flight were also scheduled to take John's

connecting flight.
(C) at the airport in Chicago, airlines always fly into and out of the same terminal
(D) John knew there was another flight to New York scheduled for one hour after the

connecting flight he was scheduled to take
(E) the airline generally closes the doors of a particular flight ten minutes before it is

scheduled to take off

4. Digitol Video Recorders
Advertising Executive: More than 10 million American households now own digital video
recorders which can fast-forward over television commercials; approximately 75% of these
households fast-forward over at least one commercial per 3D-minute program. Television
commercials are now much less cost-effective, as they are not as widely watched as they
used to be.

Which of the following, if true, strengthens the claim that television commercials are less
cost-effective than they used to be?

(A) Product placement within television programs is a viable alternative to traditional televi-
sion commercials.

(6) The television programs preferred by consumers without digital video recorders are similar
to those preferred by consumers with the devices.

(C) Prior to the advent of digital video recorders, very few television viewers switched channels
or left the room when commercials began

(D) The cost-effectiveness of television advertising is based less upon how many people watch
a particular commercial and more upon the appropriateness of the demographic.

(E) Due to an imperfect sampling system used to measure the number of viewers, many com-
panies find it difficult to determine the return on investment for television commercials.

5. Sunrise Splash
Company Management: The most recent advertising campaign for our leading brand of low-
calorie soft drinks, Sunrise Splash, has obviously been a success.Since this campaign was con-
ducted in several magazines a year ago, our unit sales of Sunrise Splash have increased by 10%,
reaching a record level in our corporate history. In addition, consumer surveys indicate that the
proportion of customers who recognize this brand has nearly doubled over this period.

Which of the following statements would most strongly support the claim made about the
campaign's success?
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(A) Over the past year, the price of Sunrise Splash has been reduced by nearly 20%.
(8) OVer the past year, unit sales of Sunrise Splash have increased by nearly 1.5 million bottles.
(C) As a result of a shift in consumer preferences towards low-calorie softdrinks, the con-

sumption of these drinks has grown ata double-digit rate over the past several years.
(0) The majorfty of new sales of Sunrise Splashmade 'Overthe past year Involved one of the

coupons distributed during the last advertising campaign.
(E) Over the past yea~ the company has.experienced a dramatic increase in sales of many

other soft drinks.

6. XYl Profits
The CEOof Corporation XYZwas very excited about the company's 2006 fourth quarter per-
formance. Salesof the company's newest product were double the fourth quarter target pro-
jections while product costs remained consistent with estimates. The CEOprojected that due
to these increased sales, the company's profits for the fourth quarter would dramatically
exceed the company's prior expectations.

Which of the fotlowing, if true, supports the CEO'sprojection?

(A) Most of the products sold by Corporation XYZare manufactured goods that tend to be
replaced by consumers every couple of years.

(8) In the fourth quarter, Corporation XYZ'solder, less up-to-date pr()ducts were often sold at a
substantial discount by retailers.

(C) The profit margins of Corporation XYZ'snewest product are higher than the industry
average.

(0) Reviews of Corporation XYZ'snewest product in magazines and blogs have been uniformly
positive.

(E) The newest product represents the vast majority of Corporation XYZ'sprojected revenue
for the fourth quarter of 2006.

7.E-moiled ,oupons
The redemption rate for e-mailed COuponsis far lower than that for traditionally distributed
paper coupons. One factor is the Iidigital divide"-those who might benefit the most from
using coupons, such as homemakers, the elderly and those In low-income households, often
do not have the knowledge or equipment necessary to go online and receive coupons.

Which of the following, if true, does the most to support the claim that the digital dMde is
responsible for lower electronic coupon redemption rates?

(A) Computers are available for free in libraries, schools, and community centers.
(B) The redemption rate of ordinary coupons is particularly high among elderly and low

income people that do not know how to use computers.
(C) Many homes, including those of elderly and low Income people, do not have high speed

Internet connections.
(0) More homemakers than elderly people would use computers if they had accessto them.
(E) The redemption rate for coupons found on the Internet has risen in ,the last five years.
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8. NASA
If life exists elsewhere in the solar system, scientists suspect it would most likely be on Europa,
an ice covered moon orbiting Jupiter. However, NASA recently scrapped an unmanned science
mission to Europa and reassigned most of the employees involved in the project to another
project which focuses on landing an astronaut on Mars. Polls show that Americans are far
more fascinated by space travel than they are by discovering life elsewhere in the universe.
Critics argue that NASA'sdecision-making process places a greater emphasis on public interest
than it does on the importance of scientific research.

Which of the following, if true, would most strengthen NASA'scontention that the critics are
misinformed?

(A) In 2007, NASAwill spend 30% of its total budget on developing a space shuttle that can
travel to Mars. In 2013, that figure is expected to drop to 0%.

(B) Studies have shown that Congress traditionally determines NASA'sbudget by assessing
public interest in NASA'sprojects.

(C) Some scientists are convinced that a mission to Europa would add immeasurably to our
understanding of the universe; others believe that we will gain little insight from exploring
Europa.

(D) A new telescope that has been developed in Tokyo allows scientists to look at Europa in
ways never possible before and promises to yield more information than the planned mis-
sion was designed to provide.

(E) Most Americans feel that a shuttle to Mars is the next logical step in the development of a
system that will eventually allow humans to travel to places as far away as Europa and
beyond.

9. Deep-Brain Stimulation
Scientist: An experimental technique for combating severe depression, deep-brain stimulation
(DBS)demonstrates much promise for the long-term treatment of chronic depression. In a
recent experiment, electrodes were implanted into the brains of six patients who had not
responded to any currently approved treatment for depression. When an electrical current to
the electrodes was switched on, four of the patients reported feeling a dramatic reduction of
depressive symptoms. The depressive symptoms returned when the current was switched off.

Which of the following, if true, best supports the scientist's claim of the promising potential
usage of DBS?

(A) The electrodes implanted during deep-brain stimulation can only be activated in a hospi-
tal setting.

(B) The other two patients reported a slight reduction of depressive symptoms when the cur-
rent to their electrodes was activated.

(C) The operation to implant the electrodes poses a serious risk of brain hemorrhage, infection
or seizure.

(D) Continuous stimulation of the electrodes produced sustained remission from depression in
the four patients for six months.

(E) Deep-brain stimulation relies on the expertise of highly skilled physicians.
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10. Inca Trail

In 2001 the Peruvian government began requiring tourists to buy expensive permits to hike the
remote Inca Trail, which goes to the ancient city of Machu Plcchu, The total number of permits
is strictly limited; in fact, only 500 people per day are now allowed to hike the Inca Trail,
whereas before 2001 daily visitors numbered in the thousands. The Peruvian government
claims that this permit program has successfully prevented deterioration of archaeological
treasures along the Inca Trail.

Which of the following, if true, most strengthens the argument above?

(A) Since 2001, tourist guides along the Inca Trail have received 50% to 100% increases in take-
home pay.

(B) Villages near Machu Picchu have experienced declines in income, as fewer tourists buy
fewer craft goods and refreshments.

(C) Many of the funds from the sale of Inca Trail permits are used to staff a museum of Incan
culture in Lima, Peru's capltal, andto hire guards for archaeological sites without permit
programs.

(0) Since 2001, Incan ruins similar to Machu Picchu but not on the Inca Trail have disintegrated
at a significantly greater rate than those on the Inca Trail.

(E) The total number of tourists in Peru has risen substantially since 2001, even as the number
of tourists hiking the Inca Trail has remained constant.
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1. Sne4km

Brand X designs and builds CUstomsneakers, one sneaker at a time. It recently
announced plans to sell "The Gold Standard," a sneaker that will cost five times
more to manufacture than any other sneaker that has been ever been created.

STRENGTHEN THE CONCLUSION SOLUTIONS

Which of the following, if true, most supports the prediction that The Gold
Standard shoe line will be profitable?

(A) Because of its reputation as an original and. exclusive sneaker, The Gold
Standard will be favored by urban hipsters willing to pay exceptionally high
prices in order to stand out.

(B) Of the last four new sneakers that Brand X has released, three have sold at a rate
that was higher than projected.

(C) A rival brand recently declared bankruptcy and ceased manufacturing shoes.
(D) The market for The Gold Standard will not be more limited than the market for

other Brand X shoes.
(E) The Gold Standard is made using canvas that is more than five times the cost of

the canvas used in most sneakers.

The conclusion is located in the question: the prediction that The Gold Standard shoe line will be
profitable. In the passage, we have been given information that seems to run counter to this conclu-
sion-the costs of manufacturing this shoe are exceptionally high. We can think of profit as revenue
minus cost. If costs are exceptionally high, the only way a profit can be made is if revenue is also
exceptionally high.

(A) CORRECT. Strengthen. If urban hipsters are willing to pay exceptionally high prices, the
exceptionally high costs might be offset enough for the shoe line to be profitable.

(B) Irrelevant. A higher sales rate than projected does not actually give us any information about
profitability. In any case, the results of past releases are not necessarily indicative of the case at
hand.

(C) Irrelevant. One can argue that this is good for Brand X, in that it will mean that there is one
less competitor, or that this is bad for Brand X, in that it is indicative of a sagging sneaker mar-
ket. In any case, there is no direct connection between this rival brand and the potential prof-
itability of The Gold Standard.

(D) Irrelevant. We have been told nothing that connects the market to profitability. We also lack
information about the profitability of past sneakers.

(E) Irrelevant. This is perhaps one reason why manufacturing costs are so high, but we already
knew the costs were high from the argument. This choice does not in allY way support the con-
clusion that the new sneaker will be profitable.

2. Farmsbq Cm",.
The Farmsley Center for the Performing Arts, designed by a world-renowned architect,
was built ten years ago in downtown Metropolis. A recent study shows that, on aver-
age, a person who attends a performance at the Farmsley Center spends eighty-three
dollars at downtown businesses on the day of the performance. Citing this report, the
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chairman of the Farmsley Center's Board of Trustees contends that the Farmsley Center
has been a significant source of the economic revitalization of downtown Metropolis.

Which of the following, if true, most strongly supports the chairman's contention?

(A) The Metropolis Chamber of Commerce honored the Farmsley chairman this
year for his contributions to the city.

(B) Restaurants near the Farmsley Center tend to be more expensive than restau-
rants in outlying areas.

(C) The Farmsley Center is the only building in Metropolis designed by a world-
renowned contemporary architect.

(0) For major theater companies on national tours, the Farmsley Center is the first
choice among venues in downtown Metropolis.

(E) Many suburbanites visit downtown Metropolis on weekends primarily in order
to see performances at the Farrnsley Center.

The chairman claims that same-day spending at downtown businesses by people attending per-
formances at the Farmsley Center has contributed to the economic revitalization of downtown
Metropolis. His argument depends on it being true that this spending represents an increased flow
of money into the economy of downtown Metropolis. If, for example, the $83 per visitor that he
cites is money that would have been spent in downtown businesses even if the Farrnsley Center had
not been built, the chairman's argument would be unsound.

(A) Irrelevant. We do not know what contributions to the city the business group has in mind.
Perhaps the chairman is being honored for founding and running a non-profit soup kitchen.
The choice does not support the specific conclusion that the Farmsley center has helped with
Metropolis' economic revitalization.

(B) Irrelevant. Expensive restaurants may be a sign of the economic revitalization of downtown
Metropolis, but they do not tell us what causal factors led to that revitalization.

(C) Irrelevant. In the absence of information specifically relating the architecture of the Farrnsley
Center to spending at downtown businesses, we cannot say that the architect's international
standing has helped in the economic revitalization downtown.

(0) Irrelevant. The Farmsley Center may be hosting performances that would otherwise have
taken place at other downtown venues, but this does not mean that extra money is being
spent downtown.

(E) CORRECf. Strengthen. If suburbanites are coming to Metropolis primarily in order to see per-
formances at the Farmsley Center, and each person also spends $83, on average, at other busi-
nesses, this choice supports the idea that the Farmsley Center has contributed to the economic
revitalization of downtown Metropolis. Notice, by the way, that this information by no means
constitutes iron-clad proof of the chairman's contention. Since this is a Strengthen the
Conclusion question, however, you do not need to find an answer choice that proves the con-
clusion-just one that makes the conclusion more likely.
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3. Airline Connection

John was flying from San Francisco to New York with a connecting flight in
Chicago on the same airline. Chicago's airport is one of the largest in the world,
consisting of several small stand-alone terminals connected by trams, John's plane
arrived on time. John was positive he would make his connecdngfllght thirty min-
utes later, because _

Which of the following most logically completes the argument above?

(A) John's airline is known for always being on time
(B) a number of other passengers on John's first flight were also scheduled to take

John's connecting flight
(C) at the airport in Chicago, airlines always fly in and out of the same terminal
(D)John knew there was another flight to New York scheduled for one hour after

the connecting flight he was scheduled to take
(E) the airline generally closes the doors of a particular flight ten minutes before it is

scheduled to take off

This argument addresses John's concern about making a connecting flight. The airport with the
connecting flight is very large, consisting of several small stand-alone terminals. The correct answer
choice will support John in concluding that he can likely make his connecting flight thirty minutes
later despite the size of the airport.

(A) Irrelevant. This is a general observation about the timeliness of John's airline, but it does not
provide any new information-it is already established in the premises thllt John's particular
flight arrived on time. The fact that his connecting flight will likely depart on time may even
weaken the argument.

(B) Irrelevant. Airlines have been known to delay flights in order to ensure that a large number of
passengers can make the connection, but we should not have to make an additional assumption
in order to be able to say that this choice strengthens the given conclusion.

(C) CORRECT. Strengthen. This answer choice provides information that John will not have to
leave his terminal in order to reach his connecting flight. The premises describe the terminals as
"small." This information provides us with the strongest piece of information that suggests John
will be able to make his flight within thirty minutes.

(D)Irrelevant. The following flight has no bearing on John's ability to catch the flight on which he
is currently booked.

(E) Irrelevant / weaken. If anything, this choice weakens the idea that John will catch the connecting
flight by shortening the length of time he has to get to the second flight's gate.
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4. Digital Video Recorders
Advertising Executive: More than 1D million American households now own digital
video recorders which can fast-forward over television commercials; approximately
75% of these households fast-forward over at least one commercial per 3D-minute
program. Television commercials are now much less cost-effective as they are not as
widely watched as they used to be.

Which of the following, if true, strengthens the claim that television commercials
are less cost-effective than they used to be?

(A) Product placement within television programs is a viable alternative to tradition-
al television commercials.

(B) The television programs preferred by consumers without digital video recorders
are similar to those preferred by consumers with the devices.

(C) Prior to the advent of digital video recorders, very few television viewers
switched channels or left the room when commercials began.

(D) The cost-effectiveness of television advertising is based less upon how many peo-
ple watch a particular commercial and more upon the appropriateness of the
demographic.

(E) Due to an imperfect sampling system used to measure the number of viewers,
many companies find it difficult to determine the return on investment for tele-
vision commercials.

The advertising executive presents the following facts: millions of households can fast-forward over
commercials and a large percentage fast-forward over at least one commercial per 3D-minute pro-
gram. The executive concludes in the final sentence that the cost-effectiveness of television commer-
cials is dropping as television commercials are not as widely watched as they used to be.

(A) Irrelevant. This does not address the given sequence of events and cannot therefore support the
conclusion about traditional television commercials.

(B) Irrelevant. Any similarity or difference in preference of television programs for different con-
sumers is beyond the scope of this argument, which addresses the effectiveness of advertising.

(C) CORRECT. Strengthen. The argument makes a claim that television commercials are not as
widely watched as they used to be but only provides information about today's commercial
viewing habits, not those in the past. This choice provides the remaining information to show
that commercials very likely are not watched as frequently as they used to be.

(D) Weaken. Though this may be true in general, it does not support the ad executive's conclusion;
in fact, it undermines it. If the number of people watching the commercial does not matter as
much as something else, then the executive should not base his conclusion on this information.

(E) Irrelevant. Although this may be true in general, it does not support the given conclusion. Any
difficulty in measuring return on investment does not strengthen or weaken the claim that tele-
vision commercials have become increasingly less cost-effective.
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5. Sunrise Splash

Company Management: The most recent advertising campaign for our leading
brand of low-calorie soft drinks, Sunrise Splash, has obviously beena success. Since
this campaign was conducted in several magazines a year ago, our unit sales of
Sunrise Splash have increased by 10%, reaching a record level in our company's· his-
tory. In addition, consumer surveys indicate that the proportion of customers who
recognize this brand has nearly doubled over this period.

Which of the following statements would most strongly support the claim made
about the campaign's success?

(A) Over the past year, the price of Sunrise Splash has been reduced by nearly 20%.
(B) Over the past year, unit sales of Sunrise Splash have increased hy nearly 1.5 mil-

lion bottles. .

(C) As a result of a shift in consumer preferences towards low-calorie soft drinks,
the consumption of these drinks has grown at a double-digit rate over the past
several years.

(D) The majority of new sales of Sunrise Splash made over the past fear involved
one of the coupons distributed during the last advertising campaign.

(E) Over the past year, the company has experienced a dramatic increase in sales of
many other S9ft drinks.

In this argument; the company management concludes that the advertisingcampalgn for Sunrise
Splash was a success, citing the evidence of an increase in sales and brand re9)gnitiQnthat followed
this campaign. To support this argument, we need to demonstrate that the increase in sales and
brand recognition indeed resulted from the campaign rather than from other market factors.

(A) Weaken. This answer choice introduces an alternative explanation that challenges the manage-
ment claim. The increase in unit sales of the drink could have been caused by the reduction in
prices rather than by the effectiveness of the advertising campaign.

(B) Irrelevant. This answer choice provides the actual increase in the number of units of Sunrise
Splash sold over the past year but fails to establish the relationship between this increase and
the effectiveness of the advertising campaign.

(C) Weaken. This answer demonstrates that the increase in sales of Sunrise Splash is likely. to have
been caused by the market trends favoring low-calorie consumer soft drinks in general. Note
that without further information, we cannot assume that the shift in consumer preferences was
a direct result of the advertising campaign.

(D) CORRECT. Strengthen. This answer choice strengthens the argument by demonstrating that
the increase in sales was likely caused by the advertising campaign, since the majority of new
purchases involved coupons distributed as part of that campaign.

(E) Irrelevant. Since the argument is focused on Sunrise Splash, evidence about other s9ft drinks
produced by the company is out of scope.
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6. XY.Z Profits..
The CEO of Corporation XYZ was very excited about the company's 2006 fourth
quarter performance. Sales of the company's newest product were double the fourth
quarter target projections while product costs remained consistent with estimates.
The CEO projected that due to these increased sales, the company's profits for the
fourth quarter would dramatically exceed the company's prior expectations.

Which of the following, if true, supports the CEO's projection?

(A) Most of the products sold by Corporation Y.YZ are manufactured goods that
tend to be replaced by consumers every couple of years.

(B) In the fourth quarter, Corporation y'yZ's older, less up-to-date products were
often sold at a substantial discount by retailers.

(C) The profit margins of Corporation XYZ's newest product are higher than the
industry average.

(D) Reviews of Corporation XYZ's newest product in magazines and blogs have
been uniformly positive.

(E) The newest product represents the vast majority of Corporation XYZ's project-
ed revenue for the fourth quarter of 2006.

The argument concerns Corporation y'yZ's 2006 fourth quarter profits. It presents evidence that its
most recent product has doubled sales projections, while keeping costs in line with initial projec-
tions. The company's CEO then projected that the company's overall profits would dramatically
exceed previously expected profit levels in the fourth quarter. If we study the evidence provided, it
is unclear whether the sales of the new product comprise a high enough proportion of Corporation
y'yZ's revenues to result in the company dramatically exceeding profitability projections. The cor-
rect answer choice will help to address this gap.

(A) Irrelevant. The periodic replacement of products manufactured by Corporation Y.YZ does not
affect whether Corporation XYZ's profits would be dramatically higher than originally expected
in the fourth quarter of 2006.

(B) Weaken. The fact that older products manufactured by Corporation XYZ are sold at a substan-
tial discount weakens the CEO's conclusion in two ways. First, it suggests lower profits in the
fourth quarter. Second, it indicates that Corporation XYZ's new product was just one of several
products manufactured by the Company, suggesting that the success of the one product may
not indicate high profits overall.

(C) Irrelevant. The fact that the new product enjoys higher profit margins than the industry average
does not indicate that Corporation Y.YZ as a whole enjoyed dramatically higher profits than
initially expected in the fourth quarter. It is also unknown how high industry profit margins
are-they could be very small on average.

(D) Irrelevant. This answer choice is tempting in that it indicates why the new product may be sell-
ing well. However, it is already established in the premises that sales of the new product are
exceeding projections. The fact that the new product is well-reviewed does not affect whether
Corporation XYZ as a whole dramatically exceeded its profitability projections for the fourth
quarter.
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(E) CORRECT. Strengthen. If the vast majority of the projected revenue in the fourth quarter of
2006 was to come from the new product, the addlrlonalsuccess of the new product would
indicate that the Company as a whole would be likely to exceed projected profit for the quarter.
This answer choice effectively eliminates the biggest concern with the CEO's projection-that
the new product represents a small proportion of Corporation XYZ's revenues,

Z E-maiktI eo"/H»U
The redemption rate for e-malled coupons is far lower than that for traditionally
distributed paper coupons. One factor is the "digital divide"-those who might .
benefit the most from using coupons, such as homemakers, the elderly and those in
low-income households, often do not have the knowledge or equipment necessary
to go online and receive coupons.

Which of the follOWing, if true, does the most to support the claim that the digital
divide is responsible for lower electronic coupon redemption rates?

(A) Computers are available for free in libraries, schools, and community centers.
(B) The redemption rate of ordinary coupons is particularly high among eldedyand

low income people that do not know how to use computers.
(C) Many homes, including those of elderly and low income people, do not have

high speed Internet connections.
(0) More homemakers than elderly people would use computers if they had access

to them.
(E) The redemption rate for coupons found on the Internet has risen in the last five

years.

The argument concludes that the "digital divide" is a reason for low redemption rates for e-mailed
coupons because many people who would be likely to use such coupons lack computer access or
familiarity. To strengthen this argument, one should either remove alternate possibilities or reinforce
the given relationship.

(A) Weaken. This choice provides evidence that most people have access to computers, which
would weaken the impact of any "digital divide. »

(B) CORRECT. Strengthen. This choice provides further evidence for the conclusion by stipulaclng
that ordinary coupons are redeemed at high levels by the elderly and Iow-incomeindlviduals, If
this group does not have access to e-mailed couponsthis would explain in part the lower
redemption rate of e-mailed coupons.

(C) Irrelevant. The fact that many homes lack high-speed Internet connections is irrelevant to the
conclusion. There is no evidence that high-speed connections are necessary to utilize e-mailed
coupons.

(0) Irrelevant. The argument treats homemakers and elderly people as part of a homogeneous
group; making a distinction between them does not affect the conclusion.

(E) Irrelevant. The argument concerns conditions today and specifically compares two different
forms of coupons (electronic and printed). The trend In redemption ofd~ctroniccoupons does
not affect the conclusion. ..
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8. NASA
If life exists elsewhere in the solar system, scientists suspect it would most likely be
on Europa, an ice covered moon orbiting Jupiter. However, NASA recently scrapped
an unmanned science mission to Europa and reassigned most of the employees
involved in the project to another project which focuses on landing an astronaut on
Mars. Polls show that Americans are far more fascinated by space travel than they
are by discovering life elsewhere in the universe. Critics argue that NASA's decision-
making process places a greater emphasis on public interest than it does on the
importance of scientific research.

Which of the following, if true, would most strengthen NASKs contention that its
critics are misinformed?

(A) In 2007, NASA will spend 30% of its total budget on developing a space shuttle
that can travel to Mars; in 2013, tharflgure is expected to drop to 0%.

(B) Studies have shown that Congress traditionally determines NASKs budget by
assessing public interest in NASA's projects.

(C) Some scientists are convinced that a mission to Europa would add immeasur-
ably to our understanding of the universe; others believe that we will gain. little
insight from exploring Europa.

(D)A new telescope that has been developed in Tokyo allows scientists to look at
Europa in ways never possible before and promises to yield more information
than the planned mission was designed to provide.

(E) Most Americans feel that a shuttle to Mars is the next logical step in the devel-
opment of a system that will eventually allow humans to travel to places as far
away as Europa and beyond.

The question tells us that NASA argues that its critics are misinformed. The critics believe that the
decision to scrap the Europa project and those employees to the Mars project demonstrates that
NASA is more interested in public opinion that scientific research. While it is true that most of the
Europa employees were reassigned to the mission to Mars, no information was given about why the
Europa project was scrapped in the first place.

(A) Irrelevant. The conclusion is based on the critics' opinions on causation, and this answer fails to
address the issue of what motivated NASA in its decision-making process. Beware of reading
too deeply into the information presented. The fact that the percentage of spending is going to
go down could indicate many possible scenarios. Perhaps NASA is unhappy with the progress
of the project and plans to cut future spending or maybe NASA expects the development of the
shuttle to be completed by 2013.

(B) Weaken. If public interest determines its budget, NASA has strong motivation to keep public
interest high. Additionally, this choice concerns NASA's budget, which is not a factor in the
original argument.

(C) Irrelevant. This statement differentiates between the opinions of some scientists and the opin-
ions of others, but sheds no light on the motivations behind NASA's decisions. Not only is the
answer choice only indirectly related to our conclusion, it also adds very little new information.
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(D)CORRECT. Strengthen. This answer choice provides an alternate reason why NASA scrapped
its plan for sending an unmanned vessel to Europa-the Tokyo telescope provides the informa-
tion NASA would have attained from the mission, making the mission unnecessary.

(E) Irrelevant. The conclusion deals with NASA's motivations; this statement is about the inclina-
tions of American citizens. There is no direct relationship between what Americans see as the
future of space exploration and the motivations behind NASA's decision-making.

9. Deq,-Bram Stimulation
Scientist: An experimental technique for combating severe depression, deep-brain
stimulation (DBS) demonstrates much promise for the long-termtreatment of
chronic depression. In a recent experiment, electrodes were implanted into the
brains of six patients who had not responded to any currently approved treatment
for depression. When an electrical currerit to the electrodes was switchedon, four of
the patients reported feeling a dramatic reduction of depressive symptoms. The
depressive symptoms returned when the current was switched of[

Which of the following, if true, best supports the scientist's claim of the promising
potential usage ofDBS?

(A) The electrodes implanted during deep-brain stitnulation can only be activated in
a hospital setting.

(B) The other two patients reported a slight reduction of depressive symptoms when
the current to their electrodes was activated.

(C) The operation to implant the electrodes poses a serious risk of brain hemor-
rhage, infection or seizure.

(D)In a subsequent experiment, a one-hour treatment the electrodes produced sus-
tained remission from depression in the four patients for six months.

(E) Deep-brain stimulation relies on the expertise of highly skilled physicians.

The argument claims that deep-brain stimulation is a promising long-term treatment for depression
and further explains that, in a recent test, four of six patients reported an immediate and dramatic,
but temporary, reduction of their depressive symptoms. The question asks us to support the scien-
tist's claim that deep-brain stimulation is a promising Iong-tmn treatment for chronic depression.
Thus, the correct answer must address the long-term effects of the treatment as the evidence pre-
sented only discusses short-term relief.

(A) Weaken. If the electrodes can only be activated in a hospital setting, deep-brain stimulation
would be impractical as a long-term treatment since patients would have to remain in the hos-
pital to receive the benefits of the treatment.

(B) Irrelevant. The fact that the other two patients received a minor immediate benefit from deep-
brain stimulation in no way supports the long-term use of the procedure.

(C) Irrelevant/weaken. If anything, the severe risks associated with deep-brain stimulation under-
mine its potential as a long-term treatment for chronic depression.
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(D)CORRECT. Strengthen. According to this answer choice, the immediate benefits perceived by
the four patients were maintained over a period of six months. Thus, deep-brain stimulation
seems to demonstrate long-term effectiveness.

(E) Irrelevant. The level of expertise needed to perform the procedure is not relevant to the long-
term effectiveness of the procedure.

10. Inca Tr4il
In.2001 the Peruvian government began requiring tourists to buy expensive permits
to hike the remote Inca Trail, which goes to the ancient city of Machu Picchu. The
total number of permits is strictly limited; in fact, only 500 people per day are now
allowed to hike the Inca Trail, whereas before 2001 daily visitors numbered in the
thousands. The Peruvian government claims that this permit program has success-
fully prevented deterioration of archaeological treasures along the Inca Trail.

Which of the following, if true, most strengthens the argument above?

(A) Since 2001, tourist guides along the Inca Trail have received 50% to 100%
increases in take-home pay.

(B) Villages near Machu Picchu have experienced declines in income, as fewer
tourists buy fewer craft goods and refreshments.

(C) Many of the funds from the sale ofInca Trail permits are used to staff a muse-
um of Incan culture in Lima, Peru's capital, and to hire guards for archaeological
sites without permit programs.

(D) Since 2001, Incan ruins similar to Machu Picchu but not on the Inca Trail have
disintegrated at a significantly greater rate than those on the Inca Trail.

(E) The total number of tourists in Peru has risen substantially since 2001, even as
the number of tourists hiking the Inca Trail has remained constant.

According to the text, the Peruvian government claims that Inca Trail treasures would have deterio-
rated without a new permit program that has restricted the number of tourists. Supporting state-
ments would likely emphasize one of the following two ideas:

One: A high number of tourists causes the deterioration of Inca Trail archaeological sites, and so
a reduced number reduces the deterioration. Note that this causal connection, while reasonable,
cannot be assumed.

Two: Other results of the permit program (e.g, new revenue) help prevent archaeological damage
along the Inca Trail.

(A) Irrelevant. The increase in pay may have resulted from the permit program, and it may be rea-
sonable to assume that this increase in pay has led to greater satisfaction in the job and hence,
perhaps, to greater care for historical artifacts. However, this chain of reasoning is too specula-
tive to strengthen the argument appreciably.

(B) Irrelevant. Local villages may have seen a drop in income as a result of the restrictions on tourist
numbers, but this does not strengthen or weaken the claim that the permit program prevented
Inca Trail ruins from deteriorating.
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(C) Irrelevant. The funds are a positive result of the permit program, but if these funds are used to

protect or preserve archaeology elsewhere, then they do not impact the preservation of ruins
specifically on the Inca Trail.

(D) CORRECT. Strengthen. The more rapid deterioration of similar ruins elsewhere supports the
claim that that the permit program has helped prevent deterioration of Inca Trail ruins. Notice
that this evidence does not rise to the level of absolute proof; other differences between the
ruins might explain the different rates of deterioration. This choice does make it more likely,
however, that the permit program has been successful in preserving the Inca Trail ruins, and
that is sufficient for a Strengthen The Conclusion question.

(E) Irrelevant. Without the permit program, it is possible (though far from certain) that the num-
ber of tourists hiking the Inca Trail would have risen together with the total number of tourists
in Peru. However, an increase in the number of tourists on the Inca Trail would not necessarily
have led to greater deterioration of archaeological treasures on the trail.
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REAL GMAT PROBLEMS
Now that you have completed your study of STRENGTHEN THE CONCLUSION questions, it
is time to test your skills on problems that have actually appeared on real GMAT exams over the
past several years.

The problem set below is-composed of Critical Reasoning problems from three books published
by GMAC (Graduate Management Admission Council):

The Official Guide for GMAT Review, 12th Edition (pages 33-39 & 486-524)
The Official Guide for GMAT Verbal Review (pages 116-142), and
The Official Guide for GMAT Verbal Review, 2nd Edition (pages 116-152).

Note: The two editions of the Verbal Review book largely overlap. Use one OR the other.

Diagram each argument and answer the question by using an S-W-Slash Chart. Remember, begin
by identifying whether each answer choice strengthens the conclusion, weakens the conclusion, or is
i"elevant to the conclusion. Then, eliminate answer choices using your chart.

~: Problem numbers preceded by "0" refer to questions in the Diagnostic Test chapter of
The Official Guide for GMAT Review, 12th Edition (pages 33-39).

Strengthen the Conclusion
iz» Edition: 5, 11, 13, 14, 16,21,24,25,32,34,38,42,47,51,53,58,65,67,68,94,

99, 100, 106, 109, 113, 115,119, 121, 122,025,027,032
Verbal Review: 1,3,22,25,31,33,35,36, 53, 55, 58,69, 70, 76, 80
OR2ndEdition: 1,2,6,9, 13, 17,21,23,25,29,30,32,33,35,37,45,51,55,58,62,

65,68,69,77,78,82
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WEAKEN THE CONCLUSION

WEAKEN THE CONCLUSION
Weaken the Conclusion questions. are among the most common Critical Reasoning ques-
tions on the GMAT, appearing slighdy more frequendy than Strengthen the Conclusion
questions.

Weaken the Conclusion questions appeal' in a number of forms:

Which of the following, if true, most seriously weakens the argument?
-

Which of the fotlowing, if true, could present the most serious disadvantage of
XYZCorporation's new marketing initiative?

Which of the following, if true, most strongly supports the view that the drug
treatment program will NOT be successful?

Correct answers do not need to make the conclusion false or invalid. Correct answers merely
need to make it less likely that the stated conclusion is valid.

Almost all correct answers to Weaken The Conclusion questions will introduce a new piece
of evidence that undetmines a faulty or tenuous assumption OR that nqptive1y
impacts the conclusion ditectly. . ..

Argument/Counterargument
Weaken the Conclusion questions can be made more difficult via a complicated argument
Structure that contains two opposing points of view.

This argument/counterargument structure can also happen.withinother question types.
However, dealing with this more complex structure is particularly challenging on Weaken
questions, which already include a reversal. That is, to assess an answer choice for a Weaken
question, you must hold it in opposition to the conclusion or to one of its assumptions.
When the GMAT adds in the complexity of argument/counterargument, it can become dif-
ficult to keep your thoughts straight.

An argument/counterargument structure might look something like this:

Nicole believes that merging the two divisions will be the best way to
improve our company's overall profitability, because the cultureS ofthe two
divisions are very similar. However, Nicole is mistaken. Merging the divisions
would lead to resentment among employees, as well as redundantperson~
nel and processes.

Which of the follOWing, iftrue, would undermine the author's claim that
Nicole is incorrect in her belief?

For a confusing question such as this, it is even more important to take notes in an organ-
ized fashion. Students who have a confident, robust approach to diagr~will be much
better ·prepared to handle the intricacies of argument/counterargument questions than stu-
dents who rely only on their short-term memories.
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For questions involving
an argument and a
counterargument, the
conclusion should be the
author's position.

WEAKEN THE CONCLUSION
The first step in attacking this question is to identify the conclusion from the point of view
of the AUTHOR. In this case, the author of the argument believes that merging the two
divisions is NOT the best way to improve overall profitability.

Next, note the counter-claim, as well as its proponent. The counter-claim is the belief that
merging the two divisions IS the best way to improve overall profitability. This belief is held
by Nicole. Often, the best way to keep various claims straight is to associate them with their
advocates.

Finally, create a modified T-diagram. Extend the central column upward, splitting the area
for the conclusion into two sides. Put the author's position on the left side and the counter-
claim on the right side. Then fill in the pro's and con's of the author's argument as usual.

Merge ¥= best
pln for prof

N: merge = best
pln for prof

Empl resent
Redund ppl and proc

Similar cultures

The advantage of this method is that it is easy to see the dual role of any piece of evidence.
The evidence FOR the author's claim is also opposed to the counter-claim. Likewise, evi-
dence AGAINST the author's claim also supports the counter-claim.

See The Official Guide, 12th Edition Question #45 for an example of an argument/counter-
argument structure.

The S.W..slash Chart Revisited
For this question type, we will employ the S-W-Slash chart to organize our process of elimi-
nation, as described in the previous chapter of this guide. As you evaluate each answer
choice, note down whether each answer

1. strengthens the conclusion (note with an "5"),
2. weakens the conclusion (note with a ''W'),
3. or is irrelevant to the conclusion (note with a "-" or slash-through).

As discussed earlier, you may also note an answer choice that only marginally strengthens or
weakens the conclusion with a lowercase "s" or "w."

Consider the following example:

The national infrastructure for airport runways and air traffic control
requires immediate expansion to accommodate the proliferation of new
private, smaller aircraft. The Federal Aviation Authority (the FAA) has pro-
posed a fee for all air travelers to help fund this expansion. However, this fee
would be unfair, as it would impose costs on all travelers to benefit only the
few who utilize the new private planes.

Which of the following, if true, would allow the FAAto counter the objection
that the proposed fee would be unfair?
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(A) The existing national airport infrastructure benefits all air traVelers,
(8) The fee, if imposed, will have a negligible effect on the overatJvolume of

air travel.
(q The expansion would reduce the.number of delayed flights resulting

from small private planes congesting runways.
(0) Trave.lerswho use small priva!e planes are almost uniformly wealthy

or traveling on business.
(E) The Administrator of the FAAis appointed by the President, who is

subject to national election.

In this argument, the conclusion is that this fie would be unfair, with the provided rationale
that it would impose costs on all travelers to benefit only the few who utilize .the new private
planes.

Evaluate each of the answer choices using an S-W-Slash chart.

'*-B-
We
SD

f;-

Answer choice (A) suggests that the existing infrastructure benefits every-
.one who would be asked to pay the fee. This seems to speak to the ques-
tion of fairness. However, the fee itself does not benefit «;hewide range of
air travelers, and it is the fairness of the fee that is in question. This
choice is best categorized as irrelevant.

Answer choice (B) indicates that the fee will not impact the volume of air
travel, implying that the fee will not drive any travelers to stay home or
switch to another mode of transportation. This is irrelevant to the con-
clusion, as a fee can still be unfair even if it does not change behavior.

Answer choice (C) weakens the conclusion, If the expansion would reduce delays for all
travelers, then all travelers would stand to benefit from the new fee. The issue of fairness Is
mitigated, since all would benefit in some way from the fee, not only the few assumed by
the author of the argument.

Answer choice (D), if anything, strengthens the conclusion by pointing out that those who
use private planes are generally better able to pay a fee than the averagetraveler, It may be
considered unfair to charge the less well-off to benefit those with more resources.

Answer choice (E) implies that the fee may be considered fair because the FAA is headed by
an individual who is appointed by the President, who is elected. Theimplkarion is that any
action that stems from the actions ofan elected official must be fair. Alternatively, the
choice suggests that nothing is unfair since people can elect a n'ew Presldent, who can
appoint a new administrator, who can change the fee policy. Notice the large logical leaps
required to argue that this answer choice weakens the conclusion. This choice is better clas-
sified as irrelevant.

Answer choice (C) is the correct answer.
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Weaken "EXCEPT" Questions
Consider the following example:

Supporters of a costly new Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) initiative assert that the project will benefit industrial companies
as well as the military itself. In many instances, military research has resulted
in technologies that have fueled corporate development and growth, and this
pattern can be expected to continue.

Each of the following, if true, serves to weaken the argument above EXCEPT:

(A) The research initiative will occupy many talented scientists, many of whom
would otherwise have worked for private corporations.

(8) In the past decade, DARPA has adopted an increasingly restrictive stance
regarding the use of intellectual property resulting from its research.

(e) A high proportion of the government resources directed toward the initiative
would ordinarily have gone to tax subsidies for various businesses.

(D) The research initiative is focused on materials development through nano-
technology, which is thought to have many commercial appllcatlons.

(E) The DARPA research makes use of manufacturing processes that would be
cost-prohibitive for most companies to replicate.

The conclusion of this argument is that the project wiD benefit companies as toell as the military.
It is particularly important to use an S-W-sI~h chart when you are faced with a Strengthen or
Weaken question worded in a confusing way. Four answer choices will weaken; one will not.

WA
WBWe
SD
WE

Answer choice (A) weakens the conclusion. It indicates that the DARPA ini-
tiative will hurt corporations by occupying many talented scientists that
would otherwise worked for private companies.

Answer choice (B) states that DARPA has been more restrictive in allowing
the use of its intellectual property in the last decade. This suggests that, even
if commercially useful technologies are developed, companies may not be
allowed to benefit. This answer choice weakens the conclusion.

Answer choice (C) weakens the conclusion, as the research initiative is
shown to hurt businesses by depriving them of tax subsidies.

Answer choice (D) strengthens the conclusion. If the research initiative is focused on an
area thought to have many commercial applications, the likelihood of businesses benefiting
from the research increases.

Answer choice (E) weakens the conclusion. If most companies cannot easily replicate the
manufacturing processes involved in the research initiative, then it is less reasonable to
expect commercial benefits to accrue to businesses as a result.

Answer choice (D) is the correct answer.
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Wrong Answer Choice Types
The common categories of wrong answers EorWeaken the Conclusion questions are essen-
tially the same as those for Strengthen the Conclusion questions.

A..No Tie to the Conclusion

Many wrong answers are tied to a premise but not to the conclusion. An incorrect answer
choice can simply provide unnecessary information about that premise.

Consider again the sample question from earlier in this chapter:

The national infrastructure for airport runways and air traffic control
requires immediate expansion to accommodate the proliferation of new
private, smaller aircraft. The Federal Aviation Authority (the FAA) has pro-
posed a fee for all air travelers to help fund this expansion. However, this fee
would be unfair, as it would impose costs on all travelers to benefit only the
few who utilize the new private planes.

Which of the following, if true, would allow the FAA to counter the objection
that the proposed fee would be unfair?

Answer choice (B) to the question above is as follows:

(8) The fee, if imposed, will have a negligible effect on the overall volume of
air travel.

This answer choice reveals another consequence of the fee, but it does not address whether
the fee will be unfair. Thus, answer choice (B) is incorrect.

A few wrong answers with "No Tie to the Conclusion" do bring in language from the con-
clusion, but they do not meaningfully weaken the conclusion. Deceptive answers such as
these ~ relevant. Make sure that the answer you choose is not simply related to the con-
clusion, but in fact weakens it. Consider answer choice (A) for the question above:

(A) The existing national airport infrastructure benefits all air travelers.

Notice how this answer choice relates to fairness (the topic of the conclusion). However,
this choice does not actually weaken the conclusion.

Finally, remember that some wrong answers can also be "Real-World Plausible." An answer
choice can seem realistic, but you are not assessing its truth or its likelihood in the real
world. Only determine whether the choice weakens the argument.

Consider wrong answer choice (E) to the question above.

(E) The Administrator of the FAA is appointed by the President, who is
subject to national election.

This answer choice may be true in the real world, but it does not weaken the conclusion.
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WEAKEN TH E CONCLUSION
B. Wrong Direction

Some wrong answers on Weaken questions in fact strengthen the argument. Make sure that
you note whether a particular question is a Weaken the Conclusion or a Strengthen the
Conclusion question so that you do not mistakenly pick the wrong answer.

Consider wrong answer choice (D) to the question above:

(D) Travelers who use small private planes are almost uniformly wealthy
or traveling on business.

By emphasizing that users of private planes are only a subgroup of all air travelers, this
choice actually strengthens the conclusion (that the proposed fee would be unfair).

When you are under test pressure, "Wrong Direction" choices may be very tempting,
because they obviously affect the conclusion. An S-W-slash chart can help you avoid mak-
ing such mistakes.
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Problem Set
Use the skills you have just learned to answer the following Weaken the Conclusion questions.
Create an S-W-Slash chart for each set of answer choices. Be sure to diagram each argument.
Detailed answers and explanations follow this problem set.

1. Salmon fxDOl't§
The united States is considering a ban on the importation of salmon from Country B in order
to protest poor protection of intellectual property rights in Country B. An economist counters
that such a ban would be ineffective,since Country B would circumvent. it by selling the extra
salmon in Europe. Indeed, last year, six European nations each importedrnore salmon than
Country B exported to the United States.

Which of the following, if true, would most severely weaken the economist's argument?

(A) Salmon is the chief export of Country B, accounting for a substantial proportion of its
export earnings over each of the last three years.

(B) The supply of native salmon has become increasingly limited in certain parts of North
America in the past decade, including many parts of the United States.

(C) Salmon from Country B is considered a delicacy inallofthe European nations that import-
ed salmon last year.

(0) The economic value to U.S.companies of the adoption of intellectual property regulations
in Country B is greater than the value of salmon exports from Country B.

(E) Costs for the transportation of salmon from Country B to Europe would make salmon from
Country B more expensive for European consumers than salmon imported from other
countries.

2.Coconut Fun Snax
At Hospital A, there has been an upsurge in emergency room visits by children under twelve
with stomach disturbances. Patient t~acking revealed that the vast majority of the children
had eaten candy labeled "Coconut Fun Snax" shortly before the onset of symptoms. The
emergency room physicians concluded that it is unsafe for children under the age of twelve
to eat products containing coconut.

Which of the following, if true, would be the best reason to doubt the warning?

(A) Coconuts contain saturated fats.
(B) Some pathogens are not detectable by any medical tests.
(C) No coconuts or coconut products are used in the manufacture of "Coconut Fun Snax."
(0) The patient tracking at the hospital contacted the parents of all of the children concerned

and received ful1cooperation from them.
(E) Coconuts area favorite food of many children.

3. Smithtown Theotre
The Smithtown Theatre, a town theatre that stages old Broadway shows, has announced a new
expansion that will substantially increase both the capacity and the costSof operating the the-
atre. Attendance at the Smithtown Theatre is currently just enough for the theatre to cover its
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present operating costs. In addition, all of the current patrons of the theatre live in Smithtown,
and the population of the town is not expected to increase in the next several years. Thus, it
seems certain that the expansion of the Smithtown Theatre will prove unprofitable.

Which of the following, if true, would most seriously weaken the argument?

(A) A large movie chain plans to open a new multiplex location in Smithtown later this year.
(B) Concession sales in the Smithtown Theatre comprise a substantial proportion of the the-

atre's revenues.
(C) Many recent arrivals to Smithtown are students that are less likely to attend the Smithtown

Theatre than are older residents.
(D) The expansion would allow the Smithtown Theatre to stage larger, more popular shows

that will attract patrons from neighboring towns. .
(E) The Board of the Smithtown Theatre responsible for choosing which shows to stage regu-

larly solicits input from residents of the town.

4. Books and Coffee
The respective owners of a book store and a coffee shop that are next door to one another
have decided to combine their businesses. Both owners believe that this merger will help
increase the number of customers, and therefore the gross revenue. They reason that cus-
tomers who come for a cup of coffee might find themselves glancing at the book titles for sale,
and those who come for books might like to sit down and start reading with a cup of coffee.

Which of the following, if true, most weakens the owners' conclusion that a merger will
increase revenue?

(A) Books and drinks can both be considered impulse purchases; often, they are purchased by
customers without forethought.

(B) Because of the way in which the two stores are currently positioned relative to one anoth-
er, many customers who come to the coffee shop never see or notice the book store.

(C) If books are damaged in a bookstore before purchase, the customers responsible for the
damage are generally not held financially accountable.

(D) The coffee shop is primarily frequented by local high school students whose parents make
up a large percentage of the book store's customer base; the teenagers use the coffee
shop as a place to mingle with their friends without family involvement.

(E) A combination book store and coffee shop that opened in a neighboring city last year has
already earned higher than expected profits.

S. Btmd Pojzulqrity
A recent article asserted that, from 2002 to 2006, Band 1 generated the most revenue of any
band in the world. The article based this claim on the fact that in each of those years, Band 1
sold 'the most albums, and Band l's highly anticipated first concert tour was the highest gross-
ing concert tour in the industry in 2006.

Which of the following, if true, weakens the article's assertion?
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(A) The band with the highest grossing tour in the industry in 2002 did not tout again in the

next four years.
(B) Band 1 typically puts on extraordinarily expensive concerts with elaborate staging, video

displays and light shows.
(C) From 2002 to 2006, other bands released concert film and video anthology DVOsthat were

extremely lucrative. .
(0) All of Band l's albums released from 2002 to 2006 were poorly received by music critics.
(E) Internet piracy of music resulted in depressed album sales for the period 2002 to 2006 rel-

ative to earlier years.

6. Hal/-Price Passes
A nonprofit organization in Motor City has proposed that local college students be given the
option to buy half-price monthly passesfor the city's public transportation system. The non-
profit claims that this plan will reduce air pollution in Motor City while increasing profits for
the city's public transportation system. However, this plan is unlikely to meet its goals, as

Which of the following most logically completes the argument above?

(A) most college students in Motor City view public transportation as unsafe
(B) most college studentsin Motor City view public transportation as prohibitiveJy expensive
(C) college students typically do not have the 9-to-S schedules of most workers, and can thus

be expected to ride public transportation attimes when there are plenty of empty seats
(0) a bus produces more air pollution per mile than does a car
(E) a large proportion of the college students in Motor City live off campus

7.Ethanol
Ethanol, a fuel derived from com, can be used alone to power automobiles equipped with spe-
cial engines oras an additive togasoline to reduce the consumption of fossil fuels in petrole-
um engines. 4nlike fossil fuels, ethanol is a sustainable fuel since it is primarily the result of
the conversion of the sun's energy into usable energy. Moreover, compared with conventional
unleaded gasoline, pure ethanol is a cleaner burning fuel that combustswith oxygen to form
carbon dioxide and water. Thus, many individuals advocate the increasechlsage of ethanol as a
primary fuel source in conjunction with or in place of gasoline in the United States.

Each of the following, if true, undermines the usage of ethanol as a primary fuel source
EXCEPT:

(A) The energy required to grow and process the corn used as fuel is greater than the amount
of energy ultimatelv produced.

(B) Com grown for fuel would not require as much pesticide usage as corn grown for food,
since consumer reaction to food appearance is a major contributor to the prolific use of
pesticides.

(C) Ethanol is more expensive to produce than gasoline and furnishes fewer mi/esper gallon.
(0) If the entire annual U.S.harvest of com were devoted exclusively to ethanol production to

replace gasoline, the ethanol produced would cover twetvedays oftypical USpsoline
consumption.
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(E) Ethanol used as a gasoline additive produces volatile organic compounds that react with
sunlight to form ozone and produce smog.

8. Merit Pay
Traditionally, public school instructors have been compensated according to seniority. Recently,
the existing salary system has been increasingly criticized as an approach to compensation that
rewards lackadaisical teaching and punishes motivated, highly-qualified instruction. Instead,
educational experts argue that, to retain exceptional teachers and maintain quality instruction,
teachers should receive salaries or bonuses based on performance rather than seniority.

Which of the following, if true, most weakens the argument of the educational experts?

(A) Some teachers express that financial compensation is not the only factor contributing to
job satisfaction and teaching performance.

(8) School districts will develop their own unique compensation structures that may differ
greatly from those of other school districts.

(C) Upon leaving the teaching profession, many young, effective teachers cite a lack of
opportunity for more rapid financial advancement as a primary factor in the decision to
change careers ..

(0) A merit-based system that bases compensation on teacher performance reduces
collaboration, which is an integral component of quality instruction.

(E) In school districts that have implemented pay for performance compensation structures,
standardized test scores have dramatically increased.

9..AfB.
Company Spokesperson: Over the past several years, our company has more than doubled its
revenues within the credit card division. However, over the same period, the division's profits
have steadily declined, largely as a result of a rapid increase in default rates on credit card
loans among our customers. It is time to recognize that our previous strategy was flawed, since
we failed to increase the average annual percentage rate (APR)charged on outstanding bal-
ances to compensate for the higher default rates. According to our estimates, increasing the
interest charged on outstanding balances from an APRof 9.5% to an APR of 12% will be suffi-
cient to compensate for the current rate of defaults and bring the division back to profitable
growth.

Which of the following statements would most seriously undermine a plan to increase interest
rates in order to spur profitable growth?

(A) Many other companies have experienced a similar trend in their default rates.
(8) The company's operating expenses are above the industry average and can be substantially

reduced, thus increasing margins.
(C) The rapid increase in default rates was due to a rise in unemployment, but unemployment

rates are expected to drop in the coming months.
(0) The proposed increase in the APR will, alone, more than double the company's operating

margins.
(E) An increase in the APR charged on credit card balances often results in higher rates of

default.
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10. Holographic DisPlays
Oisplayco is marketing a holographic display to supermarkets that shows three-dimensional
images of certain packaged goods in the aisles. Oisplayco's marketing literature states that
patrons at supermarkets will be strongly attracted to goods that are promoted in this way,
resulting in higher profits for the supermarkets that purchase the displays. Consumer advo-
cates, however, feel that the displays will be intrusive to supermarket patrons and may even
increase minor accidents involving shopping carts.

Which of the following, if true, most seriously weakens the position of the consumer
- advocates?

(A) The holographic displays are expensive to install and maintain.
(6) Many other venues, including shopping malls, are considering adopting holographic

displays.
(C)Accidents in supermarkets that are serious enough to cause injury are rare.
(0) Supermarkets tend to be low-margin businesses that struggle to achieve profitability.
(E) Studies in test markets have shown that supermarket patrons quickly become accustomed

to holographic displays.
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1. Salmon .Exports

The United States is considering a ban on the importation of salmon from CountryB in
order to protest poor protection of intellectual property rights in Country B. .An economist
counters that such a ban would be ineffective, since Country B would circumvent it by sell-
ing the extra salmon in Europe. Indeed, last year, six European nations each imported more
salmon than Country B exported to the United States.

"Which of the following, if true, would most severely weaken the economist's argument?

(A) Salmon is the chief export of Country B, accounting for a substantial proportion of its
export earnings over each of the last three years.

(B) The supply of native salmon has become increasingly limited in certain parts of North
Arnerica in the past decade, including many parts of the United States.

(C) Salmon from Country B is considered a delicacy in all of the European nations that
imported salmon last year.

(D) The economic value to U.S. companies of the adoption of intellectual property regula-
tions in Country B is greater than the value of salmon exports from Country B.

(E) Costs for the transportation of salmon from COuntry B to Europe would make salmon
from Country B more expensive for European consumers than salmon imported from
other countries.

This argument concerns a claim from an economist over the use of sanctions to pressure the gov-
ernment of Country B into adopting certain regulations. The economist claims that the ban will
not work because COuntry B can simply circumvent the sanctions from the'Unlted States by
increasing exports to Europe. The question asks which answer choice would most weaken the econ-
omist's position. The correct answer choice will demonstrate that Country B would not be able to
easily circumvent the sanctions by increasing salmon exports to Europe.

(A) Strengthen I irrelevant. If salmon exports represent a substantial proportion of the exports of
Country B, it seems more likely that the sanctions may have some serious impact; COuntry B
may not be able to increase exports to Europe enough to offset the loss in the US. This answer
choice could also be considered irrelevant, as it still leaves. open the possibility that Country B
would simply increase exports to Europe in response to the sanctions.

(B) Irrelevant. This information does not affect the ability of Country B to increase its exports to
Europe in response to sanctions from the United States. It does suggest that the United States
might not benefit greatly from imposing sanctions, as it could face a limited supply of salmon
unless it imports from another country, but the question asks us to weaken the economist's
claim.

(C) Strengthen. Such a condition would support the economist's contention, since it demonstrates
the existence of a European market for salmon from COuntry B, and potentially even the possi-
bility that Country B can charge a premium for its salmon.

(D) Irrelevant. The relative value of the intellectual property regulations and the salmon exports
from Country B do not impact the ability of COuntry B to circumvent sanctions by increasing
its exports to Europe.
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(E) CORRECT. Weaken. The additional costs of transportation to Europe would make salmon
from Country B more expensive for European consumers than salmon from other sources. This
piece of information makes it less likely that Country B will be able to offset decreased exports
to the United States with increased exports to Europe, casting doubt on the economist's claim.

2. Coconut Fun Snax
At Hospital A, there has been an upsurge in emergency room visits by children under
twelve with stomach disturbances. Patient tracking revealed that the vast majority of the
children had eaten candy labeled "Coconut Fun Snax" shortly before the onset of symp-
toms. The emergency room physicians concluded that it is unsafe for children under the
age of twelve to eat products containing coconut.

Which of the following, if true, would be the best reason to doubt the warning?

(A) Coconuts contain saturated fats.
(B) Some pathogens are not detectable by any medical tests.
(C) No coconuts or coconut products are used in the manufacture of "Coconut Fun

Snax."
(D) The patient tracking at the hospital contacted the parents of all of the children

concerned and received full cooperation from them.
(E) Coconuts are a favorite food of many children.

This question asks for the choice that weakens the conclusion that children under the age of twelve
should not consume products containing coconut. The doctors' warning was based on the informa-
tion that vast majority of children suffering from stomach disturbances ate Coconut Fun Snax
shortly before becoming ill.

(A) Irrelevant. In the real world, we may know that saturated fats are supposed to be unhealthy, but
unhealthy is not the same thing as unsafe. In addition, the argument does not actually tell us
that saturated fats are unhealthy; we are not supposed to need real-world knowledge of a sub-
ject in order to answer the question.

(B) Irrelevant. This may be true but it does not weaken the specific conclusion that coconut is
unsafe for children under the age of twelve.

(C) CORRECT. Weaken. The conclusion was based on data about children who had eaten
"Coconut Fun Snax". If "Coconut Fun Snax" do not actually contain coconut, the premises do
not support the doctors' warning.

(D) Strengthen/Irrelevant. If every parent was contacted and cooperated fully, this would increase
the quality of the patient tracking data cited in the premise. Establishing that an argument's
premises rest on sound data tends to strengthen the argument overall. At best, this information
is irrelevant to the specific conclusion here.

(E) Irrelevant. The fact that children may enjoy a particular food provides no assurance that the
food is, or is not, consistently safe for children under a certain age.
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3. Smithtown Theatre

The Smithtown Theatre, a town theatre that stages old Broadway shows, has
announced a new expansion that will substantially increase both the capacity and
the costs of operating the theatre. Attendance at the Smithtown Theatre is currendy
just enough for the theatre to cover its present operating costs. In addition, all of
the current patrons of the theatre live in Smithtown, and the population of the .
town is not expected to increase in the next several years. Thus, it seems certain that
the expansion of the Smithtown Theatre will prove unprofitable.

Which of the following, if true, would most seriously weaken the argument?

(A) A large movie chain plans to open a new multiplex location in Smithtown later
this year.

(B) Concession sales in the Smithtown Theatre comprise a substantial proportion of
the theatre's revenues.

(C) Many recent arrivals to Smithtown are students that are less likely to attend the
Smithtown Theatre than are older residents.

(D)The expansion would allow the Smithtown Theatre to stage larger, more popu-
lar shows that will attract patrons from neighboring towns.

(E) The Board of the Smithtown Theatre responsible for choosing which shows to
stage regularly solicits input from residents of the town.

The argument describes the expansion of a town theatre. The theatre currendy breaks even, and the
town in which the theatre operates is not growing. The argument concludes that the expansion of
the Smithtown Theatre will prove to be unprofitable. The question asks which answer choice weak-
ens the conclusion; thus, the correctanswer choice will present a reason why, despite the current
situation, the planned expansion will prove to be profitable.

(A) Strengthen/irrelevant. Ifa large movie chain were to open a new multiplex location in
Smithtown, the residents of Smithtown would have at least one more choice as to how to spend
an evening's entertainment. If anything, this would negatively impact the profitability of the
expansion of the Smithtown Theatre; at best, this choice would be irrelevant.

(B) Irrelevant. The fact that concession sales are a substantial proportion of the revenue generated
by Smithtown Theatre is irrelevant to the argument. It is established in the premises that the
Smithtown Theatre currently generates only enough revenue to break even, regardless of how
that revenue is generated.

(C) Strengthen. The influx of students who are unlikely to attend the Smithtown Theatre further
reinforces the idea that the expansion of the theatre is likely to be unprofitable.

(D) CORRECT. Weaken. If the expansion will allow the Smithtown Theatre to stage larger shows
that will attract patrons from nearby towns, then the expansion may tum out to be profitable.
Note that this does not conflict with the premises, which describe the current population of
patrons of the theatre before the proposed expansion.

(E) Irrelevant. The fact that the Board of the Smithtown Theatre solicits input from residents of the
town does not affect the expected profitability of the proposed expansion of the theatre.
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4. Books and Coffee

The respective owners of a book store and a coffee shop that are next door to one another
have decided to combine their businesses. Both owners believe that this merger will help
increase the number of customers, and therefore the gross revenue, They reason that Cus-
tomers who come for a cup of coffee might find themselves glancing at the book tirIes for
sale, and those who come for books might like to sit down and start reading with a cup of
coffee.

Which of the following, if true, most weakens the owners' conclusion that a merger will
increase revenue?

(A) Books and drinks can both be considered impulse purchases; often, they are purchased
by customers without forethought.

(B) Because of the way in which the two stores are currently positioned relative to one
another, many customers who come to the coffee shop never see or notice the book
store.

(C) Ifbooks are damaged in a bookstore store before purchase, the customers responsible
for the damage are generally not held financially accountable.

(D) The coffee shop is primarily frequented by local high school students whose parents
make up a large percentage of the book store's customer base; the teenagers use the cof-
fee shop as a place to mingle with their friends without family involvement.

(E) A combination book store and coffee shop that opened in a neighboring city last year
has already earned higher than expected profits.

The owners believe that the merger will produce more customers, which in turn will create higher
revenue. The correct answer will give reason to doubt that the merger will result in higher revenue.

(A) Strengthen. This answer choice validates the claim that those who come in to buy coffee might
buy books, and those who come in for books might suddenly decide to buy coffee.

(B) Strengthen. If the two stores are combined, coffee customers who did not notice the books for
sale earlier will notice them now, and if some purchase books, revenue will increase.

(C) Irrelevant. This statement has no direct relationship with the conclusion which discusses rev-
enue, not profits.We do not have any information to determine whether combining the two
stores will increase, decrease, or do nothing to the frequency with which books are damaged
within the store.

(D) CORRECT. Weaken. If teenagers frequent the coffee shop in order to get away from their par-
ents, and if their parents are now going to be coming to the combined coffee shop and book
store, the teenagers may stop coming to the coffee shop as a result. This would shrink the com-
binedcustomer base, and thus this answer choice weakens the conclusion.

(E) Irrelevant. This statement has no direct relationship with the conclusion. There are too many
unknown factors about the store in the neighboring city, and not enough to connect what hap-
pened in that store with what will happen in this one. If similar factors could be established,
then this choice might strengthen the conclusion.
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5. B4ndPopulari~

A recent article asserted that, from 2002 to 2006, Band 1 generated the most revenue of
any band in the world. The article based this claim on the fact that in each of those years,
Band 1 Sold the most albums, and Band l 's highly anticipated first concerttourwas the
highest grossing concert tour in the industry in 2006.

Which of the following, if true, weakens the article's assertion?

(A) The band with the highest grossing tour in the industry in 2002 did not tour again in
the next four years.

(B) Band 1typically puts on extraordinarily expensive concerts with elaborate staging, video
displays and light shows.

(C) From2002 to 2006, other bands released concert film and video anthology OVDs that
were eXtremely lucrative.

(D) All of Band I's albums released from 2002 to 2006 were poorly received by music
critics.

(E) Internet piracy of music resulted in depressed album sales for the period 2002 to 2006
relative to earlier years.

The article claims that Band 1 generated the most revenue of any band during the period 2002 to
2006. The evidence presented is that Band 1 sold the most albums in each of those years, and had
the top grossing tour in 2006. This conclusion would be weakened if there were substantial sources
of revenue for bands other than album sales and tours during the period. Alternatively, another
band might have toured more often than Band 1 for the period 2002 through 2006, or earned
more from touring in the years 2002 through 2005.

(A) Strengthen/irrelevant. If the band that had the highest grossing tour in 2002 did not tour again
during the period in question, it may be more likely that Band 1 did generate more revenue
than other bands during that period. At best, this is irrelevant to the claim that Band 1 generat-
ed the most revenue during the period 2002 to 2006.

(B) Irrelevant. The fact that the concerts put on by Band 1 were extraordinarily expensive does not
impact the revenue generated by the band during the period. It may influence tour profitability,
but that is beyond the scope of this argument.

(C) CORRECT. Weaken. The evidence presented for the claim that Band 1 generated the most
revenue in the period.2002 to 2006 on a revenue basis relies on album. Sales and concert tours.
However, if other bands released very lucrative DVDs during this period, another band may
have generated more revenue overall than did-Band 1, which apparently did not release lucra-
tive DVDs (the choice says that "other bands" did this, not Band 1).

(0) Irrelevant. The reception of music critics to Band I's albums is irrelevant to the amount of rev-
enue generated by the band in the period, as given by the premises.

(E) Irrelevant. The fact that album sales were depressed from 2002 to 2006 does not afFCI;twhether
Band 1 generated the most revenue in the period. Other bands would face the same threat of
piracy.
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6. H4/1=Price PlUses
A nonprofit organization in Motor City has proposed that local college students be
given the option to buy half-price monthly passes for the city's public transportation
.system. The nonprofit claims that this plan will reduce air pollution in Motor City
while increasing profits for the city's public transportation system. However, this
plan is unlikely.ro meet its goals, as _

Which of the following most logically completes the argument above?

(A) most college students in Motor City view public transportation as unsafe
(B) most college students in Motor City view public transportation as prohibitively

expensive
(C) college students typically do not have the 9-to-5 schedules of most workers,

and can thus be expected to ride public transportation at times when there
are plenty of empty seats

(0) a bus produces more air pollution per mile than does a car
(E) a large proportion of the college students in Motor City live off campus

The nonprofit organization claims that allowing students to buy half-price monthly passes will
reduce air pollution and increase profits for the public transportation system. For this plan to be
sound, it must be true that: (1) students will respond to the price incentive by buying more month-
ly passes, and (2) increased student ridership will reduce air pollution and increase profits. To find a
consideration that would weaken the argument for this plan, look for a statement that casts some
doubt on (1) or (2).

(A) CORRECT. Weaken. If students perceive public transportation as unsafe, it is unlikely that
they will want to increase their use of public transportation, even at a discount. This answer
choice undermines claim (1) above.

(B) Strengthen. If a high price is currently deterring students from riding public transportation, it is
likely that a 50% price cut will increase student ridership--just as the nonprofit claims.

(C) Strengthen. If college students' schedules are such that the students can be expected to ride
public transportation at times when there are plenty of empty seats available, we can expect that
the public transportation system will be able to collect revenue from the students without hav-
ing to significantly increase the number of buses and trains in operation. Extra revenue with
minimal extra cost typically means extra profit, which is what the nonprofit predicts.

(0) Irrelevant. This might seem to undermine claim (2), that the half-price plan will reduce air pol-
lution. However, this comparison between pollution per mile from buses and cars is not helpful
because a bus carries many more people at one time than does a car.

(E) Irrelevant. If a large proportion of the students in Motor City live off campus, they presumably
need some form of transportation to get between home and campus. We are given no informa-
tion, however, to determine whether students will prefer public or private transportation.
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Z Ethanol

Ethanol, a fuel derived from corn, can be used alone to. power automobiles
equipped with special engines or as an additive to gasoline to reduce the consutnp-
tion of fossil fuels in petroleum engines. Unlike fossil fuels, ethanol is a sustainable
fuel since it is primarily the result of the conversion of the sun's energy into usable
energy. Moreover, compared with conventional unleaded gasoline, pure ethanol is a
cleaner burning fuel that com busts with oxygen to form carbon dioxide and water.
Thus, many individuals advocate the increased usage of ethanol as a primary fuel
source in conjunction with or in place of gasoline in the United States.

Each of the following, if true, undermines the usage of ethanol as a primary fuel
source EXCEPT:

(A) The energy required to grow and process the corn used as fuel is greater than
the amount of energy ultimately produced.

(B) Corn grown for fuel would not require as much pesticide usage as corngrown for food,
since consumer reaction to food appearance is a major contributor to the prolific use of
pesticides.

(C) Ethanol is more expensive to produce than gasoline and furnishes fewer miles per
gallon.

(D) If the entire annual U.S. harvest of corn were devoted exclusively to ethanol production
to replace gasoline, the ethanol produced would cover twelve days of typical US gaso-
line consumption.

(E) Ethanol used as a gasoline additive produces volatile organic COlllpounds that
react with sunlight to form ozone and produce smog.

The argument is concerned with the use of corn-derived ethanol as a fuel source. According to the
text, ethanol is a sustainable fuel source that burns more cleanly than conventional gasoline. The
question indicates that four of the answer choices will undermine, or weaken, the claim that
ethanol should be used as a primary fuel source and one answer choice (the correct one) will NOT
weaken the claim.

(A) Weaken. This choice indicates that the amount of energy needed to process the corn into fuel is
greater than the amount of energy produced. In other words, using ethanol would result in a
net loss of energy.

(B) CORRECT. Irrelevant. This statement indicates that corn grown for ethanol would need less
pesticide than corn grown for food. This does not impact the claim that we should use ethanol
as a primary fuel source, presumably in place of fossil fuels.

(C) Weaken. It is less likely that ethanol would be adopted as a primary fuel source in place of
gasoline if ethanol is more expensive to produce than gasoline and furnishes fewer miles per
galIon.

(D) Weaken. This choice indicates that there simply is not enough corn available to permit ethanol
to become a primary source of fuel in place of gasoline.

(E) Weaken. Although pure ethanol burns more cleanly than conventionaigasoline, this choice
indicates that ethanol, when used as an additive, creates compounds that are detrimental to the
environment.
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8. Merit Pay
Traditionally, public school instructors have been compensated according to seniori-
ty. Recently, the existing salary system has been increasingly criticized as an
approach to compensation that rewards lackadaisical teaching and punishes motivat-
ed, highly-qualified instruction. Instead, educational experts argue that, to retain
exceptional teachers and maintain quality instruction, teachers should receive
salaries or bonuses based on performance rather than seniority.

Which of the following, if true, most weakens the conclusion of the educational
experts?

(A) Some teachers express that financial compensation is not the only factor con-
tributing to job satisfaction and teaching performance.

(B) School districts will develop their own unique compensation structures that
may differ greatly from those of other school districts.

(C) Upon leaving the teaching profession, many young, effective teachers cite a lack
of opportunity for more rapid financial advancement as a primary factor in the
decision to change careers.

(0) A merit-based system that bases compensation on teacher performance reduces
collaboration, which is an integral component of quality instruction.

(E) In school districts that have implemented pay for performance compensation
structures, standardized test scores have dramatically increased.

The argument is concerned with how public school teachers are compensated. It suggests that edu-
cational experts believe that a system of teacher compensation based on performance rather than
seniority would help to retain exceptional teachers and maintain quality instruction. The correct
answer is the one that most undermines this contention of the educational experts.

(A) Irrelevant. The fact that other factors also contribute to job satisfaction and teaching perform-
ance neither weakens nor strengthens the argument for a performance-based pay structure for
public school teachers.

(B) Irrelevant. Nothing in the argument indicates that one universal system of compensation must
be adopted in order to implement this plan. It is very possible that several effective models of
performance-based pay could be developed and implemented successfully.

(C) Strengthen. This choice indicates that many young, effective teachers are extremely frustrated
by the traditional pay structure, in which financial advancement is directly tied to seniority.
Thus, these teachers would likely welcome a change that allows them more rapid opportunity
for financial advancement.

(D)CORRECf. Weaken. This choice indicates that collaboration among teachers is integral to
high-quality instruction and that a system of compensation based on teacher performance
reduces collaboration. Thus, the effect of a merit-based system of pay would be to undermine
quality instruction, which is one of the two stated goals of the educational experts.

(E) .Strengthen. The educational experts' argument in favor of performance-based compensation is
bolstered if standardized tests scores have dramatically risen in school districts that have insti-
tuted such pay structures.
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Company Spokesperson: Over the past several years, our company has more than
doubled its revenues within the credit card division. However, over the same period,
the division's profits have steadily declined, largely as a result of a rapid increase in
default rates on credit card loans among our customers. It is time to recognize that
our previous strategy was flawed, since we failed to increase the average annual' per-
centage rate (APR) charged on outstanding balances to compensate :fur the higher
default rates. According to our estimates, increasing the interest charged on out-
standing balances from an APR of9.S0/0 to an APR of 120/0 will be$lJlRcient to
compensate for the current rate of defaults and bring the division back to profitable
growth.

Which of the following statements would most seriously undermine a plan to
increase interest rates in order to spur profitable growth?

(A) Many other companies have experienced a similar trend in their default rates.
(B) The company's operating expenses are above the industry average and can be

substantially reduced, thus increasing margins.
(C) The rapid increase in default rates was due to a rise in unemployment, but

unemployment rates are expected to drop in the coming months.
(D) The proposed increase in the APR will, alone, more than double the company's

operating margins.
(E) An increase in the APR charged on credit card balances often results in higher

rates of default.

In the above argument, the spokesperson cites the evidence that the increases in the company's rev-
enues have been associated with a rapid decline in profits. The spokesperson attributes this poor
performance to higher default rates and a lack of corresponding increases in interest rates charged
by the company. The question·asks us to weaken a plan to spur profitable grOwth by increasing
interest rates.

(A) Irrelevant. The fact that other companies have also experienced a rising default rate does not
impact the plan to improve profitability by raising interest rates.

(B) Irrelevant. While this answer choice demonstrates that there exist other opportunities to
increase the company's profitability, it does not weaken the claim that .rais~nginterest rates will
increase profitability.

(C) Irrelevant. This choice explains why default rates rose and gives some reason to believe that
default rates might drop in the near future. This does not weaken the claim, however, that rais-
ing interest rates will increase profitability.

(D) Strengthen. This answer choice demonstrates that the proposed strategy is likely to achieve
its main purpose of improving profitability and thus strengthens rather than weakens the
conclusion.

(E) CORRECT. Weaken. This answer choice indicates that the suggested strategy may result in an
even higher rate of default, which would exacerbate rather than solve the problem.
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10. Holog4phic Displays
Displayco is marketing a holographic display to supermarkets that shows three-
dimensional images of certain packaged goods in the aisles. Displayco's marketing
literature states that patrons at supermarkets will be strongly attracted to goods that
are promoted in this way, resulting in higher profits for the supermarkets that pur-
chase the displays. Consumer advocates, however, feel that the displays will be intru-
sive to supermarket patrons and may even increase minor accidents involving shop-
ping carts.

Which of the following, if true, most seriously weakens the position of the con-
sumer advocates?

(A) The holographic displays are expensive to install and maintain.
(B) Many other venues, including shopping malls, are considering adopting holo-

graphic displays.
(C) Accidents in supermarkets that are serious enough to cause injury are rare.
(D) Supermarkets tend to be low-margin businesses that struggle to achieve

profitability.
(E) Studies in test markets have shown that supermarket patrons quickly become

accustomed to holographic displays.

This problem contains both an argument and a counter-argument. The first argument is articulated
by Displayco, which argues that holographic displays will atttact supermarket patrons and increase
supermarket profits. The counter-argument is voiced by consumer advocates, who hold that the
holographic displays will be intrusive to customers and may even increase minor accidents. We are
asked to weaken the second argument; thus, the correct answer choice will suggest that the con-
cerns presented by the consumer advocates are not problematic.

(A) Irrelevant. This answer choice may weaken the argument of Displayco, but we were asked to
weaken the consumer advocates' argument. This choice does not influence whether patrons will
find the displays intrusive and distracting.

(B) Irrelevant. The potential adoption of holographic displays by other venues does not impact the
concerns of consumer advocates that the displays will be intrusive and distracting. It could be
the case that holographic displays will be intrusive and distracting in all of these other venues as
well.

(C) Irrelevant. One might think that this answer choice would weaken the consumer advocates'
argument. However, the consumer advocates' argument did not use the standard of "causing
injury" as a threshold for minor accidents. Minor accidents can be bothersome to patrons with-
out causing injury.

(D) Irrelevant. While this choice might help Displayco to convince supermarkets to use its product,
we were asked to weaken the consumer advocates' concerns. The struggles of supermarkets to
achieve profitability is not relevant to the consumer advocates' concerns.

(E) CORRECT. If studies in test markets have shown that patrons quickly become accustomed to
holographic displays, then patrons are much less likely to find the displays intrusive after an ini-
tial adjustment period. Further, if patrons become used to the displays, the displays are unlikely
to increase the frequency of minor accidents involving shopping carts.
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REAL GMAT PROBLEMS
Now that you have completed your study of WEAKEN THE CONCLUSION questions, it is time
to test your skills on problems that have actually appeared on real GMAT exams over the past sev-
eral years.

The problem set below is composed of Critical Reasoning problems from three books published
by GMAC (Graduate Management Admission Council):

The Official Guide for GMAT Review, u« Edition (pages33-39 & 486-524)
The Official Guide for GMAT Verbal Review (pages 116-142), and
The Official Guide for GMAT Verbal Review, 2nd Edition (pages 116-152).

Note: The two editions of the VerbalReviewbook largelyoverlap. Use one OR the other.

Diagram each argument and answer the question by using an S-W-SlashChart. Remember, begin
by identifying whether each answer choice strengthens the conclusion, weakens the conclusion, or nei-
ther strengthens nor weakens the conclusion. Then, eliminate answer choices using your chart.

Note: Problem numbers preceded by "D" refer to questions in the Diagnostic Test chapter of
The Official Guide for GMAT Review, 12th Edition (pages33-39).

Weaken the Conclusion
12th Edition: 1,3,4, 10, 15, 19,23, 30,35,36,40,45, 52, 60, 63, 73, 75, 81, 82, 83, 87,

88,90,96, 104, 111, 114, 116, 118, 120, 123, D18, D20, D23, D26, D30,
D34

Verbal Review: 4, 6, 11, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,21,24,26,27,28,29,32,37,39,40,46,47,
48,49,50,54,60,68,71,79,81

OR 2nd Edition: 4, 5,11,15,16,18,20,22,24,26,27,31,36,39,41,46,47,49,50,
71,80, 81, 83
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In This Chapter ...

• Explain an Event or Discrepancy

• Analyze the Argument Structure

• Evaluate the Conclusion

• Resolve a Problem

• Provide an Example

• Restate the Conclusion

• Mimic the Argument



MINOR QUESTION TYPES

Minor Question Types
Aside from the four major types of Critical Reasoning questions discussed in preceding
chapters, several minor types can appear on the GMAT. You will probably see two to three
questions from all the minor types combined, and no more than one question of any partic-
ular minor type. In contrast, you are likely to see two to three questions of each of the four
major types. As a result, you should spend less study time on the minor types. That said,
you should practice Explain an Event and Analyze the Argument Structure problems, so
that rou are not caught off guard.

Examples of each of these minor question types appear in the problem set at the end of this
chapter. The types are presented in approximate order of importance.

1. Explain an Event or Discrepancy
This is the most common of the minor question types. The question gen~y poses two
seemingly contradictory premises and asks you to find the answer choice that best reconciles
them. The question will often, though not always, indicate what the discrepancy is or pro-
vide a keyword pointing to the discrepancy in the argument. For example:

Which of the following statements, if true, would best explain the sudden drop
in temperature?

Which of the following, if true; most helps to resolve the paradox described
above?

Like Draw a Conclusion arguments, Explain an Event arguments will contain only premis-
es. There will be no conclusion in the argument. You will be told that the information pro-
vided is somehow puzzling or contradictory via signals such as yet, howevtf,nonetheless, or
paradoxically. You may also be given a more explicit signal such as the results are surprising
because ....

To solve Explain an Event problems, look for the answer choice that provides a new, fact-
based premise that directly illustrates why the apparent discrepancy is not a discrepancy
after all. The correct answer will often contain some very specific new plece of information
that resolves the given discrepancy. You might not have anticipated this infOrmation ahead
of time, but after you add it to the existing premises, the situation should make sense. In
this respect, questions of this type are similar to logic gap questions discussed in the "Find
the Assumption" chapter. In both cases, the correct answer fills a logical hole in the
argument.

Consider the following example:

In a recent poll, 71% of respondents reported that they cast votes in the
most recent national election. Voting records show, however, that only 60%
of eligible voters actually voted in that election.

Which of the following pieces of evidence, if true, would provide the best
explanation for the discrepancy?
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(A) The margin of error for the survey was plus or minus five percentage

points.
(B) Fifteen percent of the survey's respondents were living overseas at the

time of the election.
(C) Prior research has shown that people who actually do vote are also more

likely to respond to polls than those who do not vote.
(D) Some people who intend to vote are prevented from doing so by last-

minute conflicts on election day or other complications.
(E) Polls about voting behavior typically have margins of error within plus or

minus three percentage points.

The argument consists entirely of factual premises. The facts in the first sentence appear to
contradict the facts in the second sentence. The correct answer will provide a new premise
that resolves this apparent discrepancy.

Answer choice (A) begins promisingly by discussing a margin of error. The choice does not
go far enough. A margin of error of 5 percentage points will not close the 11 percentage
point gap between the two statistics in the argument.

Answer choice (B) mentions a percentage larger than the 11 point discrepancy in the argu-
ment. The percentage, however, applies to the percentage of respondents living overseas at
the time of the election. This 15% could be part of the group that did not vote, or these
people could have voted by absentee ballot, or we could have some mix of the two. In any
event, this does not give us enough information to resolve the discrepancy.

Answer choice (C) provides a reason why a higher percentage of the poll respondents said
that they voted than eligible voters actually voted. If those voters are also more likely to
respond to polls, then they will be over-represented in the poll numbers.

While answer choice (D) may be true, it does not explain the discrepancy in the statistics
presented in the argument. The poll asked about voters' actual actions during the last elec-
tion, not what they intended to do.

Answer choice (E).may also be true, but it does not explain the discrepancy in the statistics
presented in the argument. Even after adjusting for a three percent margin of error, the sta-
tistics are substantially different.

A common wrong answer type will typically discuss one of the premises but not actually
address the discrepancy between conflicting premises. Choices (A), (B), and (D) fall into
this category.

Another common wrong answer type is Wrong Direction. A choice of this type will support
the fact that the discrepancy exists, rather than explaining why there is not actually a dis-
crepancy after all. Choice (E), above, falls into this category. Be careful not to misread the
question and think that we are supposed to explain why the apparent discrepancy exists.
Remember that this is not what we are supposed to do on problems of this type. Rather, we
must explain why the apparent discrepancy is not a real discrepancy.
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2. Analyze the Argument Structure
Analyze the Argument Structure questions ask you to describe the role of a part or parts of
the argument. Unfortunately, the argumems tend to be complex, often with an argument!
counterargument structure. You should thus use a modifled-T diagram to take notes.

Although this type is not as common as Explain an Event or Discrepancy, you should know
that Analyze Structure questions are very challenging and tend to be overly time-consum-
ing. You should be ready to eliminate a few wrong answer choices within two minutes and
move on. Do not get caught up spending too much time on an Analyze Structure question.

One subtype of Analyze Structure questions has two boldface statements. The number of
these problems in the Offidal Guides has increased, so pay particular attention to them.

Your task is to determine the role that each boldface statement plays in the argument, At
one level, there are three primary options for each statement:

(1) The statement in boldface is the author's CONCLUSION.
(2) The statement in boldface is a premise that SUPPORTS the author's conclusion.
(3) The statement in boldface is a premise that WEAKENS the author's conclusion.

Thus. you should classify each statement according to these categories.

Consider the following example:

Mathematician: Recently, Zubin Ghosh made headlines when he was recog-
nized to have solved the Hilbert Conjecture, made a hundred years ago.
Ghosh simply posted hiswork on the Internet, ratherthan submitting it to
established journals. In fact, he has no job, let alone a university position;
he lives alone and has refused all acclaim.• n reporting. on Ghosh, the press
unfortunately has reinforced the popular view that mathematicians are anti-
socialloners. But mathematicians clearly form a tightly knit community,
frequently collaborating on important efforts; indeed, teams of researchers
are working together to extend Ghosh's findings.

In the argument above, the two portions in boldface play which of the fol-
lowing roles?

(A) The first is an observation the author makes to illustrate a social pattern;
the second is a generalization of that pattern.

(B) The first is evidence in favor of the popular view expressed in the argu-
ment; the second is a brief restatement of that view.

(C) The first is a specific example of a generalization that the author contra-
dicts; the second is a reiteration of that generalization.

(0) The first is a specific counterexample to a generalization that the author
asserts; the second is that generalization.

(E) The first is a Judgment that counters the primary assertion expressed in
the argument; the second is a circumstance on which that judgment is
based.
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The author's conclusion is that mathematicians actually form a tightly knit community. The
counterargument is that mathematicians are antisocial loners. Now, label each statement as
either Conclusion, Premise For, or Premise Against. In the above argument, the first bold-
face represents an example that supports the counterargument. Thus, the first statement is
Premise Against. The second boldface represents the author's conclusion. Now we can write
down our assessment of the boldface statements:

#1 = Premise 4gainst
#2 = Conclusion

Turning to the answer choices, we should assess each one methodically.

Evaluate the first half of choice (A) first. This says that the author uses this statement to
illustrate a social pattern. In other words, this choice asserts that statement #1 is Premise
For. We have labeled the first statement as Premise Against, so this choice is incorrect.

The first half of choice (B) says the first statement supports the popular view. The popular
view is the counterargument, so this choice argues that #1 is Premise Against. The second
half of choice (B),.hoWever, says that the second statement is the popular view. The second
statement is the author's conclusion, not the counterargument. Eliminate this 'choice.

The first half of choice (C) says that the first statement is an example of the counterargu-
ment (in other words, Premise Against). The second half of choice (C) says that the second
statement reiterates the counterargument, but the second statement is the author's own con-
clusion. Eliminate this choice.

The first half of choice (D) says that the first statement is a counterexample to the author's
conclusion (in other words, Premise Against). The second half of choice (D) says that the
second statement is the author's conclusion. We agree with these labels, so this is the correct
answer. As always, you. should read all the answer choices, but you may be at the two-
minute mark already, in which case you should select (D) and move on.

The first half of choice (E) says that the first statement is a premise against the author's con-
clusion (in other words, Premise Against). The second half of this choice, however, says that
the second statement is another Premise Against. Eliminate this choice.

Alternative Approach

If you have trouble with this approach, you can try an alternative method that may be
quicker. Read the passage and label each boldface statement as one of the following:

(a) Fact
(b) Opinion
(c) Conclusion.

(a verifiable statement)
(a minor claim, or an opinion of someone other than the author)
(the major claim of the author)

Nearby non-bolded words can help you classify the boldface statements.

Then skim each answer choice, ONLY looking for terminology that matches Fact, Opinion,
or Conclusion.
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(a) Fact = "evidence" "circumstance" "finding"

(b) Opinion = "judgment" "claim" "position" (taken by someone else)

(c) Conclusion = "position" (taken by the argument) "assertion" (of the author)

Do NOT interpret the content of the answer choicesar this stage. Elimin.ate.answer choices
that do not match the Fact/Opinion/Conclusion classification. You can generally get rid of at
least one incorrect answer choice-and in some cases, you can completely solve the problem.

The advantage of this method is speed. You can quickly classify the boldface statements as
Fact/Opinion/Conclusion and scan the answer choices without getting b~ed down.
However, you might not be able to eliminate all the wrong answers. Inthe example above,
for instance, we would classify the boldface statements as Fact and Conclusion. This pattern
does not fit answer choice (E), which is Opinion and Fact, but every other answer choice
could be Fact and Conclusion.

As discussed earlier, Analyze the Argument Structure is a very difficult question type. If you
can only figure out how to categorize one of the two boldface statements, then assess the
corresponding half of the answer choices. Eliminate whatever answer choig:syou can, ·pick
intelligently from among the remaining answer choices, and move on.

Some Analyze Structure questions will contain only one boldface statement. In this case,
you can still use the method above. Alternatively, the argument may show dialogue between
two opposing speakers, say Alice and Bob. The question may ask you to ~yze how Bob
responded to Alice's argument. In this case, you will need to determine what10gical method
Bob used to refute the Alice's argUment. Possibilities include (1) contradicting a premise of
Alice's, (2) introducing a premise that weakens Alice's conclusion, or (3) introducing a
premise that supports Bob's own conclusion.

3. Evaluate the Conclusion
Evaluate the Conclusion questions ask you to identify information that would help you
evaluate the validity of a given conclusion. For example:

Which of the following is most likely to yield information thatwnuld help to
evaluate the effectiveness of the new method?

In order to evaluate the conclusion, the most useful information would be

The argument or the question will tend to introduce some type of classic hypothesis: for
example, if X thm y, orX causesY. The correct answer will provide a way to test the
hypothesis and determine whether X will actually lea.d to Y.

The wrong answers appear to address pieces of the argument, but they do not actually allow
you to test the proposed causal connection between X and Y.
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MINOR QUESTION TYPES

4. Resolve a Problem
Resolve a Problem questions ask you to solve a problem posed by a passage of premises.
Occasionally, the problem itself will be posed in the question. For example:

Which of the following would best counteract the drug's effects?

To discourage the described counterfeiting, the best approach would be to

In the first question, the argument itself might not actually mention the problem, but the
question indicates that you must find a way to counteract the drug's effects. In the second
question, the counterfeiting would be described in the argument, and your purpose is to
discourage that counterfeiting.

The correct answer should directly counteract or fix the given problem. You will not have to
make additional assumptions to apply the resolution. Furthermore, the correct answer will
tend to appear as a new premise.

Incorrect answers on Resolve a Problem questions tend to appear in one of two forms. Most
commonly, wrong answers will appear to address some piece of the argument but will not
actually counteract or fix the problem. Wrong answers may also be the result of "Wrong
Direction" thinking. In these cases, the answers will range from merely reinforcing the idea
that the problem exists to actually making the problem worse.

5. Provide an Example
Provide an Example questions ask you to select a situation that best exemplifies the main
point-the conclusion=of a given argument. For example:

Which of the following illustrates the process described above?

To solve these types of questions, identify the general principle described in the argument.
Look for an answer choice that describes an example from which you could deduce the
principle itself.

6. Restate the Conclusion
Restate the Conclusion questions ask you to identify the main point-the conclusion-of
the argument.

Which of the following statements best summarizes the main point of the
argument above?

To solve these types or questions, use your diagram to locate the conclusion and choose the
answer choice that best restates or paraphrases it. Do not add in any outside thinking or
make any assumptions.
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7. Mimic the Argument
Mimic the Argument questions ask you to analyze the logical flow of an argument and then
choose the answer choice that most closely mimics this argument flow or structure. Mimic
the Argument questions are both rare and time-consuming; be sure not to spend more than
two minutes on a problem of this type. If necessary, eliminate what answer choices you can
in two minutes, pick intelligently from among the remaining answer choices, and move on.

Which of the following arguments has a line of reasoning most similar to that in
the argument above?

To solve these types of questions, use your diagram to identify the logical structure of the
argument, including the order in which the premises and conclusion appear. Choose the
answer choice that reflects the same structure and order, including any cause-effect relation-
ships or similar logical interactions. If, in the original argument, X leads to Y and Y leads to
Z, the correct answer should reflect that A leads to B and B leads to C. If, in the original
argument, X does not lead to Y but instead leads to Z, the correct answer should reflect that
A does not lead to B but instead leads to C. Both the original argument and the correct
answer will illustrate the same overall message or "moral of the story." The specific details
of the original argument will be irrelevant. Only the structure of the original argument
matters.
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Problem Set
The following questions are a representative sampling of various minor question types. First, try to
identify the underlying problem type. Then use the strategreslaidoutin this chapees.rosolve the
problem. Be sure to diagram .each argument. Detailed answers and explanations follow.

1. Nitrogen Triiodide '
Nitrogentriiodide is a highly explosive chemical that is easy to make from only two ingredients:
ammonia and concentrated iodine. However, no terrorists are known to have ever used nitro-
gen triiodide in an attack.

Which of the following, if true, is the most likely explanation for the discrepancy described
above?

(A) Ammonia can be bought in a grocery store, but concentrated iodine must be obtained from
somewhat more restricted sources, such as chemical supply houses.

(B) Nitrogen triiodide is only one of several powerful explosives that can be made from
ammonia.

(C) Many terrorists have been more focused on acquiring weapons of mass destruction, such
as nuclear or biological weapons, than on developing conventional. chemical explosives..

(D) Airport security devices are typically calibrated to detect nitrogen compounds, such as
ammonia and ammonium compounds.

(E) Nitrogen triiodide is extremely shock sensitive and can detonate as a result of even slight
movement.

2. CacSt9"
With information readily available on the Internet, consumers now often enter the. automoblle
retail environment with certain models and detailed specifications in mind. In response to this
trend,CarStore has decided to move toward a less aggressive sales apprQ(jch. Despite the fact
that members of its sales pers9"nel have an average of ten years of experience.each, CarStore
has implemented a mandatory training program for all sales personnel, because

(A) the sales personnel in CarStore have historically specialized in aggressively selUflgautorno-
biles and add-on features

(B) the sales personnel in CarStore do not themselves use the Internet often for their own
purposes

(C) CarStore has found that most consumers do not mind negotiating over price
(D) information found on the Internet often does not reflect sales pr0l1l.ptions atlndividual

retail locations
(E) several retailers that compete directly with CarStore have adopted ."customer-centered"

sales approaches

3. Costmart Warehouse
Editorial: In order to preserve the health of its local economy, Metropolis should not permit a
Costmart warehouse department store to open within city limits. It has been demonstrated
that when Costmart opens a warehouse department store within a city, the bankruptcy rate of
local retailers increases in that city by twenty percent over the next several years.
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Which of the following questions would be most useful for evaluating the conclusion of the
editorial?

(A) Does the bankruptcy rate of local retailers in a city generally stabilize several years after a
Costmart warehouse department store opens?

(8) Do most residents of Metropolis currently do almost all of their shopping at stores wlthin
the city limits of Metrop~lis?

(C) Have other cities that ha~e permitted Costmart warehouse department stores within city
limits experienced any economic benefits as a result?

(D) Is the bankruptcy rate for local retailers in Metropolis higher than in the average city that
has permitted a Costmart warehouse department store within city limits?

(E) Does Costmart plan to hire employees exclusively from within Metropolis for the proposed
warehouse department store?

4. Spreading the Flu
Scientists recently documented that influenza spreads around the world more efficiently in the
modern era due to commercial air travel. Symptoms of a pandemic-level flu are severe enough
that the ill would likely cancel or reschedule air travel, but an infected person can travel across
the globe before the first signs appear. Further, if symptoms develop while someone is still on
a plane, the infected person's cough can spread the virus easily in the enclosed and closely-
packed environment.

Which of the following would best minimize the role air travel can play in the spread of
influenza during a pandemic?

(A) installing air filtration svsterns in the planes to kill any flu virus particles flowing through
the filters

(8) requiring air travelers to receive flu vaccinations far enough in advance of the trip to pro-
vide protection against the disease

(C) refusing to allow children, the elderly, or others who are especially vulnerable to flu to
travel by air during a pandemic

(D) requiring all air travelers to wash their hands before boarding a plane
(E) conducting medical examinations during the boarding process to weed out passengers with

flu symptoms

5. MalaclQ
In an attempt to explain the cause of malaria, a deadly infectious disease common in tropical
areas, early European settle ItS in Hong Kong attributed the malady to poisonous gases suppos-
edly emanating from low-lying swampland. Malaria, in fact, translates from the Italian as "bad
air." In the 1880s, however, doctors determined that Anopheles mosquitoes were responsible
for transmitting the disease to humans after observing that the female of the species can
carry a parasitiC protozoan that is passed on to unsuspecting humans when a mosquito
feasts on a person's blood.

What function does the statement in boldface fulfill with respect to the argument presented
above? .

i
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(A) It provides support for the explanation of a particular phenomenon.
(B) It presents evidence which contradicts an established fact
(C) It offers confirmation of a contested assumption;
(D) It identifies the cause of an erroneous conclusion.
(E) It proposes a new conclusion in place of an earlier conjecture.

6. Deer Hunters
Due to the increase in traffic accidents caused by deer in the state, the governor last year rein-
troduced a longer deer hunting season to encourage recreational hunting of theammals. The
governor expected the longer hunting season to decrease the number of deer and therefore
decrease.the number of accidents. However, this year the number of accidents caused by deer
has increased substantially since the reintroduction of the longer deer hunting season.

Which of the following, if true, would best explain the increase in traffic accidents caused by
deer?

(A) Many recreational hunters hunt only once or twice per hunting season, regardless of the
length of the season.

(B) The deer in the state have become accustomed to living in close proximity to humans and
are often easy prey for hunters as a result.

(C) Most automobile accidents involving deer result from cars swerving to avoid deer, and
leave the deer in question unharmed.

(D) The number of drivers in the state has been gradually increasing over the past several
years.

(E)· A heaviJyused new high'Naywas recently built directly through the ,state~slarpst forest,
which is the primary habitat of the state's deer population.

7. LaW qfDemqnd,

The law of.demand statesthat, ,if all other factors remain equa', the higher the prkeof a good,
the less people will. consume that good. In other words, the.,higher the price, the/ower the
quantity demanded. This principle is illustrated when '

(A) Company A has a monopoly over the widget market so an increase in widget prices has lit-
tle effect on the quantity demanded

(B) a manufacturer of luxury cars noticed that its customer base is relatively unresponsive to
changes in price

(C) the recent increase in gas prices caused an increased demand for fuel-efficient cars
(D) an increase in the number.of computer retailers led to a decrease in the average price of

computers
(E) a reduction in the price of oranges from $2 per pound to $1 per pound results.in 75

pounds of oranges being sold as opposed to 50 pounds
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8. Private Eauity
In past decades, private equity investors used to compete for exclusive participation in invest-
ments. Now, in response to both the growing scale of investments and increased competition
to participate, private equity funds often form syndicates or "dubs" and jointly take positions
in large investments. Clearly,i the reason investors do this is to allow them to spread some of
the risk and also gain accessjto a broader range of investments and opportunities.

Which of the following statements by a private equity investor best defines the changing atti-
tude described in the argument above? .

(A) "We would rather beat dur competition by working with them in order to find out their
strengths and weaknesses,"

(B) "In order to keep up witt) our competition, we should stop investing small and only invest
in very large opportunltles,"

(C) "In order to make sure that we can participate in certain investments, we should expect to
cooperate with our competition on occasion,"

(D) "To avoid taking any risks, it is necessary to stop competing with our former competitors,"
(E) "In response to changing market conditions, we should participate only in investments that

allow us to take better positions than our competitors,"

9. Executive Debate
Media Critic: Network executives have alleged that television viewership is decreasing due to
the availability of television programs on other platforms, such as the internet, video-on-
demand, and mobile devices. These executives claim that declining viewership will cause
advertising revenue to fall so far that networks will be. unable to spend the large sums neces-
sary to produce programs of the quality now available. That development, in turn, will lead to
a dearth of programming for the very devices which cannibalized television's audience.
However, technology executives point to research which indicates that users of these plat-
forms Increase the numberiof hours per week that they watch television because they are
exposed to new programs ahd promotional spots through these alternate platforms. This
analysis demonstrates that networks can actually increase their revenue through higher adver-
tising rates, due to larger audiences lured to television through other media.

The portions in boldface play which of the following roles in the media critic's argument?

(A) The first is an inevitable trend that weighs against the critic's claim; the second is that
claim.

(B) The first is a prediction that is challenged by the argument; the second is a finding upon
which the argument depends.

(C) The first clarifies the reasoning behind the critic's claim; the second demonstrates why that
claim is flawed.

(D) The first acknowledges a position that the technology executives accept as true; the second
is a consequence of that position.

(E) The first opposes the critic's claim through an analogy; the second outlines a scenario in
which that claim will not hold.

!
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.1.0.Immigration Trends

As a percentage of the total population in the United States, the foreign-born population
increased from 4.7 percent in 1970 to 11.1 percent in 2000. However, given historical immigra-
tion patterns, this trend is unlikely to continue in the 21st century.

Which of the following is most like the argument above in its logical structure?

(A) The birth rate in Town T increased dramatically between 1970 and 2000. However,
between 2000 and 2005, the birth rate decreased slightly.

(8) The gray wolf population in Minnesota grew nearly 50 percent between 1996 and 2005.
However, during the same time period, the gray wolf population in Montana only increased
by around 13 percent.

(C) Company A's sales have decreased over the past two quarters. However, as sales typically
increase during the fourth quarter, Company A predicts that sales will not continue to go
down.

(0) Per capita soft drink consumption in the United States has increased by nearly 500% over
the past 50 years. In order to combat the affiliated health risks, some soft drink manufac-
turers are developing carbonated milk drinks to be sold in schools.

(E) The number of televisions sold in Country Q decreased by 20% between 2005 and 2006.
However, the average number of hours spent watching television in Country Q more than
doubled.
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1. Nitrggen TriiodiJe

Nitrogen triiodide is a highly explosive chemical that is easy to make from only two
ingredients: ammonia and concentrated iodine. However, no terrorists are known to
have ever used nitrogen triiodide In an attack.

Which of the follOwing, if true, is the most likely explanation for the discrepancy
described above?

(A) Ammonia can be bought in a grocery store, but concentrated iodine must be
obtained from somewhat more restricted sources, such as chemical supply
houses.

(B) Nitrogen triiodide is only one of several powerful explosives that can be made
from ammonia.

(C) Many terrorists have been more focused on acquiring weapons of mass destruc-
tion, such as nuclear or biological weapons, than on developing conventional
chemical explosives.

(O)Airpon security devices are typically calibrated to detect nitrogen compounds,
such as ammonia and ammonium compounds.

(E) Nitrogen triiodide is extremely shock sensitive and can detonate as a result of
even slight movement.

The correctanswerEXPLAlNSA DISCREPANCY.

The question presents seemingly contradictory premises. On the one hand, nitrogen triiodide is a
powerful explosive that is easy to make from just two ingredients. On the other hand, apparendy
no terrorists have used this chemical.In attacks. The correct answer will reconcile thesepremlses by
presenting a relevant, reasonable explanation for why terrorists have not used this explosive, despite
its advantages. Thus, the correct answer should convey a direct disadvantage of using the explosive.

(A) This answer choice does present an obstacle: one of the ingredients has limited availability.
However, the obstacle is not described as serious. The ingredient can be obtained from some-
what more restrictedsourcesthan a grocery store, such chemic4/ supply houses.

(B) Other explosives can be made from ammonia, but this fact does not sa~factorily explain why
terrorists have not used this particular explosive.

(C) This answer choice presents another obstacle: many terrorists are more focused on weapons of
mass destruction than on these kinds of chemical explosives. However, this does not mean that
all terrorists are morefocused on weapons of mass destruction. Moreover, even terrorists who
are more focused on more devastating weapons may still be interested enough in conventional
explosives to use nitrogen triiodide in some attack.

(D) Airport security devices may be calibrated to detect ammonium compounds, an obstacle to
their use in attacks on planes or airports. But terrorists might still use $lich compounds in other
sorts of attacks.

(E) CORRECT. Only this answer choice presents a clear and serious obstacle to the.use of nitrogen
triiodide in terrorist attacks. Since simply moving around with the chen¥cal might cause it to
detonate, terrorists are unlikely to use such an unstable chemical jna~.
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2. CarStore
With information readily available on the Internet, consumers now often enter the
automobile retail environment with certain models and detailed specifications in
mind. In response to this trend, CarStore has decided to move toward a less aggres-
sive sales approach. Despite the fact that members of its sales personnel have an
average of ten years oflexperience each, CarS tore has implemented a mandatory
training program for all sales personnel, because .

(A) the sales personnel! in CarStore have historically specialized in aggressively selling
automobiles and add-on features

(8) the sales personnel! in CarS tore do not themselves use the Internet often for their
own purposes

(C) CarStore has found that most consumers do not mind negotiating over price
(D) information foundi on the Internet often does not reflect sales promotions at

individual retaillo~tions
(E) several retailers th~t compete directly with CarStore have adopted "customer-

centered" sales approaches

The correct answer EXPLAINS, A DISCREPANCY.

The argument describes CarStore's decision to move toward a less aggressive sales approach in
response to consumers now entering the retail environment with automobile models and specifica-
tions in mind. This is presented implicitly in contrast to how consumers entered the retail environ-
ment prior to the Internet. T~e passage then states that, despite the fact that its sales personnel are
very experienced, CarStore is ~mplementing a mandatory training program. We are asked to com-
plete the passage; the explanation for the training program should resolve the apparent discrepancy
between the extensive experience of CarS tore's employees and the company's new mandatory train-
ing program.

(A) CORRECT. If the sales personnel at CarStore have historically specialized in aggressive sales
tactics and promoting add-on features, they will need to learn new sales tactics. This explains
the need for a mandatory ~etraining program. This answer choice also ties directly to the first
and second premises provided, as aggressive selling is less appropriate if consumers already know
what model and features they would like to purchase.

(8) Though it may be helpfulfor the sales personnel of CarS tore to use the Internet themselves so
that they can relate to m~y of their customers, this is irrelevant to the argument. The argu-
ment describes CarStore's pew policy as promoting a less aggressive sales approach; there is no
indication that the training should involve edifying salespeople about how to use the Internet.

!

(C) The fact that consumers ~o not mind negotiating over price, if true, suggests that a less aggres-
sive sales approach may n~t be necessary. This does not fit logically with the overall argument
abut CarStore adopting a new, less aggressive sales approach.

(D) The fact that Informationlgained from the Internet may not be exhaustive or up-to-date is irrel-
evant to the argument, wliich centers on the need for training salespeople in a less aggressive
sales approach. Also, expe I ienced salespeople would presumably know about location-specific
sales promotions and be a le to describe them to consumers without any additional training.
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(E) That several competitors to CarStore have adopted "customer-centered" sales approaches may

help explain why CarStore has also decided on a less aggressive sales approach. However, the
actions of CarStoce's competitors are outside the scope of the argument. Also, this answer
choice does not satisfactorily explain the needto retrain veteran salespeople.

3. Costmart wPrebouse
Editorial: In order to preserve the health of its local economy, Metropolis should
not permit a Costmart warehouse department store to open wimincity limits. It has
been demonstrated that when Costmart opens a warehouse department store within
a city, the bankruptcy rate of local retailers increases in that city by twenty percent
over the next several years.

Which of the following questions would be most useful for evaluating the conclu-
sion of the editorial?

(A) Does the bankruptcy rate of local retailers in a city generally stabilize several
years after a Costmart warehouse department store opens?

(B) Do most residents of Metropolis currently do almost all of their shopping at
stores within the city limits of Metropolis?

(C) Have other cities that have permitted Costmart warehouse department stores
within city limits experienced any economic benefits as a result?

(D) Is the bankruptcy rate for local retailers in Metropolis higherthan in the average
city that has permitted a Costmart warehouse department store within city
limits?

(E) Does Costmart plan to hire employees exclusively from within Metropolis for
the proposed warehouse department store?

The comet answer bestpermits us to EVALUATE THE CONCLUSION.

The editorial argues that a Costmart warehouse department store should not be permitted within
city limits in order to preserve the health of the city's local economy. The evidence presented is that,
in other cities, opening a Costmarr warehouse department store has caused a twenty percent rise in
the bankruptcy rate of local retailers for the next several years. In order to evaluaee the conclusion,
it would be helpful to determine whether opening a Costmart warehouse <iepartment store has any
other impacts on the economic health of a city aside from increasing the bankruptcy rate of local
stores.

(A) Knowing whether the bankruptcy rate of local retailers stabilizes after several years is not helpful
in evaluating the conclusion. The increased bankruptcy rate is given in the premises. Also, this
answer choice suggests only that the bankruptcy rate stops increasingaiter several years, not
that there is any economic benefit to be achieved.

(B) Knowing whether most residents of Metropolis currently shop at stores in Metropolis is not
helpful in evaluating the conclusion. This information does not impact the bankruptcy rate. of
local retailers. Similarly, this information does not directly affect the health of the local econo-
my unless the proportion of residents that shop in Metropolis is expected to change.
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(C) CORRECT. We are asked Ito evaluate an argument concerning whether a Costmart warehouse
department store is negath\e for the local economy of Metropolis. It is presented that the bank-
ruptcy rate of local retailer, can be expected to increase. However, the argument is silent as to
whether any benefits can ~ expected in the local economy as a result of the new Costmart store
(e.g, lower prices for Merropolis consumers, more efficient retail operations). This information

1

would be helpful in evaluating the conclusion.

(D)To evaluate the conclusion] it is not helpful to know whether the current bankruptcy rate of
retailers in Metropolis is h~gher than that of retailers in the average city that has opened a
Costmart warehouse department store. The bankruptcy rate would be expected to increase as a
result of the new Costmarq store regardless of whether the bankruptcy rate started at a higher or
lower base than the average city.

i

(E) Knowing whether Costmart plans to hire exclusively from within Metropolis is not helpful in
evaluating the economic eJects of opening a Costmart warehouse within city limits. Whether
the answer to this question is "yes" or "no," in general, it is still not clear what economic impact
this may have, if any. For ~xample, .if other local retailers go out of business, the jobs created by
Costmart may simply counterbalance the jobs lost, resulting in no net gain or loss.

4. Spreading the Flu 1

I

Scientists recendy doctfmented that influenza spreads around the world more effi-
ciendy in the modern tra due to commercial air travel. Symptoms of a pandemic-
level flu are severe enough that the ill would likely cancel or reschedule air travel,
but an infected personican travel across the globe before the first signs appear.
Further, if symptoms 4evelop while someone is still on a plane, the infected person's
cough can spread the ~irus easily in the enclosed and closely-packed environment.
Which of the fOllOWi]" would best minimize the role air travel can play in the
spread of influenza ding a pandemic?

(A) installing air filtra on systems in the planes to kill any flu virus particles flowing
through the filters !

(B) requiring air travelers to receive flu vaccinations far enough in advance of the
trip to provide protection against the disease

(C) refusing to allow children, the elderly, or others who are especially vulnerable to
flu to travel by air during a pandemic

(D) requiring all air travelers to wash their hands before boarding a plane
(E) conducting medicf examinations during the boarding process to weed out pas-

sengers with flu syrptoms

The correctanswer RESOLVE$ A PROBLEM.

We are presented with a paragraph of premises and asked to resolve the problem they present: how
to minimize the spread of flu tia air travel. The correct answer will need to rely specifically on the
premises and will not require [' to make any inferences or assumptions.

(A) The passage states that the infection can be spread by coughing. The flu virus, therefore, can
reach the other passengers ,in the closely-packedenvironment before it enters any filters that might
kill the virus. I
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(D) CORRECT. Vaccines provide Significant protection against developing the virus (not 100%
protection, but we are asked to minimize the impact of air travel, not eliminate it entirely). If all
passengers are vaccinated against the virus, many of those who otherwise would hav'e developed
the disease will not, and, therefore, will not spread it to others.

(C) Anyone can contract the virus and subsequently spread it; the mentioned populations are mere-
ly especially vulnerable to it. Infected people traveling to another place ~ infect children, senior
citizens and others who have stayed in their home regions.

(D)The passage states that the infection can be spread by coughing; while it may be true that the
virus can also spread via. hand contact, this information is not stated in the passage.

(E) The passage states that people who develop symptoms before travel begins likely would not
make the trip; weeding out those with observable symptoms, then, will not minimize the role of
air travel because most of those people will decide themselves not to take the trip. The larger
danger is those who may be infected but have not yet developed symptoms.

5. Malaria
In an attempt to explain the cause of malaria, a deadly infectious disease common in tropi-
cal areas, early European settlers in Hong Kong attributed the malady to poisonous gases
supposedly emanating from low-lying swampland. Malaria, in fact, translates from the
Italian as "bad air." In the 1880s, however, doctors determined that Anopheles mosquitoes
were responsible for transmitting the disease to humans after observing that the female of
the species call carry a parasitic protozoantbat is passed on to uasuspectins humans
when a mosquito feasts on a person's blood.

What function does the statement in boldface fulfill with respect to the argument
presented above?

(A) It provides support for the explanation of a particular phenomenon.
(B) It presents evidence which contradicts an established fact.
(C) It offers confirmation of a contested assumption.
(D) It identifies the cause of an erroneous conclusion.
(E) It proposes a new conclusion in place of an earlier conjecture.

The correct answer ANALrzES THEARGUMENT STRUCTURE.

This problem is an Analyze the Argument Structure question. The first step is to identify the con-
clusion of the argument, which appears in the third sentence: Doctors dittrmined that Anopheles
mosquitoes were responsible for transmitting the disease to humans. The boldfaciestatement provides
the specific mechanism by which the mosquito is responsible for human inftCtion; it therefore sup-
ports the ultimate conclusion. More simply, the boldface represents a Premise For.

(A) CORRECT. The statement is a supporting premise which explains why the conclusion is true.

(B) The statement does provide evidence which contradicts the original belief, but the original
belief cannot be labeled a fact; it was a mistaken belief If we assume that the "established fact"
is the later conclusion by the doctors, then the statement does not contradict that conclusion.
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(C) The statement does confi m the doctors' conclusion, but the doctors' conclusion was never con-
tested, or in doubt. Rathe, the doctors' conclusion had the effect of casting doubt on the origi-
nal mistaken belief

(D) The statement does not Identify the cause of an erroneous, or mistaken, conclusion; rather, it
supports a valid conclusion,

(E) The statement is not the Jctual conclusion; it is a premise in support of the doctors' conclusion.

I6. Deer Hunters I

Due to the increase id traffic accidents caused by deer in the state, the governor last
year reintroduced a longer deer hunting season to encourage recreational hunting of
the animals. The governor expected the longer hunting season to decrease the num-
ber of deer and theref~re decrease the number of accidents. However, this year the
number of accidents qaused by deer has increased substantially since the reintroduc-
tion of the longer deet hunting season.

Which of the followi1g, if true, would best explain the increase in traffic accidents
caused by deer? !

I

(A) Many recreationaf hunters hunt only once or twice per hunting season, regard-
less of the length Cl>fthe season.

(B) The deer in the state have become accustomed to living in close proximity to
humans and are often easy prey for hunters as a result.

(C) Most automobile!1 ccidents involving deer result from cars swerving to avoid
deer, and leave th deer in question unharmed.

(D) The number of divers in the state has been gradually increasing over the past
several years. i

(E) A heavily used new highway was recently built directly through the state's largest
forest, which is the primary habitat of the state's deer population.

The correct answer EXPLAIN$ A DISCREPANCY.

The passage states that the gil ernor of a state is trying to resolve a problem that is apparently creat-
ed by an overpopulation of d er in the state. To resolve this problem, the governor extended the
recreational hunting season. powever, since the reintroduction of the longer hunting season, the
number of accidents caused by deer has not declined-it has in fact substantially increased. We are
asked to resolve this contradiction.

i

(A) The fact that many hunters only hunt once or twice per hunting season regardless of the length
of the season may help tol explain the inefficacy of the governor's measure. However, this would
not explain the observed fncrease in accidents.

(B) This answer choice, if anking, indicates that the governor's extension of the hunting season
would be effective in red~cing the deer overpopulation. It does not explain the increase in
traffic accidents.

i
(C) The fact that deer ofren e lefr unharmed by traffic accidents does not explain any increase in

accidents. Unless one ass es that the deer population is growing dramatically, this informa-
tion suggests a constant r te of accidents.
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(0) This answer choice would contribute to an explanation of a gradual increase in traffic accidents
involving deer over the last several years. However, it does not explain a substantial increase in
accidents from last year to this year. Both the extent of the increase and the time frame serve to
make this answer choice an unsatisfactory explanation of the observed rise in accidents.

(E) CORRECT. A new highway system recently built directly through the primary habitat of the
state's deer population would provide a specific explanation as to why die number of accidents
involving deer has increased. It also explains the time frame of the increase.

Z Law of Demand.
The law of demand states that, if all other factors remain equal, the higher the price
of a good, the less people will consume that good. In other words, the higher the
price, the lower the quantity demanded. This principle is illustrated when

(A) Company A has a monopoly over the widget market so an increase in widget
prices has little effect on the quantity demanded

(B) a manufacturer of luxury cars noticed that its customer base is relatively unre-
sponsive to changes in price

(C) the recent increase in gas prices caused an increased demand for fuel-efficient
cars

(0) an increase in the number of computer retailers led to a decrease in the average
price of computers

(E) a reduction in the price of oranges from $2 per pound to $1 per pound results
in 75 pounds of oranges being sold as opposed to 50 pounds

The correctanswer PROVIDESAN EXAMPLE.

The passage describes the law of demand, which states that the higher the price, the lower the
quantity demanded. Alternatively, .the law could be restated as indicating that the lower the price,
the greater the quantity demanded.

(A) An increase in the price of widgets does not decrease the quantity demanded. This does not
illustrate the principle described in the argument.

(B) Changes in the price of luxury cars do not have an effect on the quantity demanded. This does
not illustrate the principle described in the argument.

(C) This example discusses the effect of the price of a related item, gas, on the quantity of fuel--effi-
cient cars demanded. It does not directly illustrate the law of demand for a panicular good as
determined by its price.

(Dl'This example describes the effect of increased availability or competition.and a decrease in
price. It does not directly illustrate a relationship between price and demand.

(E) CORRECT. This example demonstrates the principle of the law of demand: as the price of
oranges decreases, the quantity demanded increases.
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8. PrivateEqu;~ i

In past decades, privat equity investors used to compete for exclusive participation
in investments. Now, i response to both the growing scale of investments and
increased competition 0 participate, private equity funds often form syndicates or
"clubs" and jointly tak positions in large investments. Clearly, the reason investors
do this is to allow the to spread some of the risk and also gain access to a broader
range of investments d opportunities.

Which of the followin~ statements by a private equity investor best defines the
changing attitude described in the argument above?

i

(A) "We would rather ~eat our competition by working with them in order to find
out their strengthStnd weaknesses."

(B) "In order to keep with our competition, we should stop investing small and
only invest in very arge opportunities."

(C) "In order to make sure that we can participate in certain investments, we should
expect to cooperate with our competition on occasion."

(0) "To avoid taking a4y risks, it is necessary to stop competing with our former
• " IcompetItors. !

(E) "In response to ch~ging market conditions, we should participate only in
investments that allow us to take better positions than our competitors."

The correct answer RESTATES THE CONCLUSION.

The argument describes privatf equity investors as very competitive with one another in past
decades. However, the argument indicates that this has changed in response to changing market
conditions. Specifically, as investments have become larger in scale and competition to participate
in investments has increased~'rivate equity funds have begun to cooperate with one another and
pool resources in large inves nts. The author concludes that investors do this to gain two advan-
tages: the sharing of risk and e ability to gain access to a broader range of investments and oppor-
tunities. We are asked to choo e a quote that best reflects this conclusion.

!

(A) The argument does not in¥ude any reference to determining the strengths and weaknesses of
one's competitors. Also, there is no indication that this cooperative approach allows investors to
beat, or obtain better results than, their competitors.

i

(B) The argument does refer!increased competition as one catalyst for the change in approach.
However, there is no indi tion in the argument that private equity investors now only invest in
very large opportunities. ther, the argument states that investments have become larger in
scale, requiring cooperatio among investors.

!

(C) CORRECT. The increasing scale of investments and increased competition are cited as pres-
sures that encourage cooptation among private equity investors in order to ensure participation
in certain investments. AlS\), the second part of this answer choice accurately characterizes the
argument's description of ~e attitude toward competition that has been adopted by private
equity investors. I

I

the
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(0) While the argument does state that the ability to spread risk is a benefit of cooperation, the
phrase to avoid taking any risks is inaccurate and too extreme. Also, the argument does not indi-
cate that it is necessary to stop competing; cooperating with competitors in certain instances is
not the same as not competing.

(E) The argument does mention changing market conditions. However, the argument does not
indicate that cooperation in a joint investment is contingent upon taking a more advantaged
position than one's competitors. Indeed, it would be impossible for aU investors to invest only
when they have an advantage relative to the other investors.

9. Executive Debate
Media Critic: Network executives have alleged that television viewership is decreasing due
to the availability of television programs on other platforms, such as.the internet, video-on-
demand, and mobile devices. These executives claim that decl.iningvi.ewership will cause
advertising revenue to fall so far that networks will be Q.W!.bleto ~pend the l~ sums
necessary to produce programs of the quality now available. That development, in turn,
will lead to a dearth of programming for the very devices which cannibalized. television's
audience. However, technology executives point to research which indicates that users of
these platforms increase the number of hours per week that they watch televisjon
because they are exposed to new progratI).s and promotional spots through these alternate
platforms. This analysis demonstrates that networks can actually increase their revenue
through higher advertising rates, due to larger audiences lured to television through other
media. .

The portions in boldface play which of the following roles in the media critic's argument?

(A) The first is an inevitable trend that weighs against the critic's claim; the second is that
claim.

(B) The first is a prediction that is challenged by the argument; the second is a finding
upon which the argument depends.

(C) The first clarifies the reasoning behind the critic's claim; the second demonstrates why
that claim is flawed.

(0) The first acknowledges a position that the technology executives accept as true; the
second is a consequence of that position.

(E) The rust opposes the critic's claim through an analogy; the second outlinesa scenario in
which that claim will not hold.

The correct answer ANAL¥ZES THE ARGUMENT STRUCTURE.

This problem is an Analyze the Argument Structure question. In order to properly evaluate the role
of the two boldface portions, we must first identify the critic's conclusion: Networks can actually
increase their revenue through higher advertising rates, due to larger audiences lured to television through
other media. The first boldface portion opposes this position by predicting smaller audiences; the
second lends support to it by citing evidence that alternate mediaplatforms lead their users to
watch more television. More simply, the first boldface statement is a Premise Against, and the sec-
ond boldface statement is a Premise For. The correct answer choice will reflect this pattern.
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(A) The first boldface stateme t does weigh against the critic's claim, but it is a prediction, rather
than an inevitable trend. T e second boldface statement supports the claim; it is not the
conclusion itself.

(B) CORRECT. The critic's c nclusion about a potential increase in network revenue is contrary to
the first boldface statemen 's prediction about shrinking audiences and falling revenue. Also, the
argument in fact depends pon the second boldface statement's assertion that users of alternate
devices will actually watch more hours of television.

I
I

(C) The first boldface stateme t opposes the critic's claim, rather than clarifies it. The second bold-
face statement is used to s pport the critic's claim; it does not indicate that the critic's claim is
flawed.

(0) The description of the firs boldface statement is incorrect in that the technology executives
neither accept nor deny th prediction of the network executives. The second boldface state-
ment contradicts, rather an follows as a consequence of, that prediction.

(E) The first boldface stateme t is incorrect described, because it does not use an analogy. The sec-
ond boldface statement is i agreement with, not in opposition to, the critic's claim.

10. Immigration XrmdJ.
As a percentage of the otal population in the United States, the foreign-born popu-
lation increased from 4 7 percent in 1970 to 11.1 percent in 2000. However, given
historical immigration atterns, this trend is unlikely to continue in the 21st

I

I

Which of the followin is most like the argument above in its logical structure?

century.

(A) The birth rate in 11 wn T increased dramatically between 1970 and 2000.
However, between 000 and 2005, the birth rate decreased slightly.

(B) The gray wolf pop arion in Minnesota grew nearly 50 percent between 1996
and 2005. Howeve , during the same time period, the gray wolf population in
Montana only incr .ased by around 13 percent.

(C) Company 1\s sales rave decreased over the past two quarters. However, as sales
typically increase d ring the fourth quarter, Company A predicts that sales will
not continue to go down.

(0) Per capita soft dri consumption in the United States has increased by nearly 500%
over the past 50 ye s. In order to combat the affiliated health risks, some soft drink
manufacturers are eveloping carbonated milk drinks to be sold in schools.

(E) The number of tel isions sold in Country Q decreased by 20% between 2005
and 2006. Howeve , the average number of hours spent watching television in
Country Q more an doubled.

The correct answer MIMICS

The original argument states at although the foreign-born population increased from 1970 to
2000, historical data indicates at this trend is unlikely to continue into the 21st century. The
argument first states a trend th t has been observed in the past. The argument then concludes that,
given other historical informat on, this trend will likely not continue in the future.
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(A) This argument states a trend that has been observed in the past: the birth rate for Town T
increased between 1970 and 2000. The argument then states a different trend that has been
observed in the past: the birth rate decreased slightly between 2000 and 2005. There is no pre-
diction of a different result in the future; this answer choice does not mimic the original
argument.

(B) This argument is a 'comparison of two trends over the same period of time: The wolf popula-
tion in Minnesota increased more dramatically than that in Montana. There is no prediction of
a different result in the future; this answer choice does not mimic the original argument.

(C) CORRECT. This argument states a trend and then concludes that this trend will not continue
in the future, given other historical information. Company Ifs sales have decreased in the past,
but the argument predicts that sales will not continue to go down because of historical sales
data related to the fourth quarters of previous years.

(D) This argument states a trend and then a fact related to this trend. Per capita soft drink con-
sumption in the United States has increased and as a result, some soft drink manufacturers are
developing carbonated milk drinks. There is no prediction of a different result in the future;
this answer choice does not mimic the original argument.

(E) This argument lists two contrasting trends: the number of televisions decreased, but the average
number of hours spent watching television increased. There is no prediction of a different result
in the future; this answer choice does not mimic the original argument.
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REAL GMAT PROBLEMS
Now that you have completed your study of MINOR QUESTION TYPES, it is time to test your
skillson problems that have appeared on real GMAT examsover the past severalyears.

The problem set below is composed of Critical Reasoning problems from three books published
by GMAC (Graduate Management Admission Council):

The Official Guidefor GMAT Review, 12th Edition (pages33-39 & 486-524)
The Official Guide for GMAT Verbal Review (pages 116-142), and
The Official Guide for GMAT Verbal Review, 2nd Edition (pages 116-152).

Note: The two editions of the VerbalReviewbook largelyoverlap. Use one OR the other.

Diagram each argument and answer each question.

Note: Problem numbers preceded by "D" refer to questions in the Diagnostic Test chapter of
The Official Guide for GMAT Review, 12th Edition (pages33-39).

Explain an Event or Discrepancy
12th Edition: 8,9, 18,22,46,59,62,80,92,98, D19, D33
Verbal Review: 9, 23, 61, 62, 66, 72, 73
OR 2nd Edition: 8, 59, 60, 61, 72, 73

Analyze the Argument Structure
12th Edition: 17,29,37,54,64,77,79,85,86,89,97, 117, 124
Verbal Review: 78, 82
OR 2nd Edition: 48, 74, 79

Evaluate the Conclusion
iz« Edition: 2, 7, 12,27,39,44,49,69, 72, 74, 108, D21, D22, D29
Verbal Review: 41, 65
OR 2nd Edition: 3, 40, 42, 54, 66, 70

Resolve a Problem
12th Edition: 6, 55
Verbal Review: 10,30 OR 2nd Edition: 10,28

Provide an Example
Verbal Review: 5, 38 OR 2nd Edition: 38

Restate the Conclusion
Verbal Review: 42

Mimic the Argument
Verbal Review: 8
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1.ARGUMENT RE:
Parts of an Argument, Findi a Conclusion, Common Signal Words, Identifying Conclusions and Premises,
An Alternate Way

2. DIAGRAMMING:
The T-Diagram, Efficient \;"",''''''lrn,nn

3. GENERAL STRA
Question Stem, "Except" nlll'l~ti(\n~Boundary and Extreme Words in Question Stem, Process of Elimination,
Boundary and Extreme in Answer Choices

4. FIND THE ASS
Close TIes to the ateoories of Assumptions, Wrong Answer Choice Types,
Least Extreme Negation ll.ri\/::>nr.,ri

5. DRAW A CONCL
Stay Close to the Premises,

6. STRENGTHEN THE
S-W-SlashChart, Decide Two Attractive Answer Choices, Wrong Answer Choice Types

the Argument Structure, Evaluate the Conclusion,
Restate the Conclusion, Mimic the Argument

, What's Inside This Guide
• Clear explanations of fun amental principles.
• Step-by-step instructions r important techniques.
· Advanced sections cover ng the most difficult topics.
• In-Action practice proble s to help you master the concepts and methods.
• Topical sets of Official Gu de problems listed by number (problems published separately by GMAC)

to help you apply your kn wledge to actual GMAT questions.
· One full year of access to 6 Computer Adaptive Practice Exams and Bonus Question Bank.

How Our GMAT Prep Guides Are Different

• Challenges you to do mor , not less
• Focuses on developing m stery
• Covers the subject thoro ghly

• Not just pages of guessing tricks
• Real content, real structure, real teaching
• More pages per topic than all-in-1 tomes

Comments From GMATTestTakers

"I've loved the materia in the Strategy Guides. I've found I really learned a lot through them.
It turns out that this the kind of in-depth study and understanding that I needed.
The guides have <,h",,~norloorl my skills. I like how each section starts with the basics and advances
all the way through the complicated questions."

"The material is revi in a very complete and user-friendly manner. The subjects are taught
in a way that gets to th heart of the matter by demonstrating how to solve actual problems in
a very thorough and mbersome fashion."
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